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FOREWORD
The history of early childhood service provision in Australia. until comparatively
recently, was dominated by two formative themes: a romantic conceptualisation
of childhood development and heavy emphasis upon voluntaryism. Each was a
legacy imported from Europe and each exercised profound effects in shaping the
dominant ideology of the early childhood field and its icons. For example. it was

not until the 1970s that the domination of voluntary agencies in the area of
organisational policy finally recede.' Prior to that time the early childhood field.
with a small number of notable exceptions. was synonymous with the kindergarten
movement. The distinction between care providers and teachers was clear cut and
highly charged. Students in the former Kindergarten Teachers Colleges were
instructed in the detrimental effects of non maternal child care. John Bowlby's
early writings on maternal deprivation assumed the status of truth inscribed in
stone.
The shift from lay to professional involvement in policy formation brought with
it both new opportunities and new challenges. The opportunities largely arose
from the coalition between researchers and politicians, especially in the United
States of America, which focussed on the remedial possibilities of early educational

intervention as a means of ameliorating the damaging effects of social and
economic disadvantage. Head Start became a tool in achievement of President
Johnson's 'Great Society'. However, ilthough programs were initially targeted
towards the poor. the concept was also embraced by the middle classes. In
Australia this was picked up as part of the Whitlam Government's reforms. Quite
suddenly, early childhood became a populist cause and early childhood professionals

experienced a renaissance.

The challenges were quick to follow. Early childhood programs became an area
of contestation. The field of early childhood services was not seen as the sole
preserve of the early childhood teachers. Professionals from other disciplines
perceived contributions that they could offer to what had previously been a closed
shop.

While one immediate response to this challenge was to close ranks, new forces
began to emerge during the 1970s in Australia. In particular. the emergence of
feminist critiques of a social order which severed mothers from participation in
work demanded reform of the early childhood field. The contribution of the
women 's movement not only forced the early childhood field to enlarge its scope
and mission but to legitimate child care as an equal service partner.
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is not intended or in fact is it necessary to explore the confluences and

distinctions that have come to he represented in the early childhood field. Suffice
it to say that debate and divergence have contributed to an enlargement of the scope
of early childhood services. Nowhere is this more apparent than in efforts to unify
the concepts of care and education into a single field of endeavour which looks

beyond the confines of centre based services but reaches out into the very
interstices of family and community life.
It is in the context of an enlarged and more enquiring profession that this volume
of essays is to he welcomed. The volume draws contributions from a number of
fields. which enrich debate, and enlarges the vision of the early childhood profession.
The papers address a wide range of important issues of particular relevance to the
professional preparation of early childhood professionals. However, underlying
many of the papers can he detected a sense of urgency for the development of more
robust and clearly articulated professional commitments. It would seem that new
forces and pressures are discerned within the Australian community that pose yet

further challenges to early childhood professionals. This is what should be
expected. The notion of rapid. and sometime acute. changes in the social and
economic climate of the community are part and parcel of life in the 1990s and
there are no signs that this state of affairs is likely to dramatically alter in the future.

While coping with change and perceived threat to values may suggest adoption of
a pessimistic stance. this is not the message the papers convey. Rather, one can
take heart from the vigour and diversity of the argument. It would appear that in
Australia. early childhood professionals stand at a watershed. They can escape into
the security of taking on hoard other peoples' solutions or they can experiment
ith indigenous concepts. while acknow ledging our debts to zAfshore colleagues.
However, in the final analysis it is w e, as Australians. who have to force our own
destinies. Therefore. Changing Faces represents a significant step forward down
the road to a truly Australian conception of early child; ood professionalism.
In this context two omissions from the topics dealt with can he noted. First, I think
the olume ou Id hax c benefited by inclusion of a chztpter concerned with the role
of early childhood professionals in relation to supporting family and community

development. While this has often received attention under the heading of
'communication w ith parents', this aspect of early childhood has now moved well
beyond simply that of communicating. Second. the issue of mainstream provisions

for children w ith disabilities is a major fact of life for the majority of early
childhood professionals. Unfortunately responses iodate. providing SUPS workers
in child care or specific aide time in other settings, are not in keeping with the spirit

of 'integration' policies.

s.
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Despite these omissions the volume is to be welcomed as a clear expression of
Australian interests and concerns with regard to the field of early childhood
services. It is this achievement that represents a significant ach ance from the
situation that existed prior to the early 1970s.

Gerald Ashby
Professor and Head. School of Early Childhood
Queensland University of Technology
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PREFACE
Those working within the early childhood field in Australia are demonstrating a
growing awareness of the need to become a strong profession. able to articulate the

principles and practices which underpin the field and to work confidently,
effectively and on equal footing alongside other groups eld professions.
Australian society is undergoing a period of unprecedented change. One aspect of
the change has been the catapulting of child care into the political agenda as a
mainstream issue. Another is the focus on microeconumic reform with an attend-

ant overhaul of workplace practice. education and training. These and other
changes mean that the early childhood field is no longer separate and autonomous
from other disciplines and structures.

The new context is challenging and exciting as well as a little daunting. The
opportunity to sharpen our goals and carry them into the wider arena of public
debate should be seized with enthusiasm as an indication of our coming of age.
The pace of change within society also means that practices and beliefs within the
field need to be subjected to constant, critical scrutiny and reflection to ensure that
services remain relevant to the needs of contemporary families.

The Australian Early Childhood Association hopes that the publication of
book will contribute to the development of new professional perspectives by
provoking debate on some of the significant issues we confront. Only when the
questions have been fully debated, criticised, supported, modified, retested and
restated can early childhood professionals take a strong role in making and shaping
change rather than merely reacting to it.

This book cannot address all the critical issues that require attention. Two obvious

gaps are the politics of service provision for children and families and early
intervention issues. Hopefully, these and other important topics will he taken up
in other AECA pnblicatic.ls in the near future.

Beverley Lambert
Editor
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CHAPTER 1

THE CHANGING ECOLOGY
OF AUSTRALIAN
CHILDHOOD
Don Edgar

Non-parental care has always been essential where parents both play a part in
ensuring the.lionilv. s economic survival. This fact is often ignored in debates over
attachment. formal child care and the time and quality debates in earls. childhood
development .This chapter anal uses 1)0(11 the socit,-econonne and political (mucus

of child care and the changing internal dynamics ountnily We. It argues that the
social ecolo,gy of childhood involves more than is o j ten ((t en into account in early
hildhood theories. that much of the research has been misguided and misleading
and that 'deters such as parental time. autonomy sibling and peer influences and

tele vision stimuli should be a majorptws. A ..,aft philanthrtythvietv of Child cure
what is going on and the real needs of parents
may obscure the real dvnutnics
and children.
* This chapter was adapted from an address given at the 10th Annual Children's
Services Conference. Jahiru. Northern Territory. Ma 1991.
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This chapter is a discussion of two closely related aspects of the ecology of
childhood: the external socio-political context and the internal context of the
family itself.

Children are horn into a social and physical environment that varies by culture,
time and geography and some of these changes v ill he explored. But there are some
uni ersal elements with w hich I w ant to start because they help reassess the debate

about child care and the modern family.
cry child is horn into the context of a family . and that family offers her or him
a microcosm of the socio-political world which has to he learned about and dealt
ss ith. There is al \\ ay s a mother and. usually. a father w hose primal task has been
to protect the mother and child. at least through pregnancy and the danger period
of childbirth. Some theorists belies e that pair-bonding or what we call marriage)

emerged because of the need for human parents to cooperate in the feeding,
defence and rearing of their offspring (Lancaster and Lancaster, 1987, in Lamb and

Sternberg. in press) and the family emerged as a result.
Because human offspring are horn not fully developed and not able to fend for
themsek es. surs ival depends upon high parental investment of time and effort
ox er a long period of time. What we often -rget w hen we talk about mother care,
bonding, attachment and the needs of the child. is that the all-embracing need of

both parents and child is for food and/or the economic means to provide food,
clothing and shelter. We forget that from time immemorial. children have had to
accompany their parents to 'w ork in hunting. gathering, in tending the animals or
tilling the fields. or else they have had to he left in the care of others. older children
or other adults.
Lamb and Sternberg ( in press) point this out W. ith telling force in the introductory
chapter to their forthcoming book on non-parental child care. and I draw on them
hem ily here to point out that the political and socio-cultural context of childhood
has not changed one w hit in this basic fact. As they put it. -Exclusive maternal care

throughimt the period of dependency was ne. er an option in the environment of
e olttionary adaptedness'. and there are no societies today in w hich it is typical
practice. Indeed. excluisc maternal care uas seldom an option in any phase of
human history: it emerged as a possibility for a small elite segment of society
during olk small portion of human history

In other \01'd. we should not forget that social change regarding the Australian
family and the social ecology of child care which will be described later in this
chapter sit w ohm the w hole human history of parents facing the economic
necessity of leas ing their children w ith other carer, because their work time was
needed elsew here so their children c mid he properly supported.
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We forget that the 'traditional' or 'natural' form of human child care in the
breadwinner/housew ife home has a short history. because of the power of recent
mythology and the ideological trappings built up around the notion of childhood
and motherhood.
Some examples may help illustrate this point. Sweden is often held up as the i,;eal,
ith universally available. high quality child care set w ithin a cultural endorsen:ent
of sexual equality . In fact. Sweden's very generous family policies emerged in the

post-War period because Sweden . as not ravaged by the war itself. Rapid
industrialisation produced a labour shortage and women w ere needed. The Swedes
very sensibly set up high quality child care systems. but it was w ithin an ethnically
homogeneous and politically unified small nation rising to affluence. They had to
have women employees who were still likely to bear and rear children because they
were assured of high quality. readily accessible child care. So it was not all high
ideals but economic necessity that drove the change.

The Eastern European communist countries faced the same need. though high
ernments
quality was never assured. In the UK, t he USA. Canada and Austral ia.
set up nonmaternal child care facilities during the war solely to encourage w omen
to w ork in w ar-time industries. Rosie the Riveter soon went her w ay w hen the men
came back, encouraged to return to homemaking by the powerful myth of the
'traditional' family. Even in Israel, w here the socialist Kibbutiim were surrounded
by hopes of a new equality and a new lifestyle, it w as the economic necessity to
work the harsh land, rather than theory or altruism. which led to one w oman taking
care of several children rather than one mother to one child.
When we look at these economic necessities and the :,ocio-political contexts of the
way we regard and treat children. we need also to ask questions about w ho is
kidding whom? Whose in'-rests are being served in the debate about how best to
care for our children?

Lamb and Sternberg (in press) suggest there are five basic purposes or reasons for
non-parental care systems. We in Australia are confused by a mixture of these
purposes and often conflicting interests vie for attention and political support.

Historically, the earliest group care facilities for children were set up by the
wealthier ruling classes not because they wished to help the poor but because they
feared the crime and threat of children on the streets. Even the Dutch infant schools

had the purpose of civilising poor children to protect society from r6ellion and
crime. One might even say the more recent Headstart program in ti;:. US was
designed to better socialise poor children and educate their mothers. This proteLtion
of class interests has been a common moil% e.

1 r-
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A second purpose is to foster equal employment opportunities for w omen. Eastern
Europe and Sw eden have already been mentioned. and Australia's current approach
is partly aimed at this. The irony is. of course. that almost all of the paid child care
providers are women and salary rates are therefore low.

A third purpose. also relevant to post -war Australia. is to establish child care
ser\ ices and preschools to facilitate the acculturation or assimilation of migrants.
Italy 's preschools doubled in the I 960s because the philosopher Ciari believed

they could help create common cultural beliefs. The Kibbutz served a vital
function in teaching the Hebrew lanl.:tuage and the norms of Israeli Jewish culture
to incoming foreign Jew N. China uses child care programs to inculcate habits of
hard work and individual sacrifice. w ith the expectation that children will then reeducate their parents.
A fourth goal has been to reduce welfare dependency on the State. Women cannot
be retrained or employed w ithout the provision of suitable child care. The US has

pushed this line in the I 980s and Australia's JET scheme has similar goals.
coupling jobs. education and training NA ith special child care assistance.

f=inally. and most importantly because it often runs across all of the above, child
care has been de\ eloped to enrich the lives of children. The 'garden of children'.
the Montessori schools. Headstart virtually every country has recognised that not
all parents can offer a rich learning env ironment for their children, and better
socialisation might result from group child care. The UK is at one extreme. using
day care as a se r\ ice for children at risk or for children w hose parents cannot cope.
The effect has been to make gas ernment spending in this area unpopular. Canada

has recently recast day care as a ser ice of \ alue to all Canadian families and
Australia's press tow ands 'the Clever Country may finally help those in power to
recognise the vital importance of ins esting in the early years.

Yet many parents still has e to accept what is provided. regardless of quality.
Where. for example. has e the promised national Australian standards for subsidised
child care gone.) Why is it that some areas ( remote rural. urban fringe) haves() little

access to quality child care? Why are so few employers failing to take advantage
of the gas ernment's guidelines for subsidised w ark-based child care?

I would suggest it is because we are still ambivalent about the purposes of non
parental group) care pro ided as a substitute far maternal care. We are in a hiatus.
at a time of confusion w here attitudes and ideologies have not caught up V ith the
actual beha lour and everyday pressures faced by parents in today's context.
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CHANGING SOCIAL ECOLOGY OF AUSTRALIAN
CHILDREN
statistics which set the
Following is a brief description of some current Australian
contexts of children's lives in Australia today.
about households and
The 1986 Australian Census asked a number of questions
family structures.
family relationships that give a much better picture of currentwhat we call family
households.
for
example.
most
are
When we look at types of
households make up only I 8..5( and a small
households (77.4(4. i. Lone person
minority are made up of other groups of people.

married couple families
The majority of children (84(.4 t aged 0-14 years li e in
parents. So the
with only 12(4 in one parent families and 4 w ith de facto couple
Australia
is
very
misleading.
frequent media picture of a decline in family life in
the so called
Australian
families
are
still
of
However, w hen we ask how many
dependent children:
'traditional' form with wife at home, husband at work plus
unestion
is tricky to answer
the picture of change is somewhat different. The
base
lines. For example.
because one can compare the figure IA ith different sorts of
with dependent
of
all
two
parent
families
traditional families as a percentage
of all families
Australian
families.
But
as
a
percent
children make up 39(4 of all
figure drops to 33<- . and as a percentage of all families
with dependent children the
is only 18(4 . In other
of whatever type the proportion of 'traditional families' children has been the
words, one of the major changes affecting the family life of
re-entry of mothers into the paid labour force.

children later than in
Marriage is still popular but people marry later and have
for males and 24.2
previous decades. The median age for first marriages w as 26.3

economic and partly
for females in 1989. The reasons for this shift are partly
brought about by the need for further education
changes in the attitudes of women
and legislation for equal opportunity.

children is, of course, the
The other major change that has affected the lives of
which
end
in
separation
or divorce. On current
increased number of marriages
experience the di% orce of
of
three
children
w
ill
estimates, approximately one out
quarter and one fifth
their parents. In 1986. for children aged 15 between one
were not living with their natural parents.
complicated. One needs to
When it comes to child care, the picture is even more
used arrangement, Only
remember that formal child care is not the most frequently
34' of 3-5 year olds
8(4 of children under 3 years are placed in formal care and
e
in
less
formal
arrangements being
use formal care. The majority of children
Australian
Bureau
of Statistics,
cared for by friends, relatives or neighbours (
1987).
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With so many mothers in paid employ meat. one might well ask what effect this has
had on their w ork at home in both housework and child care tasks? Results from
a recent child care study by the Australian Institute of Family Studies indicate that
although there is a reasonable proportion of this sort of work done by fathers, the
impact of full time or fart time IA ork on the household and child care responsibilities

they choose to take on is virtually negligible. We have a long way to go in
educating Australian males that w here both partners are working. work in the
home requires some greater balance in parental responsibilities.
To ',UM up. one can
that w omen have charged considerably in terms of the
dy mimics of parental income earning and time available for interaction with

chilc:ren. but this has not necessarily flowed over into concomitant changes in the
se \ :ole di% ision of labour. Certainly children are now growing up in smaller and
much more arced households than in the post-war years. hut the family is still of
central significance to their wellbeing.
Brotifenbrenner ( WO) claims that children need, not just adults. but parents who
aced to pros ide them w ith 'enduring. irrational emotional involvement'.
In short. children need strong families. They need social acceptance and strong

are 1110l i

lose without the need for any justification. The family unit is virtually the only

social group in w hich one does not have to justify one's right to he there. In Robert
Frost's terms. "I tome is w here. w hen you've now here else to go. they have to let

Oil in-. Unfortunately . not ever\ home is like that: not every parent knows how
to pros ide that ongoing acceptance: not every family today can afford that
enduring in% olvement. Family structures have changed. Values have shifted
towards inch\ idual self-fulfilment and essay from oneness w ith others in the
pursuit of some common purpose.

It can no longer he assumed that all families are of the one type. are united in
purpose or see children in 11.1. sane way. Couples marry later, have their children
later. has e fewer children and combine their parental duties w ith dual workforce
careers. Family processes are fines itably more varied. less secure. subject to the
pressures of economic need. the often conflicting desires of self-fulfilment and the
demands of marriage itself.
Perhaps the major impact of such changes in fancily life has been on the 'ecology
of childhood'. Da% ui Popenoe (1988) say s the evidence is not yet on hand whether those changes are good or had for bringing children to adulthood, or even for
the quality oldie childhood experience in itself. but he is right in highlighting the
follow ing shifts:
Families has e becomes cry small. so there may he fewer opportunities w ithin the
family 1or learning the val Lies of cooperation and sharing: for ha% Mg intimates on

whom to rely for association and companionship: for providing role models for
younger children and child care responsibilities for older Ones.
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Families today may have fewer joint activities. There is instead more TV, riding
in cars and other pastimes that involve less social interaction, fewer celebrations
and joint memories which enrich 'family culture'.
Meaningful contact time between parents and children is diminishing and children
know fewer other adults.

Families have less time now for the development and maintenance of familycentred routines and traditions which all add to a sense of social belonging and
continuity in life.

Children now live in an era of less regular contact with relatives, especially
relatives of the same generation. Hence. 'primal ties' may be looser.
The neighbourhood is often empty of adults and is no longer a lively place with
familiar faces.

The comforting assumption that parents will remain togett r has less validity
today. A widespread childhood fear is now that of parental eparation (Amato.
1987).

The separation of work from home that drove men from their families, is now
happening with women. Not only does this remove role models of adult employment, it also places children in varied childhood settings (such as day care centres), which differ in their quality and impact on children.
A 'disinvestment' in family life means many children miss out on the presence of
a rich family subculture a set of norms, symbols. humour, even language that is
special to that group, and thus on a body of meanings that give social and emotional anchorage. Children need a strong sense of emotional social continuity
between past and present generations.

What follows from having a rich family subculture is the learning of norms and
values that are essential to a just and humpne society - of volunt try caring for
others, cooperation and sharing, the narrative basis for order and the 'ra...Nrial.
acceptance of laws which give rights and responsibilities to every member of the
human family.
None of this poses a social catastrophe. Most of it may he very good for children.

But it is a changed and changing ecology of childhood which must he taken
account of in constructing services for children. If families have become isolated.
family time more split up. parents lacking in confidence. we have somehow to
reaffirm the value of emotionally meaningful committed relationships. and to resurround' families as vital elements of the wider human famil .
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We ha\ e sadly, little evidence of what is happening to children in Australian
homes. Child development research has been so locked into tl'e narrow psychological framework of attachment theory and the supposed adverse effects of poor
mother-child bonding. that it has ignored the wider social context in which today's
children are learning to cope. It is hoped that the AIFS project on 'Early Child
Care w ill give a much more detailed and 'ecologically valid' basis on which to
assess some of the impacts on children of their varied social contexts.

CHILDHOOD AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON
Follow ing are some of the very suggestive ideas emerging from the Vienna
C'entre's project on 'Childhood as a Social Phenomenon': perhaps some of the
issues raised there may spark more searching questions concerning the contexts of

Australian childhood.
Norway. for example. reports that one in three children is horn outside marriage

and that the so-called l'eminisation of poverty' is really 'the pauperisation of
motherhood' because it is the presence of children that leaves families in poverty
despite the greater workforce participation of mothers.

Norway has a more child-orientated culture than our own, with school times
restricted ;;; allow children more leisure time w ith friends and peers. plus lots of
organised oluntary 1-roup activities. In recent times organised activities have
increased both as a tool of social control and as a means of substituting for the lack
of parental input.
Indeed a new family culture has emerged NA here time is the central factor. Parents
and children spend less time in the same neighbourhood or physically near each
other. but operate under an ideology of 'high quality contact', where the time spent
together is supposed to be intense and active.

Whereas traditionally, Norwegian children IA ere allowed great freedom outside
the home but treated 'like children' at home, the modern pattern gives them high
independence at home while mothers are out at work, and greater supervision
outside the home through school and leisure organisations.

The key point is that children, though highly 'organised'. have become stronger
actors in their ow n daily lies, w ith greater freedom to organise their lives after
school often in the company of peers, w ithout any adult supervision, Television,
to eat and wear w hat they like, free children from the
the telephone. the
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time-consuming negotiations with parents that go on when they are at home.
Children thus 'can develop their own rhythm of life' and follow it without
interruption.
The Norwegians remind us that despite lower fertility rates. and decrease i family

size, most children in families still do have siblings who are playmates during
childhood. They also suggest that divorce and the break up of family life may have
strengthened the bonds between siblings. In other words, siblings may constitute
a more stable unit in the family than the parents.

Older children play an increasing part in the child care system, as caretakers for
the younger children. Siblings of school age spend more time together than with
their parents, so become very 'significant others' to each other.
Studies on the household division of labour often also miss the part children play
in housework, chores, errands, doing as much if not more than the men and in a
less sex-role related way. Older children have adapted themselves to the occupational role of their mothers, managing well on their own, under less supervision.
Thus the political power position of the child becomes stronger and they are not
just 'little helpers': they are assumed to play their own part. Children also do more
than we have realised in networking, caring for elderly relatives and linking the
community itself.

Thus the Norway report ( Frones. Jensen and Solberg, 1990) concludes, perhaps
overdramatically, that 'the position of the housewife has been replaced by that of
the housechild', who takes possession of the house for a large part of the day.
The irony is that while children become more independent and active in the home,
there is a counter trend towards the institutionalisation of childhood outside the
home. Parents no longer create by their permanent presence in the home, a social

framework in which children can move. Instead they 'manage' their work and
family time to protect children via schools, child care centres and organised leisure

activities such as sports and music, in which they as parents are supposed to he
involved via committees and meetings. In a sense this has created a new kind of
dependency on the family amongst children and children are the main inhabitants
of the home. The home is now more privatised in some ways than ever before
because local playgrounds are less safe and children from the same neighbourhood
might follow very different paths and pursuits, depending on the economic and
work status of their parents.
In this context, television becomes an even more important factor in children's
lives. Active children do require parents to show them both the possibilities and
the limits that exist. Since the home has been transformed into a sort of unsupervised playground, television can, does and should create a new cultural framework

for children's lives. The quality of what is shown is vital, as arc the sorts of
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act i it ie.. stimulus materials. associated games and reading that may go with each
TV program. In that sense. as I have argued before, we need to think of child care
more broadly, as a framework for child development. as materials and resources
that children and parents can use in a variety of settings. perhais more importantly
in the home. than in a centre setting.

CONCLUSION
What is needed is a new. approach V. hich sees children, especially the young. as
a public resource and a public responsibility. Their incredible giftedness must he
nurtured not just
Mums and Dads but by every resource at the community's
disposal. Child museum',, parks and play grounds. the design of shopp,ng centres
and public transport should :.,11 encourage the child's curiosity, question-asking.

problem-sulk Mg. challenging thought and manipulation. Groups not normally
seen as relevant to early child development (such as youth or the early retired)
should be show n how to assist. given opportunities to act as mentors, models.
aides to parents and their young children. That most potent of modern forces.
telex ision, must be used to open up new avenues to competence. with extensive
back-up materials that parents and others can use to engage the intelligence of
children.

The new Australian Children's Television Foundation television series 'LIFT
OFF' ith its vast community network, the OUTREACH project. aims to do just
that w ithin the Australian context. Its goal is to coordinate all the resources (both

material and people) ih tl.e cause of 'lifting off' our young children into new
worlds of imagination and new pathways to competence. The model is one of
Lontextualised learning. cooperatk e competence, productive networking where
children are not left to the narrow confines of one family context but that context
is surrounded h thew ider CCOlOp of a stimulating, learning-oriented society in
hich children realb. are seen as and treated as our future.
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CHAPTER 2

CHASING IDEOLOGIES IN
EARLY CHILDHOOD:
THE PAST IS STILL
BEFORE US
Andrea Petrie

I he purpm of this chapter is 10 provide a critical analysis of the dominant
Idc
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It is my contention that the early childhood field in Australia constantly battles for
credibility and legitimacy in the eyes of the w ider society. This is partly the result
of social perceptions concerning the role and status of women. of children and of
caring: partly the result of fragmentation w ithin the field. w ith artificial di \ isions
between education and care services and betw een various care ser\ ices: and partly
the result of the domination of the field by traditional, conservative ideologic,.

There exist both public and professional perceptions that early childhood ser' ices
are services for children provided almost exclusively by w omen. Closer scrutiny
of early childhood services reveals males in positions of pow er or authority . w ith
women who achieve positions of pow er or authority often follow ing conventional
male patterns. values and attitudes. Nevertheless. early childhood ser\ ices generally remain low on the totem pole of social services w hich are in turn low on the
totem pole of social order. At the same time there exists a clear hierzu ch \ of status
within early childhood services. Services defined as being educational are viewed
as being more legitimate. credible and acceptable than care services. Even among
care services there is a hierarch \ of status \\ ith family day care being viewed as
lower in status than centre-based care. The false dichotomy A. hick has developed
and the di \ isions among care services
between education and care ( Petrie. I t.)
produce fragmentation and disruption projecting an external image which is
counterproductive. This image serves to reinforce and perpetuate the marginalised status of early childhood services generally.

The overall effect is such that even though the early childhood field attempts to
exhibit unity of purpose in promoting or implementing meaningful change. the
unity is largely illusory , is indeed is the amount of actual change. It would he unfair to claim that ro change is occuring. but there remain identifiable areas of
:e significantly, it is possible to determine that change
resistance to chaff.:
has been more rapid and ,achieved more successfully in those states or territories
in which early childhood services hate received active support from women's
groups seeking to place services for women and children firmly on the political
agenda. It is also possible to identify greater rates of change within care services
than within educationally-oriented services. In order to better understand the
reasons for lack of change or disparities in rates of change. it is necessary to
examine social forces without, as well as forces within the field ofearly childhood.
The rapid rate of economic, political and technological change evident in recent
Australian history ostensibly has the potential to promote meaningful social
change. It would not he unreasonable, for example. to expect ongoing forces to
alter perceptions of role along gender lines. which in turn w wild influence family
ntyre, 1985). Yet, this does not seem to be occuring at anything
or family life (
other than a superficial level. The reasons lie in the inherent nature of traditional
ideologies to resist change. The rhetoric of policy does not necessarily change the
reality of practice. For the rhetoric of policy. w hich outwardly signals the need
for change. also serves as a signal for those who are resistant to change. The open
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espousal of traditional \ alues becomes acceptable no longer. Traditionalists then
seek w a\ 1 of erection facades \\ hich make it appear as if some movement towards
change is occuring. Their actions obscure from view the lack of any substantive
change at all thus consolidating their attempts to maintain the status quo. Resistance goes underground.
A ket factor in the success of an resistance lies in learning the rhetoric of change.
This enables traditionalists to appear to he complt ing N.% ith police directives v bilst

suh \ erting the \er\ process. Decision-makers and practitioners \\ ho lack critical. anal tical skills subsequently fail to see or deliberate l\ ignore situations in
\\ hick suhstantk e change has not occurred. Those ho do possess the appropriate

critical skills are \ iewed as 'prophets of doom and gloom' and are excluded or
ostracised to pre \ cm further chal lenges.

hich in turn. reduces the possibilities for

change to occur. In this scenario it is not unusual to find polict -makers and
traditionalists united in their stance against such challenges. large!) because the
polict -makers in their nak ett hax e been lulled into a false sense of optimism.
lAcuses for the lack of change (*Rome w asn't built in a dat '1 become accepted
as the reasons for the lack of change. This deflects anent ion aw at from the resistant

traditionalists

ho smother their sub\ ersk e actk ities in a welter of outward

optimism that change can and w ill occur in time. gi \ en time - itself another victory
for resistance: another for the traditionalists.

The earls childhood field remains largel \ dominated \ maternal feminists ho
exhibit a set of \ aloes, attitudes, ideas and beliefs that are essentially. patriarchal,
sexist. racist and materialist in their orientation
.

For example
ith oung children' continues to be percei\ ed as a w oman's
prerogati \ e. In the pi \ ate domain it is the \\ omen \\ ho do the 'mothering'. In the
public domain it is the NA omen \\ ho do the teaching and the caring. How ever. in

direct contradiction. positions of authoritt v. ithin earls childhood become the
prerogatk e of the few men ho train in the earlt childhood field. Indeed, standard criteria for positions of authorik or leadership in earls childhood (such as
appropriate earls childhood qualifications and/or expertise at the grass-roots
el I appear to he relaxed or disregarded for males to enable them to attain these
positions. .\ \mutat situation exists for some 1k omen seeking work at the grassroots le \ el \\ here prior qualifications or expertise are \\
ed entirely. In both
cases. financial expediency is often the go\ erning factor but both sets of actions
de \ aloe the field and are indicatk e of pre \ ailing attitudes. (hi the one hand present decision makers appear to belies e that high rates of pat and good V, orking
conditions should be reser \ ed for males. ( )n the other hand, it would seem that
le
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women do not need or deserve either, for it is deemed that women have always

looked after children, a result of being biologically pre-determined to care
(Brennan and O'Donnell, 1986). The logical end point of this particular argument
would appear to be a strongly held belief in the pre-determined roles of men and

women, not least being the economic argument that it is the male who is the
'breadwinner'.
Maternal feminists are intent on protecting and preserving a traditional view of the
role and social status of women ('caretakers': Petrie, l988)=. In particular, they
seek to perpetuate the nurturing role, more specifically, the middle class conception of the nurturing role of women (Weiss, 1989). This ignores the reality of
such a role within a capitalist, patriarchal society. The concept of caring which
could otherwise be a positive aspect of social interaction in women's lives is
almost totally devalued. It becomes a social tool manipulated at the whim of the
prevailing economic climate. In this anal sis, a further trap is revealed. Davies
(1988) suggests that the process of maintaining the status quo becomes possible
because so much remains unexamined or taken for granted. She makes the point
that those who attain power do so only "because of the structures that empower
them" (Davies, 1988:291. The structures w ithin the field of early childhood are
male oriented largely because many aspects of early childhood sers ices are mere
adjuncts of broader-based departments. Early childhood services are usually
subsumed in larger educational or community service oriented agencies. Women
who attain positions of power in the early childhood field have an opportunity to
challenge dominant ideologies. This does not always occur: indeed the opposite
may. Generally, these w omen have non-critical, non-analytical approaches to their
work. Consequently they w ittingly or unw ittingly reinforce or serve to perpetuate
the status quo.

This raises a further important point. The early childhood field has been criticised
for its reluctance to contextualise clearly issues of concern. Recent writings hs

Brennan and O'Donnell I I986), Davies (1988) Cis de (1983. 1988) and Petrie
(1989) have emphasised the need to broaden the earls childhood agenda to include
wider dimensions, based upon critical, analytical research. The present situation
is summed up by Cameron ( 989:7 ) who states that:

There is little apparent dependence upon inspired and rigourously es aluated
applied research...(This) has left the early childhood community ss ith that
warm fuf/y exterior and soft centre w hich critics are prone to claim that it has.

Yet a grow ing body of research and literature is as ailable ss hich could inform
future directions for policy and practice. I would like to suggest that recent rem-

Matenial feminists would he mitraged to Ise so labelled. fen moms matetnal 1,1111'11st. netthet
h the mote modem 'set 11.1115 e
see themselses not deserthe themsels es as tentinists oss
connotatIons of the learn
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Mist literature not only provides a ready -made framework for critical analysis of
w omen's place in society but also would serve as a catalyst for the development
of new ideas and directions'.
Although recent feminism is considered anathema by many in the early childhood
field, a feminist analysis ( Dinnerstein. 1987: Chodorow. 1978: Mitchell. 1974)

pros ides an understanding of the biological potentialities. social forces and
material conditions that interact to construct the notion of 'woman' in any
particular society. When exploring (Jr examining early childhood services it is
impossible to lose sight of the ties that have inevitably occurred hem een women
and children. Yet. Firestone (1979:73 ) suggests that this special relationship is no
more than shared oppression:
1 he heart of women's oppression is her child hearing and child rearing role.
And in turn children are defined in relation to this role and are psychologically
formed by it: w hat they become as adults and the sorts of relationships they are
able to form determine the society they w ill ultimately build.

This special relationship is clearly complex in its form but from this feminist
persNctive. can be viewed as sy stematic: oppression. Schw artier (1983). interpreting the work of De Reath oir. clarifies the situation for those who work with
children. She states that women do not ha e to 'bear' children in order to suffer the
consequences of lia ing them. In this context. Ruddick (1990) points out that the
des elopntent of maternal thinking in w hich mothers become mentalists rather than
hehav iourists is a direct consequence of living their lives w ith young children.
Nlotherly '/' omanly qualities are viewed by wider society to include such

attribute, as humility . self-abnegatioy and determined cheerfulness which, as
Ruddick points out, are appropriate pat it ies in subordinates but not in leaders. The

same might be said to apply to those personnel w hose work is dominated by
contact w ith v oung children. They ery qualities that develop as a consequence of
working yv ith young children are the very qualities that militate against the active
pursuit of status. and the search for positions of power and influence. By
conte\tu,ll ising the historical construction of 'woman' or omanly.' the resulting
analy sis identifies destructive and inhibiting factors thus offering an opportunity
of being. In exploring the sociocultural and historical
to choose alternative

roots of the early childhood field and of society in general. Pence (1989:140)
states:
the Nmndaries of our ntother-care paradigm become evident, clearing the way

for the conceptualisation of new social structures and familial roles and
relationships in a society not circumscribed by Victorian values and visions.
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Significant in this context is the belief in the importance of 'motherhood' that is

found in modern western culture. Critical to any understanding of the early
childhood field is an analysis of how the notion of 'motherhood' has been
constructed and perpetuated. The literature in the field (De Mause. 1974: Aries
1962, for instance) has documented the history of childhood and the evolutionary
states of family and family life. Clearly 'childhood' has not always been an
identifiable phenomenon and 'motherhood' is a creation of the Victorian era in
which there was little doubt that family life was best and that raising children was
a duty to God. 'Childhood' gradually, developed as an adjunct to the modern
bourgeois family accompanied by a gradual increase in the glorification of the
mother/child relationship and romanticised depictions of family life. The gradual
advent of the child-centred family created distinct identities for children and for
women.
Firestone (1979) discusses the way in which power hierarchies in the biological
family and sexual repressions that are necessary to maintain it as an entity are
destructive and costly to the individual psyche. The 'cult of childhood' created by
the patriarchal nuclear family and the onus for caring for children reinforce the
notion that it is the woman's reproductive biology that is the source of her original
and continued oppression.
Scarr and Dunn (1987). by questioning the centrality of mother-care to a concept
of motherhood, explode the myth that the mother-care relationship is uniquely
important. This view is supported by Daily (1983). who indicates that society. by
insisting upon the notion that the only psychological essential is to keep mother
and child together. creates a situation w here it is possible to ignore the individual
needs of both. Daily (1983:10) states:
...this segregation of mothers and children is a new phenomenon ... there is
no scientific evidence to justify it on psychological grounds ... if one w anted
to look for evidence one might even come up with the suspicion that the era
of unbroken and exclusive maternal care has provided the most neurotic.
disjointed. alienated and addicted generation ever known.
When these thoughts are aligned with research 1/4 o rk for example by Weisner and

Gallimore (1977) which indicates that in only 20( of societies studied in a group
of 186 societies around the world was the mother the principle care-provider in the
child's early years, the inescapable conclusion is that traditional notions of family, fatuity life. mothering and new motherhood are fundamentally flayed. In a

further irony it is possible to argue that the Victorian (traditional) model of
mothering and motherhood was in itself a myth. Steedman ( 1985:13) suggests:

...the lineaments of modern 'good' mothering were developed by women
who were not the natural mothers of children in their care...( the) prescribed
psychological dimensions of modern 'good' mothering ('attention. empathy.

watchfulness and enforced companionship' ) have been forged by waged
women, working women by nurses. nannies and...teachers.
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In the Australian context Wearing (1984) suggests that dominant ideologies
related to family and family life have served to obscure the subordinate role of
women and mothers. One result of this has been the development of a climate of
oppression. Perhaps more important is the development of a situation in which
the majority of mothers carry out their domestic labours with active support of
networks of other mothers. kin. neighbours. friends and members of voluntary
organisations. The tragedy is that these net orks become crucial in reinforcing the
traditional role of women in parenting in which emphasis is given to aspects of

'good' childrearing practices and notions of 'ideal' family life.

The early childhood field in Australia has historically concerned itself with
traditional ideologies. This can be illustrated by examination of a major focus of
earls childhood programs aimed at 'educating' parents to provide what is 'best' for

children. Thus. a plethora of parent programs. publications, seminars and
conferences have consistently addressed these traditional concerns. In doing so.

they serve to reinforce traditional ideologies and at the same time serve to
undermine the integrity of women. The danger lies ;n repeating the sort of situation reached in the United States described by Goodman (1980:6):
Our inadequacy is brought home to us by those wonderful people, the early
childhood people. Now we are told that if \' e don't hang the right mobile over
the cot at eighteen months, our children will never get into Harvard at eighteen
ears. One of my favourite advertisements. which ran in our paper (Boston
Globe ). carried the follow Mg challenge from Burton White: Will yourchildren
remember you for what you did for them or for w hat you did to them? I'm
grateful my daughter was four before I found out it was all over at three. This
has helped our relationship enormously.

A similar situation is discernible in the advent of child care services in Australia.
NlacIntx re (1985:125 ) re-counts events in 1974-75:
The Australian Preschool Association. itself in receipt of Government funds
actively agitates against child-care to the extent of sending home leaflets
pinned to children's jumpers exhorting mothers not to go out to work.

The 'working mother' syndrome has cast a long shadow of indecisiveness and
resistance over policy and practice in early childhood. It is from the early 1970s
that we can discern the w idening of the schism between 'education' and 'care'.
'Other-care' is needed for those w ho do not w ish to or for those who cannot provide

'mother-cafe' (Scarr and Dunn. 1987) but 'other-care' represents the failure of
'mother-care in the eyes of traditionalists. 'Other-care' becomes a direct challenge to mot!ier-care' and therefore presents a direct challenge to traditional
ideologies.

A considerable number of significant early childhood figures who determined
action in 1974-75 are still active in the early childhood field. Still 'care-taking'
in terms of 'mother-care' their iew s hay e not changed substantially bit: they have
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become more subtle in the ways in which they promulgate them. For example.
texts used in early childhood courses indicate that traditional messages persist.
for example, White (1975). reiterated ten years on in Ferguson and Solomon
( 1984). Similarly the dominance of psychologically, -oriented rather than sociolog-

ically-oriented input into courses serves not only to reinforce traditional ideologies but also to obscure the importance of new or different perspectives. Thew ork
of Kelly (1986) with graduating early childhood student teachers indicates that the
majority are continuing to espouse traditional ideologies about family and motherhood. Eighty percent of the sample (all women) w ho were not yet mothers but
who were about to enter the workforce saw themselves as primarily, responsible for
their own children in their early years. In addition almost 5O<< of the sample did
not see themselves re-entering the workforce until their children were at school.

Kelly (1989:117) states that these teachers are so "deeply umbued w ith the
prevailing ideology that they themselves do not value care as highly as education-.
These early childhood teachers w ill be acti e well into the nest century and may

become 'significant figures' in the early childhood field.
Both Ferguson and Solomon (1984) and Watts and Patterson t 1 984) ret seated into
statements concerning the methodological difficulties of e' al uat Mg the effects of
child care. This procrastination did little at the time to ady ance the cause of child

care. More important these attitudes reflect an important dimension of the

dominance of the early childhood field by educationists. A "blaming the ' lain
ideology ( Ryan. 1972) is used by those in positions of power or influence to
consistently down-grade and devalue or even disregard issues central to the
development of child care.: Aid, indeed socially respectable and responsible
concern for issues of chi Id development has become a major argument for rejecting

alternative forms of childrearing or alternative forms of child care. This occurs
because issues of child care are seen as challenging or threatening traditional
ideologies. Cameron (1989) notes that the early childhood field appears to be
more concerned w ith the maintenance of past orthodoxies. yy ith outmoded bounda-

ries, with rigidity and w ith concern for the status quo rather than flexibility orsensitivity of response in a rapid changing world. Cameron states ( I 989:6):
...I have always been somewhat perplexed by the pre-occupation of early
childhood professionals w ith the terms 'care and 'education' an G
I w ith their
ingenuity in investing these terms w ith w hole families of meanings. to the
extent that they can be used yY ith telling effect for disparagement and abuse and

for avoiding the need to listen to contrary points of view .
The pre-occupation by the early childhood field w ith the micro-aspects of sers ice

delivery (the quality care debate). the ill-defined used of terms (eg. long term
care being viewed as synony mous w ith day care) and the simplistic hypotheses
underlying research (eg. is day care good or had ) ha e contributed to the notion
that child care is not so much a social process w ith a historical perspecti\ c but more
a scientific or pseudo-scientific subject based on an idea of discos cring w hat is

'best for children'.
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There remains a reluctance by many in the early childhood field to accept the
legitimacy and credibility of child care services. This ignores the realities of the
changing social context. Those who promote or advocate child care issues are seen

as deviating from traditional ideologies ('agitators': Petrie, 1988). Moreover
promoting child care is akin to promoting deviation from 'normal' family patterns
hich in the eyes of the 'caretakers' can only ever be 'second best' or 'the best that
can be done under the circumstances'. Alternative patterns of child care are viewed at best as a 'necessary evil' resulting from some form of personal failure on the
part of family members, or at worst as contributing to the demise of social order.

'Agitators' become victims of the pernicious paternalism with which much of
early childhood services is invested ( for pernicious paternalism read maternal
feminism).

The concept of -motherhood' and particularly the concept of 'mother-care are
constructs w hich have emerged as a part of the economic needs of society and at
the same time have gathered strength as powerful beliefs at the individual and
societal levels. Both have been idealised by deliberate economic, political and
social thrusts w hich have largely been concealed under the guise of personal
ideals. But idealisation has become a smoke screen which effectively covers
oppression and exploitation. It conceals indiffer _nce under a veil of sentimentality . Idealisation enables oppressors to perpetuate oppression whilst at the same
time allow ing the oppressor and the oppressed the opportunity to avoid confronting and to a oid recognising that \ er oppression. It has the effect also of blocking
insight and understanding and it becomes difficult to challenge the status quo in
a context in w hich insecurit'es loom large.

Integral to notions of a..y ideals such as 'good' woman and 'good' mother are
questions of judgeme it. In Australia, idealistic notions of 'good' woman and
'good' mother are to .)e found in each recognised social grouping. Within each
classification of idea is a pinnacle which acts as a reference point for 'less good'
and 'not so good' identities which eventually become the anti-ideal of the 'bad'
woman or 'had' meiher. This labelling process is clearly associated with values
from the colonial past. As Matthews (1984:16) states:
Near the top, in Australia, is the w, oman who is Australian born of British stock,

heterosexual and monogamous. happily married

NA

ith several lovely children,

comfortably off. living in her own home, perhaps working in a service
occupation (hut not w hile the children are y oung). careful of her appearance,
clean and tidy, abstemious but hospitable. moderately religious (Protestant).

By extension these ideals become essential qualities for personnel working in the
I ield of early childhood. especial l in the educational sphere. Preschool teaching
for example came to he viewed as a genteel occupation for girls from the uppermiddle class w hose families w ere in a position to support them. More important
it \ a. a so-called respectable fill-in activity for a girl in the transition between
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leaving school and settling into mai ried life ( Spearritt. 19791. One immediate
implication of these perceptions has been a general devaluation of the role of
professional early childhood workers resulting in marginalised status not only in
the eyes of other professionals outside of the educational sphere. but of marginalised status in the eyes of other professionals within the educational sphere. A
further implication of this situation has been the development of a set of suitable

traits deemed as being desirable for earls childhood workers. These traits.
including politeness. courtesy. kindness. warmth. consideration and loving conion. Of greater relevance perhaps is
cern, are clearly middle class in their orientation.
the suggestion by Cameron ( 19891 that these traits are priced at the expense of
attributes such as precision. N igour. accuracy . strictness. and exactness. on w hich
informed and effective practice depends the very hallmarks of professionalism.
An example which illustrates this situation is that of the work of Byrne (1986) w ho
w as the last principal of the Brisbane Kindergarten Teachers' College. Her hook
Meeting the ,Veed.s of Our Children. A Ilotory of the Brisbane Kindergarten
Teachers' ColleQe1911-19,'N'l was res iew ed h \ Gardiner ( 1986:74 ):

One feek that one iN heing gi% en a smooth picture of a happy hand of
colleagues working always in an z.,mosphere of sweetness and light. ...The

early chapters are an uncritical account of the College's foundation and
development. it is a limited almost parochial account.
Byrne's work can be considered as not unusual in the early childhood field w hich
has a tendency to treat its focus of 111qUir as separate from the general social and
political spheres and which 'cries out to be placed in a NA ider contest'. By rue's
approach can he contrasted to the approach of Brennan (1991 I vs hich documents
historically the tensions between education and care. Her analysis identifies the
key ideological debates and acknow ledges the interconnectedness of the political.

economic and social conditions w ith the construction and implementation of
policies and practices. It is important to note that By rne can he considered an
educationist whereas Brennan is considered a proponent of child care. 13y rue is
clearly identifiable with the field of early childhood. Brennan is an external
observer.
There have been explanations ads anted for reasons w hy there is a tendency of
educational history to present material as disconnected from w ider historical
issues. According to Steedman (1985:11 I:
It has been suggested that this closing of frontiers between education and other
disciplines has served to increase mystique and status tar practitioners whose
intellectual education is different from, and within our class sy stem, bound to
be seen as inferior to that of the traditional academic disciplines.

Frontiers have been closed between early childhood education and child care.
There is confusion in the early childhood field for those imbued w ith traditional
ideologies, particularly when confronted by critical analyses of the very beliefs
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and attitudes they consider sacrosanct. Further, child care personnel are viewed as

competitors for the positions of 'experts' in a field which has been historically
monopolised by educationists. It has been of little wonder that `frontiers' have
been 'closed' and defences raised especially against a group of 'intruders' who by
their cry existence appear to he undermining and challenging accepted ideologies
and practices.

Similarly there is confusion for women. Conditions in western society today
make it extremely difficult to he a 'good' woman and a `good' mother. The way
our society is organised is creating enormous problems for women and children.
Women today are caught in the 'crossfire' between old and radically new social
ideas. The mixed messages that women receive about their 'rights' and about
their 'proper' place are closely 1;nked to the politics of what women 'ought to be'
and the psychology of what children are 'supposed to need'. Working mothers
often face a hostile barrage of disapproval and criticism from relatives, neighbours
and professionals telling them that they should stay at home with their babies.
Some experts who control information about what is 'good' for children have been
no more sympathetic. In 1980, Etaugh documented a predominantly disapproving
attitude to w orking mothers in the media. Disapproval centred on the consequent
neglect of children, husbands and homemaking. Employed mothers are still targets for traditional blame. Everyday problems of children growing up become
ammunition against the working mother for not having provided a 'proper home'.
An example of this can he seen as recently as February 1991. A journalist reporting
on the proceedings of a Sydney Conference writes:

MUMS 'GUILTS OF LOVE
Guilt- ridden:: orking mothers:: ere transforming their children into tyrants by
spoiling them. psychologists said esterday.
(Courier Mail 13 February 1991:5)

It would seem that the 'working mother' can never be 'right'. In addition, many
orkinl..; mothers fear putting their children in day care situations. Rutter (1982a)

examines the bases of that fear. He identifies three themes related to the deleterious effects of day care. The first is that day care deprives children of the loving

care required for normal development. Second, that being in day care creates
insecurity and aggression. Third, that day care destroys the parent/child. child/
parent relationship.

Experts are far from unanimous in their beliefs. However. all give advice.
Confusion is created because 'motherhood' as an institution today is a mixture of

old and new trends and a combination of tradition. reaction and misunderstanding. The ad: ice meted out is entirely dependent upon the beliefs of the larger
culture as the pendulum of social change swings so does the advice. Inevitably

there is a 'tine
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existing beliefs. The persistence of traditional views of 'motherhood' is a consequence of an ideological campaign waged over at least two centuries ( Badinter,
1982) creating an uncomfortable climate for working mothers.
Mother's responsibilites are awesome enough. But even if you can juggle the
schedule. get to work on time. get children to the dentist. and find good
childcare that you can afford. you still may not feel comfortable with the
(Scarr and Dunn, r 987:15-16)
decision.
After the second World War there w as a resurgence of the 'mother-care' ethic. This
was a period of economic growth. Many families experienced economic stability
not known for many years. They were now able to support themselves on a single
income. During the war years women and mothers had been encouraged into the
work place to replace the male labour force lost to the war effort. After the war.
the returning servicemen needed work, so women/mothers occupying 'their' jobs

had to be encouraged back into the home. During the war years mothers' work
outside the home had been legitimised because times were not 'normal'. After the
war the situation was expected to return to *normal'. Women w ere expected. and
many wanted, to return to their 'rightful' place within the domestic sphere caring
for husbands and children. There was considerable coercion for women to do the

'right' thing. The media magazines, newspapers and the new technology of
television as well as the Church. sent 'messages' about w hat 'ideal' families
should be like and how the various actors in the family should play their roles.

Science also played its part in getting things hack to 'normal'. The work of
researchers such as Goldfarb (1943), Spitz (1945). Bowlby (1951). and Baer
(1954) was used to defend traditional 'mother-care' and to resist the 'other-care'
which was widely used during the war years. There was more than an element of
delusion at work. The work of these researchers was focussed on children in long
term institutional care, not on children in day care.
Bowl by more than anyone else influenced and continues to influence mothers.
professionals in the medical and early childhood fields. as well as government
agencies and governments themselves.
He has had so much influence that many people who should know better seem
to have forgotten that he did not actually write about normal mothers and
children in normal situations. His ideas were transposed onto them.
( Daily, 1983:84)

Theories justifying the isolation of mothers and children have assisted professionals to become t.verful and have enabled governments to avoid investing money

in services for women and children. Whereas Bowlby's concept of 'maternal
deprivation' has been useful to an understanding of some serious consequences of
inappropriate care in children's early lives. Rutter (1982b) asserts that 14 hat is
needed is a qualification of what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate care
together with an assessment of the reasons w by intik idual children respond in
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different ways. The early childhood field has certainly concerned itself with the

micros stem of child care and to some extent with the meso-system. The
macrosystem of child care has been however largely ignored. It is within this last
area of concern w here an explanation can he found for the reason why Bowlby's
work has been taken out of context and applied inappropriately to day care. The
explanation is inextricably linked to wider societal issues. Bowlby's work has
sensed to support social and economic structures within a patriarchal. capitalist

society. The 'ideal' family in such a society is self-reliant, nurturing and
economically self-contained. Bowlby's concept of attachment (Bow lby, 1969)
has been infiltrated into public. pri\ ate and professional perceptions of ideal child
rearing leading to a generalised belief that only mothers can provide for children
their es er need. The function of the fzuhily in chi ldrearing is vigorously protected

in traditional ideologies. Intrusion by ',.thers' is only legitimised if the family is
des Lint ie. neglectful. abusing, poor). Under these circumstances intrusion is
considered benevolent or philanthropic. The original day nurseries in Australia
w ere created and legitimised within the early childhood field on this basis.
Child care, however, is quite different. By running contrary to traditional value
sy stems it poses a serious threat ( Scam Phillips and McCartney. 1989). Day care
services pros ide for families w ho are not inadequate nor deviant and thus they
cannot and should not he justified. The dichotomy between education and care is
rooted in the fundamental di lemma concerning publics ersus private responsibility
for child rearing. This dichotomy manifests itself clearly in the existence of
educational secs ices, such as state preschools and community kindergartens. on
the one hand. w hich ser. e to support traditionally organised families, and care
services. on the other hand, which pros ide alternative childrearing venues.

The early childhood held expresses a belief in meeting the needs of children.
Earls childhood services purport to respond to the needs of children and their
families. Yet clearly not all \el:\ ices are available to all families on an equitable
basis. State preschools and community kindergartens. for example. can be viewed
as:

...those gardens of privilege that offer only limited time sessions. w ith highly
paid professionals. in premises unused and closed to other urgent family caring
needs for most of the working year.
(Edgar 1991:iii )

For although they pro ide children w ith access to teachers through part-time
places. these educational services cannot he easily accessed by children of
working parent.. Very few part-time \orking parents work for 21/, hours a day
a state preschool session. The question then becomes. how do these preschool
children 'cope'? The answer is that some experience a 'patchwork' day consisting of a combination of 'backs and care'. centre-based care, family day care, in
conjunction w ith the preschool or kindergarten. Tragically, for some families, the
patches ork gy innastics required of their children are just 'too much' and for these
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families education services may not he an option. It may well be more expedient
to use 'backyard care' which may range from 'very good'. although unsupervised.
to appalling and dangerous.
Other families attempt to meet their children's needs by using care services which
may be community or commercially run. In those States and Territories w here
legislation dictates the presence of a teacher on the equivalent basis to preschools

and kindergartens these could he said to he providing an equitable service.
However there are some States and Territories where such legislation does not
exist. For children and for their families in these locations the dichotomy between education and care services would appear to represent an issue of social
justice and equity. In this context can the early childhood field continue to espouse
the importance of 'continuity' for children when its very structures militate against
such continuity? Further, what has happened to the espoused ideal of a free
preschool education for all?
In general terms. in relation to hours of operation, it could he stated that education
services dictate to families, whereas care services respond to families. Some care
services are more responsive than others, for example 24 hour centre based care
and family day care are flexible enough to cater for 'out-of-hours', seasonal and
emergency care, as well as full-time and part-time 'within hours' care.

Early childhood policy makers should he assessing the reloance of their aims and
the direction of their services with the future in mind and not the past.
Education and care services should he fully integrated at the bureaucratic as well
as at the operational levels to meet the very real and pressing needs of families for

the future. Resistance strategies aimed at maintaining the status quo and at
propping-up traditional ideologies and services should he recognised for what they

are. A case in point is the current debate concerning preschool provision. On
this particular issue some state education departments are promoting the discussion of options which will allow for either the integration of preschool and child
care programs or the integration of preschool and primary school programs:
whereas other state education departments have determined that the provision
should be an integration of preschool with the primary school curriculum. that is.
P-10 Curriculum. Only the integration of preschool and child care programs is a
viable option for real change. The integration vb ith primary school represents
`change-which-is-no-change' within a traditional ideology, for it represents the
maintenance of the status quo in terms of actual preschool provision.
The early childhood field needs to constantly reassess its sery ices, evaluat ing them
in response to such questions as:

who are they serving?
who are they not serving?
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are they responding to their community or is their community responding to
them?
are they supporting children and their families or are they dictating to them?

Many ys ould argue that this type of evaluation and assessment does occur. If this
is the case. s by then are early childhood education services traditionally organised
w hen the social context is rapidly changing? Why then are children experiencing

'patchwork' day s? Battersby (1989) suggests a possible reason. He describes
the early childhood field as over-psychologised in orientation toward services for
oung children and their families. He cites the field's non reflective and noncritical stand as the reason why dominant perceptions, cognitions and preferences
of earls childhood services remain unchallenged. This orientation is part of the
dk..fense strategy oldie traditionalists to protect. reinforce and legitimise the status

quo. Most commentaries on early childhood services from within the early
childhood field are superficial and selectively descriptive and have the effect of
'maintenance orientation': that is. "maintaining a constant supply of personnel
ss ho has e particular characteristics. aptitudes and values" (Battersby, 1989:80).
Family day care as a child care service is problematic to the early childhood field
"...( it ) has been the Cinderella of child care, yet it is here that much of the hard
work is done- (Edgar. 1991:i). Family day care has been marginalised by both
educationists and by proponents of centre-based care. Educationists, who in the
early 1970s were being pressured by government to accept child care services,

appeared to prefer family day care as a softer, less threatening option as it
seemed to fit into their traditional notions of family and family life. Now, howe er, ow ing to its very suie and extent. it is seen as a very large threat indeed'.
Further the lack of 'qualified' careproviders is seen by some educationists and by
some centre-based careworkers to undermine the notion of 'professional' early
childhood worker. Rather than accepting family day care as an equal but different
early childhood service, defense strategies have been mounted within the early
childhood field in order to 'cool out' this undesirable elements. Thus family day
care has only token involvement and representation in mainstream early childhood
actiy ities despite the extent of service provision. The feminist movement of the
1970s and early 1980s also served to alienate the family day care field from the
main child care debate. Family day care services were criticised by some feminists
for reinforcing and perpetuating women's domesticity (eg. Cox, 1983). However,
more recent feminist research indicates that careproviders in family day care:
Data Irani the i ithunom fiend.% m untl 1)u% Cate National Research Project indicate
that in the sursey period (July-September 1959) sonic 38.152 Australian children were
imaled in family day care schemes (Petne. 1991a).
Some
m some family day care schemes believe "the community has an
hierarchical s iest at cluid care sers ices %Inch impacts negatively upon family day care. It is
stated that centrehased ,:are is .iev.ed as a more secure long term option for children than
family day sane, that in the piolessional field at early childhood and in the community in
general. tamily day care is seen as an inferior option for families".
(Petrie, 1991 a:162).
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build upon their positive feelings and high self-concept in terms of their
abilities within the home to seek other forms of paid employment in the wider
work-place. Thus family day care is used as a 'stepping stone' out of the home.
(Petrie, 1991 b:5)
In this context family day care as a social system can best be understood as a pattern

of accommodation and resistance to the prevailing social order.
The early childhood field must ensure that it meets the requirements and standards
set for other disciplines if it wishes to be considered seriously as professional. A
basic tenet for early childhood practices with children is to accept unqualifyingly
all children as individuals with unique characteristics. The belief appears to falter

when confronted by 'difference' and 'change'. Despite the fact that "It is hard
to make an act of identification with a person who is so very different from the way

you are yourself' (Steedman. 1985) the early childhood field must he seen to
'practice what it preaches'. This necessitates an acceptance of a wide range of
attitudes and beliefs and an acceptance of an eclectic range of services for children
and their families. Early childhood committees and associations, editorial
committees of magazines and journals, selection panels for jobs, awards,

scholarships and conferences, must ensure that they follow professional procedures. These procedures should include selection and evaluation not on the basis
of personal or ideological suitability but on the basis of academic standard.
potential contribution to new knowledge, as well as on the basis of service
provision.

The early childhood field needs to look forward. It needs to avoid conformity to
conventional roles and expectations. Early childhood services are human services which should be carried out for males and females by males and females.
Blinkers need to be removed to allow wider societal circumstances to be considered.
The schism between education and care and the divisions among care services
must be resolved. Solidarity must be encouraged within the field to provide a

strong basis for advocating future policy and practice which empowers and

liberates both women and children. Imaginations within the field of early childhood and within society in general must be stretched to discover new visions and
new structures in which caring is valued and where institutions genuinely facilitate
caring.
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CHAPTER 3

PRACTICE AND
PROFESSIONALISM:
A POSITIVE ETHOS FOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD
Jocelynne Scutt

This chapter looks at the way in which 'women's work' has not been properly
evaluated in industrial law, tax law and allied areas. It shows how this works
against the interest of early childhood workers. as well as women viorki ng in other
spheres. The importance cif valuing the work in early childhood is emphasised.
together with the need for workers to adopt a pmfessional view of themselves and

their work and to value the abilities women have developed in the field. of
cooperative leadership and relational skills.
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The care and education of children, although paid lipservice as being 'vital' to the
( and nation's! wellbeing, in practical and remunerative terms. takes its
place low on the rungs of the ladder of concern and commendation. A large part

of the problem lies. however. in a dichotomy which has been developed and
nurtured within the early childhood sphere itself.
In her article. Petrie( I 9S8:27) writes:
Early childhood net orks in Australia historically have concerned themselves

with traditional notions of family. family life, mothering and motherhood,
emphasizing aspects of 'good' childrearing practices and 'ideal' family
environments. Thus. parent programs. publications, seminars and conferences have consistently addressed and by doing so, reinforced these
issues. The 'working mother' syndrome and notions of childcare were viewed
as anathema by early childhood policy-makers.

This dichotomising of child care and early childhood education is fatal to any
attempt to raise the status of the care of children. including that part of care which

today is labelled 'early childhood education'.
It is time for a change in the recognition in real terms. of the value of child care and

earls childhood euucation. This change will not come about until dominant
attitudes are altered, and the way in which our culture regards children and their
care changed. Yet it is vital to acknowledge that fundamental to this change is a
need for those w orking in early childhood services to recognise the links between
all forms of child care. Singling out early childhood education from child care as

a whole, ironically. reinforces the way in which the importance of care and
education of ming children is denied.

LEGAL RECOGNITION OF CHILD CARE
WORK, INCOME AND CHILI) CARE EXPENSES: THE. CASE OF THE
PROFESSIONAL. FOOTBALLER
In I971. Mr Ballesty. a professional footballer, claimed a deduction for his car

expenses in trap cluing betty een his home and the football field, for matches played

on his club's homeground, as well as for travel between his home and matches
Whilst allow ing the latter expenses as deductible under the Income Tax
a \A
AAAe ,smenl Act / 936. the CommissioneOf Taxation refused Mr Ballesty's claim
for the expenses from home to his own club's ground. Mr Ballesty appealed to
the Taxation Board of Review. His appeal was upheld. The Commissioner then
appealed to the Supreme Court.
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The Commissioner argued that the expenditure was not deductible, because it v, as

incurred to enable Mr Ballesty, the taxpayer, to commence the operations by
which he earned his income, and was not expenditure made in the course of
earning that income. This, argued the Commissioner, was the proper application
of the Income Tax Assessment Act, where section 51(1) provides that expenditure
is deductible only where it is a loss or outgoing:

... incurred in gaining or producimg assessable income. or necessarily incurred in carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining or producing such
income...,
except to the extent to which the expenditure is a loss or outgoing of capital. or of
a capital, private or domestic nature.

For Mr Ballesty, it was said that he had to carry with him his football gear.
weighing from 12 to 20 lbs. (It was laundered, at home. by his mother.) Additionally, temperamental factors militated against his travel I ing other than alone in
his car: he suffered emotional stress before a game, and travelling with others, or
on public transport. was not (he argued) conducive to arriving in a calm, unstressed

and peaceful frame of mind so to enable him to play football in a professional
manner, and thus to earn his income.
In 1977 the Supreme Court dismissed the appeal. thus upholding Mr Ballesty's
arguments. Justice Waddell said:
(There is] the practical necessity ... of travelling by motor vehicle to and from
matches and training sessions. The taxpayer had uncler his contract w ith the
football club a continuing obligation to "do everything necessary to get and
keep himself in the best possible condition so as to render the most efficient
service to the club". He was, therefore ... under a contractual obligation to
travel to and from training and matches in a way which would enable him to
perform at his best: to fulfil this obligation it was necessary for him to travel
in his own motor car: accordingly. the expenditures in question should he
seen as having their occasion in an activity which was productive of the
assessable income or. to use the words of the section. as having been incurred
in gaining the assessable income. ( Austral ian Taxation Commission, 1977:184)

His Honour said it was "necessary for (Mr Ballesty) to travel in his own vehicle
to matches and to training sessions in order to produce his best form". The
expenditure was necessary so that Mr Ballesty could "fit himself to make the hest
contribution he could to the winning of the match or to the success of the training
sessions to or from which he was travelling ".
In 1972 the High Court held that child care expenses were not tax deductible. Ms
Lodge, working on a freelance basis for a law firm, first thought she could care
for her child at home whilst doing the work (taxing hills of costs). She discovered
- as most mothers do - that she could not devote the necessary attention to her paid
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ork. «hilst being obliged to keep an eye on her young daughter. She therefore
placed the child in care during those periods she set aside for the law firm.The court
held that although the purpose of the expenditure was that of gaining assessable
income, it did not take place in. or in the course of, the work by which Ms Lodge

earned her income. Further, it was of a 'private or domestic' nature'.
Since Lodge' ClIAC and Ballesty's case, taxpayers (mainly woman) have put
fors and arguments for child care as tax deductible expenses which fit well within
the BalleAry principal. Thus Ms Martin t a steno-secretary) argued it was essential,
for her work, that she arrive at her place of business. and be able to remain working there, in a calm, unstressed and peaceful frame of mind. This was possible only.
she said, when she was confident her child was properly cared for. That care could

take place only in circumstances where she paid for the care on a professional
basis. Her claim w as rejected by the Commissioner, and by the courts'.
Another woman (also a steno - secretary) argued both that she was required by her

employer to he proficient in her job. which was possible only if her child was
properly and professionally cared for: and further, that she was under a legal
obligation to ensure that proper care: criminal laws and child welfare laws place
a legislati% e requirement on parents to ensure their children are adequately
maintained and cared for. Her claim was similarly rejected (Scutt, 1990).

ATTITUDES AND OBLIGATIONS: 'WOMEN'S PLACE'
AS TEACHERS
The not ion that Mr Bal lest) 's requirements for playing professional football, and
Ms Martin's (:ind any other . oman with child care obligations) requirements for
undertaking her stenosecretarial ork can he differentiated that is, that her calm
frame of mind and professionalism are a lesser consideration than Mr Ballesty's
calm frame of mind and professionalism - is a nonsense. Similarly, the idea that
Mr Ballesty's car expenses are directly relevant to the earning by him of assessable

income. w here as Ms Martin's child care expenses are not, is not logically
sustainable. As w ell. that child care expenses are 'private or domestic' whatever

their purpose. whereas Mr Ballesty's car expenses in the context in which he
expended them are not, is out of kilter with the reality: that many expenses
( including travel and child care) are 'prig ate or domestic' in one context, yet in the
context of paid employment arc not.

Colimil,((mer of Taxiliton (1972) 128 CLR 171
?slam r Fedetal Mtnisler of T atation (198313 NSWLR 74. 1983 83 ATC 4,722; (1988) 2
1.(1,1pc

FCR 2611
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This application of a seemingly neutral principle - that expenses are tax deductible
where they are incurred in gaining or producing assessable income. or necessarily

incurred in carrying on a business for the purpose of gaining or producing
the expenditure is a loss or
assessable income, except to the extent to wl
outgoing of capital, or of a capital, private or domestic nature - illustrates' ell the
problem of attitudes toward 'women's work' and the differential value placed on

'women's work' and 'men's work'.
Although the problem apparently relates only to the position of women who are
mothers, and who wish to engage in paid employment. the problem is far broader.
It reveals an attitude (and assumptions) toward child care and kindergarten, to
organised preschool activities and early childhood education, and to the work of
women both as professionals in diverse spheres and professionals in the child care
and early education sphere, and to the unpaid work of woman as mothers. It is this
attitude which interferes with the recognition and acknowledgement of early
education as professional work which is vital to children's initial wellbeing. and
to their future development and attainments.

The care of children has long been regarded solely as the preserve of women.
When women fought for entry into higher education. an argument used against
them was that the development of their intellect would inevitably lead to poor
development (or atrophy) of their ability to bear and suckle children. Courts were
regaled with 'expert' evidence asserting that if woman were permitted to attend
and study at universities, the blood which was essential for the proper nurturance
of their wombs (whether with child or not ) would rush to their heads, so depriving
their physical bodies from the possibility of fulfilment of their 'woman's role'
(Scutt, 1985).

In order to gain the right to intellectual development through higher education.
women sometimes fashioned arguments appealing to the motherhood role as
fundamental to all women. They argued that advanced education and the expansion of women's minds was essential because they would become mothers. A
child should have a thinking, well-educated mother rather than one w ith inferior
educational qualifications, they said; thus university was an essential prerequisite for women. Other women argued the right to education as a right in itself,
for all women, whether single. married, mothers, potential mothers or not. Yet the
former argument, based as it was in the biological character of women. gained
greatest coverage (Summers, 1985).

It was not far to step from this position. into one which said that if' omen are to
be educated, then the appropriate sphere is that of kindergarten teaching. teaching
in general, early childhood education and the like. Vocational guidance for
schoolgirls for many years ( and the concentration today is even similar) consisted
of a direction that girls who were not in the secretarial stream 'should' go into
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nursing or teaching. The emphasis was on caring and nurturing roles for girls and
V. omen. whether in the world of the married woman full-time at home, or of those
unmarried and eng...ging in paid work.

LACK OF RECOGNITION OF 'WOMEN'S WORK':
A TRADITIONAL BIAS
This emphasis created its own problems. Women with high intelligence entered
the teaching profession at all levels. Inevitably, they experienced considerable
frustration: generally. men going into teaching were far less qualified, yet were
promoted to administrative and principal positions over their female counterparts.
It w as common in the 1950s and 19')Os and into the 1970s (and no doubt before,
and continuing today t for quotas to he implemented in teachers' colleges, enabling
a certain percentage of less qualified male students to undertake teacher training.
The idea w as that teaching ought not to he solely a female preserve. (There was no
similar policy for w omen in relation to traditional male fields such as medicine.
law. engineering and the like. Indeed, due to the limited vocational guidance
a% atlable to girls. y ming women ere unlikely to make application in these areas
furthei pi oblem

ith this approach w as that a general attitude developed tow ard

teaching. and in porncuiar primary school, kindergarten and early childhoci
education generally. This notion held that teaching as not at important sphere,

that 'any girl «w w oman , could do it'. that Inc most important Jobs in teaching v. er-.
Ina,. appropriately . those men %.1/4 no went into teaching should
adm inist I% c

till these posts. Sadly w omen too often adopted this attitude arse .

-1 (its state generally led to one of is10 approaches: either young women renounced then 'destiny and threw o'er tne notion that teaching was the 'proper
place' for them. of they became teachers and inculcated all those negative ideas
about teaching not being 'important'. of not as important as other vocations.
F.% en where women held pride in their profession. they were obliged to strain

against the accented litany . f-oi those w ho took up other professions, there was a
strong demand. dictated bY outside attitudes and beliefs. that they disassociate
themselv es from w omen w ho went into teaching. They grew up, and became
professionals. in a world hick did not regard teaching highly. Thus they were

likely to adhere to the dictate of the greater world, and believe that they were
'better' because they did not follow the accepted calling of women. This served
only to drive ds isions between and amongst women, and to downgrade teaching
as a profession even further.
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Although teaching. w hen dominated by men (at the end of the 19th century and into

the earls 20th century ) was held in high esteem, when women entered the
profession in large numbers. regard plummeted. This is clearly measurable in
monetar terms: with a male dominated profession. salaries were at higher levels;
w hen the skills of teaching were transferred to a predominantly female group.
those skills and together with them the salaries were downgraded.

Two arguments were used to deny women the higher salaries extended to men.
One was that women were 'not as well qualified' as men - an argument which was
not correct. and in instances where it was, this was due to inbuilt discrimination
against women taking higher degrees or gaining administrative experience. The
other was that women did not teach in the senior classes because they were not
able to do so. This ignored the fact that many women teachers were obliged to teach

children at all levels: the country school was a frequent habitat of the female
teacher, who had responsibility for children from 'the hubs' to the early teens. It
also ignored the reality that (despite statements to the contrary) women frequently

were required to teach 'unruly' students: the 'good' students were left to male
teachers who were seen as having greater expertise and thus 'bright' pupils had a

right to their classroom presence. 'Poor' students could be left to the female
teacher, in accordance with this policy. Further, if women did not teach students
in the upper levels, it was because they were prevented from doing so, by practices

which effectively stated that Act) were appropriate teachers of the more 'advanced' classes.

Thus in 1913 when the Victorian Lady Teachers' Association made a claim for
equal pay. G.C. Morrison. appointed to report to the Victorian Parliament on the
matter, found that the majority of wom I teachers did not have university degrees:
nor did they do 'equal work'. How many men teachers had university degrees?
What was the basis of the determination that women did not do equal work? No
woman was in charge of a school which had pupils at the level of sixth class or over.
Therefore, according to Morrison, women could not he considered to he doing the
same work, at any level.

Equality of women with men, either from a physical or an intellectual
viewpoint, cannot he accepted as an unimpeachable doctrine. The great things
of the world have, with rare exceptions, been achieved by men, and while it is

freely admitted that women ha:- done a great deal in her own sphere of
w manhood, she is. by reason of her natural frailty of body, unfitted to hear ...
the physical strain inseparable from the vocation of a teacher ... in a crisis, men
(Morrison, 1914:353)
endure strain better than women.

More than thirty years later, similar sentiments continued to he expressed. On 21
August, 1946. the Australian Broadcasting Commission held a Nation's Forum of
the Air on the topic: Should Both Seto Receive Equal Pay I' )1. Equal U ark. One
debater said:
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Women employees seldom, if ever, can be regarded as completely interchangeable with men, even when they're working side by side on fairly similar
general duties. There is always some part of the job which men, and men alone,
are expected to to ... [Liet us consider a field in which it is often stated that the

work performed by men and women is identical, namely. the teaching
profession. In a school you find that there are men teachers and women
teachers, teaching the same subjects to a similar standard and with a similar
curriculum. But you seldom find, except perhaps in conditions of emergency.
that a woman is in charge of the really tough classes, the unruly boys around
about the age of 13 or 14. Usually, I say, you find a man is given that job. He
has to teach the subjects. he has to get the same results, but the material on
hich he has to work is considerably more refractory. I don't say that is always
(ABC. 1946)
so, but it is so in the major of cases.

The research upon which the speaker based his assertion was not disclosed.

TEACHING AS `WOMEN'S WORK': WORK VALUE AS A
VALUE-LADEN CONCEPT
On the one hand there is an acceptance that caring for children is 'the most
important job a woman can do'. On the other, child care - whether by mothers in
the home, or child care workers and teachers of children and young people in the
public sphere is downgraded. Simultaneously runs a proposition that teaching
is a most important activity and that teachers have a profound effect upon the
development and intellectual growth of their pupils. At the same time, teaching
is not given recognition in remunerative terms as occurs with other trades and
professions.
The Australian Industrial Relations Commission and its forerunners have experienced considerable difficulty in determining how 'work value' should he measured. This difficulty has not only arisen in relation to 'women's work'. However
'women's work' - the work carried out in fields traditionally dominated by female
workers - has caused more problems for evaluation by the Commission than has
the valuing of work traditionally carried out by men (Federation of Australian
Business and Professional Women. 1991a).
Burton and Flood analysed work value cases occurring between October. 1984 and

December, 1987. They had access to 390 decisions of the Industrial Relations
Commission, all of which had reference to work value. Of the 390, Burton and
Flood looked at approximately 200. From these. 73 were selected to investigate
whether 'gender bias' existed in work value decisions. Of the 73 decisions 51
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related to work predominantly carried out by men: 22 dealt with female-domMated classifications (Federation of Australian Business and Professional Women,
1991h).

Of the 51 male-dominated areas, 40 were successful in their claim for increased
pay on the basis of increased work value, and 11 were unsuccessful. Of the 22 in
female-dominated areas, eight were successful and 14 unsuccessful.

Criteria employed to determine whether a change in work value might justify an
increase in pay rates included:
the use of more complex machinery, technology or equipment:
evidence that the work demanded additional training:

multi-skilling:
the introduction of team work and associated responsibility for decisionmaking.
In areas of male-dominated work, the evidence provided to support the claim that
the machinery or technology involved an increase in work value was able to be

classed 'objective'. The evidence presented in cases involving female-dominated classifications did not easily fall into the same 'objective' standard.
Evidence for male-dominated classifications included size of ship or machine or
vehicle: lifting and holding capacity of equipment and speed. The descriptive
account of the changes in equipment or machinery was frequently lengthy and
highly technical, and the language used depicted workers actively and centrally
involved in the work process. The claim for increased responsibility and/or skill
demanded was, in these cases, supported by the apparently objective evidence of
the new technology.
The added responsibility of using new machinery appears more obvious than the
added responsibility of 1,:male workers in other areas, whether their claims centre

on new information technologies or other changes in the nature of work. (For
example, the additional demands of child care workers and educators responding
to the needs of a multicultural community.)

This highlights an inbuilt bias in approaches to work value. Machinery, being
'concrete' and its complexity a concept easily grasped. is 'objective' as opposed
to relational skills and cultural appreciation and flexibility demanded of workers
in child care. This does not mean work value changes in one field and not the other.

It may he that there is greater complexity and demand for responsibility in child
care than in the case of a job involving machinery. But the Commission did not
deal with the claims so as to recognise 'subjective' measures of skill, responsibility
and work value.
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The Commission relies considerably on inspections to determine whether there is

a change in work value. Yet in the Burton and Flood study. it was found that
inspections were less likely to be held in health. child care and schools than in
factories and plants. Further, a child care centre is far more difficult to inspect
for work practices and increases in responsibility than is a plant where new
equipment can be displayed. It is simple and straightfo,ward to inspect machinery
at a factory or plant. A different approach is required to systematically 'inspect'.
understand and appreciate the changing work value and utilisation of skills in a
child care centre where there is no 'machinery'.

The Industrial Relations Commission decision in the Childcare Workers Case is
a telling exemplar of the problem. The Commission recognised the importance of
the work carried out by childcare workers and set down principles to form the basis
of a child care award for child care workers, increasing wages and instituting a
career structure. However, the Commission did not look at the work value and
skills exhibited by those working in the industry or profession. Rather, it hinged
the decision on 'objective' measures such as what formal qualifications are held

by the workers. Certainly it is important to look at and grant recognition for
these qualifications. However, it is equally vital to value the actual performance
of work required in the field. This, however, appears to be 'too difficult'. Yet it is

fundamental to the proper recognition of the skills, work and abilities of the
profession (Fleer and Clough, 1990; Federation of Australian Business and
Professional Women, 1991b).

This problem is highlighted in the current National Wage Guidelines, where
'skills' are the subject of claims for wage increases. What are 'skills'? How are
they to he measured? If work traditionally performed by women has in the past
been considered of lesser value than the work traditionally performed by men, then

women's 'skills' will similarly he rendered less valuable. Part of the problem
appears to he that there is a notion that 'neutrality' is applied when skills. work
value, or 'merit' is assessed. As Margaret Thornton writes, this neutrality does
not ex IA. It is influenced by existing biases and assumptions.

The Macquarie Dichanary defines merit as "claims to commendation:
excellence: worth". As a secondary meaning, it is defined as "the state or fact
of deserving well: good desert". These facets of meaning reveal that merit is
an ontological abstraction. Devoid of any social context. it is perceived as an

apolitical criterion of personal worth. A mystique of neutrality has nevertheless endowed the concept with considerable political significance and
moral persuasiveness when it is invoked to justify. to criticise, or to constrain.
any policy proposals ...

... the direct or indirect exclusions of women and Aborigines from amongst
those who are deemed to he the most able has little to do with the innate ability
of group members. It is this traditional exclusion which has served the myth

of intellectual inferiority and given rise to the view that the appointment of
women or non-whites is synonymous with decline inefficiency ... Thus, while
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merit purports to maximise social utility, it does not mete out rewards in ways
(Thornton, 1985:29-30)
which are sex, race and class neutral.

DICHOTOMISING CHILD CARE AND EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Within the early childhood education field, forces have worked to dichotomise
'child care' and 'preschool education' or early childhood education generally. In
the 1970s this was particularly pronounced. Sara Dowse, at the time Deputy
Head and then Head of the Office of Women's Affairs in the Federal Government
(now the Office of the Status of Women ), writes of this dichotomy and the
problems it brought with it in gaining proper and substantiative recognition of the
value of the care of children, whether looked upon in terms of 'care', or in terms
of 'education'.

ITIhe coalition government was able to respond quickly to the childcare
demand because of the work carried out in the Department of Labour and
National Service after John Gorton proposed in 1970 to provide federal
government support for childcare. The policy had been shelved during the
197 I recession, but was taken down again and dusted in time for the 1972
campaign. In the 1972 to 1973 federal budget $5 million was set aside, and in
October 1972 the childcare bill introduced by Phillip Lynch, then minister for
Labour and National Service. became an Act.

The ALP, too, was confident that its proposals met women's demands for
childcare. Having responded to pressure from the Australian Pre-School
Association. the party's policy was one year's free pre-school for every
Australian child within six years. There w as also a commitment to childcare
for working parents. Yet when Labour politicians attempted to explain their
policy it became obvious that they did not really perceive the difference
between the two kinds of services. Unhappily, this confusion was to become
a serious impediment to the development and implementation of the Whitlam
(Dowse, 1983:206)
government's children's services policy ...
Dow se goes on to recount how the Labour government pledged itself in the 197.1
campaign to a S130 million child care program.
Upon its return it attempted to cut hack the proposed program to $34 million,
but after [the Women's Electoral Lobby I protested it set aside $75 million in

the 1974-1975 budget and established, pending legislation, an Interim
Committee to a Children's Commission ( ICCC ). The ICCC was charged with

developing and administering the new children's services program - an
"integrated" program of care and education based on a priority of need - and
was responsible to the prime minister through Lionel Bowen, his minister

assisting. That meant that the new program. with its $75 million aryl opriation, was no longer under the aegis of the education minister or his
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department, but under the close watch of the prime minister's w omen's adviser

and the Women's Affairs Section [of the Department of Prime Minister and
(Dowse, 1983:206)
Cabinet).

As Maclntyre illustrates, the notion V, as strongly abroad in 1974 to 1975 that
early childhood education was 'at loggerheads' with child care, and the involvement of women ( who were mothers of young children ) in the paid workforce.
The Australian Preschool Association. itself in receipt of government funds,
actively agitated) against childcare to the extent of sending home leaflets
pinned to children's jumpers exhorting mothers not to go out to work.
( MacIntyre, 1985 :125)

Yet simultaneously, traditional (and some would say conservative) institutions
were recognising the influx of women into the paid workforce. and the reality
that the world would not change hack to a time when it was supposed that 'mothers

didn't work (sic)' or that 'mother's shouldn't work'. In Sharman r Evans. decided by the High Court in 1977. Justice Gibbs and Stephen. and Justice Murphy.
acknow !edged this. Justice Murphy saying:

... the notion underlying earlier cases that women retired automatically from
the workforce on marriage is no longer correct. The most important social
change recently is that w omen now form a large part, almost half of the (paid(

workforce'.
In the 1990s, mere is a greater recognition of this reality, both within the early
childhood field and outside it. Yet this had not brought w ith it a uniform approach
throughout Australia and, as Petrie describes, the deep-rooted implications of
traditional ideologies are still e ident.
For example, M. ider societal perceptions of "motherly /"w °manly- qualities
are deemed as being appropriate for personnel working in the early childhood
field. One immediate consequence of this is a general devaluing of the role of
"professional early childhood worker" resulting in marginal status not least in
the eyes of other professionals ...
The very qualities that are deemed to he appropriate tor those working with
young children are the very qualities that militate against the search for parity
of professional status or the pursuit of industrial issues. Again, these very
qualities militate against the active pursuit of status w ithin the profession or of
(Petrie, 1988:28)
the search for positions of power and influence.
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TOWARD A PROPER RECOGNITION OF WORK AND
PROFESSIONALISM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES
The answer to the problem of recognition of NA ork in early childhood and the value
of the qualifications and experience of the professionals committed to this sphere,
is not to continue to downgrade those qualities which are seen as *female'. Rather,
it is to begin to readjust the evaluation of traditional abilities and capabilities of
w omen in child care and early childhood education'.
This is not to say that we roust laud characteristics that are not positive for women,
for student educators, or for children as pupils and child care participants. But it
is to demand a re-evaluation of NS hat is a 'positive' characteristic and what is not.
It is also to reassess our vision of 'leadership'.

It is not good for children to grow up in a world where 'women's role' is seen as

necessarily one of subordination. Nor is it good for children to he reared,
surrounded by female 'role models' w ho exemplify the perpetually unselfish,
determinedly cheerful. self-abnegating icon. At the same time, overturning

these paradigms is not to say that 'professionalism' demands selfishness, a lack of

altruism. a morose approach in the light of difficulties, and self- ahsorhtion or
o erweening ego-centricism.
Rather, the relational skills that many women have developed as a consequence of

women's position in the social and political hierarchy must he given proper
recognition in evaluations of work and assessments by industrial relations com-

missions and other wage-fixing bodies. This in itself will begin to alter the
structures and hierarchies.

The notion of 'leadership' as a quality exhibited by persons who approach a
problem w ith a co-operative and consultative style needs reinforcement. The idea
that the more machinery or super-technology for which one has responsibility, the
more important and responsible one's job. whereas the care, control and education of children is less important and responsible must he routed.

These changes will not come about simply because women - or workers in early
childhood servicesthink they 're a good idea. At the same time, the dominant
At the 1990.1991 National Wage Case the Australian Federation of Iiiisiness and
Professional Women in its submission ad% ocated the holding.. is the Australian industrial Relations

('ommission. a Work Skills Value kiiquir!, f WSVE) to ealuate skills' . ith pzinicular attention paid to
omen's skills'
hat is. skill. %omn hake tradinonall acquired. but tshtch haw not been go.en
adequate or proper recognition.) rhe comint,,Ion held that
h
Nuts not ner..ssar..
despite the extensit e example. pro% ided 11, A fFil'W in its Submission of the Contrnission.,
0,1111.1,1011 as It) %Altai ate 'skills and huw the', should Of
%.11tiell the L'OOlit,11111
\ 110%
etentl to 1.11111111, and enipoer
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ideology will not change V. ithout agitation and well-thought through demands
from those who work directly in the field, and from those who are supportive.

It is important for all concerned to ensure that children have a right to,positk e

educational and care programs and that workers in these programs he acknoW !edged

as professionals and recognise the importance of working together. Just as
children's education cannot he undertaken by those w ho are unqualified. nor can

child care. Indeed, the intertwining of 'care' and 'education' should not he
denied. Rather, this gives strength to the demand that child care workers and child

educators are professionals working together toward a goal of positive care,
rearing and education for all children.
Ultimately. if early childhood educators do not adopt a professional approach
emphasising the importance of relational and co-operative leadership skills. their
students can hardly he blamed for failing to value themselves, their work or their
profession. As Lambert (1989:57) claims: "students very quickly acquire that
healthly cynicism which results from a perceptk e ability to identify those of us
ho are out of touch-. Cynicism is far better than mute acceptance. but it is
preferable to be taught by those who are 'in touch' and who bring to themselves
a healthy respect.
The earls childhood field is peopled predominantly with w omen. Women have, as
a consequence of what in the past was seen as a 'woman's place' (and continues
so to be seen by some). played a central role in the care and education of children.
It is important to acknowledge and build upon that role in a way that develops and
nurtures the strengths of the workers in the field and the educators in the colleges.
Ultimately , if the educators, and as a consequence of their approach. the v orkers.
fail to do this. then it can he no surprise if traditional view s of women. work.
children and education remain.
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CHAPTER 4

ACCREDITATION: A RIGHT
FOR ALL AUSTRALIA'S
YOUNG CHILDREN OR A
WASTE OF TIME AND
MONEY
June Wangmann

AI\ c hapter dcals vtith the concept al. a national accredthnion ystem jar
clutch en's AC/TiCCS. The issues of a 1110c1C1 for accreditation. its content and
i whiff y and who Aland(' be responsible are discussed.
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The Prime Minister, The Rt Hon Mr R.J. Hawke. in his election speech of 8th
March 1990, stated:
Parents are entitled to he confident they are getting quality attention for their
kids whether they are using government funded or commercial centres. So we

will work with all the key interests in child care to develop a system of
accreditation. (p9)

Throughout all sectors of the children's services industry, a great deal of interest

and controversy has been generated by this election commitment. Program
accreditation has probably been the most discussed topic in the children's services
field during the past year. While there has been considerable enthusiasm for the

concept. there has also "merged much anxiety. confusion and a plethora of
misinformation. The topic has been debated in some instances without any real
understanding of the issues or processes involved.
The concept of a national accreditation process for children's services is not new
to the early childhood field. In fact. interest in the concept goes hack many years
and has evolved primarily out of a growing concern about quality. Since 1984,
interest in program accreditation has increased as a result of the success of the
voluntary accreditation process established by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children (NAEYC). which is now in its fifth year of operation
in the United States ( Bredekamp, 1984). The NAEYC system has demonstrated
clearly its capacity to improve quality (Bredekamp, 1990a). Many people be-

lieve that a similar voluntary accreditation process should he encouraged in
Australia.

Approaches to voluntary accreditation usually contain certain common elements.
There is an initial process of self reelection /evaluation which involves. the identification of strengths and areas requiring further work with reference to professionally agreed upon criteria. When centre staff consider that the identified changes
have brought about the desired level of quality. the accuracy of the evaluative data

collected by the centre staff is verified by appropriately qt tlified and trained
individuals. Finally, on the basis of the information received I rom all parties, an
accreditation decision is made by a panel of recognised experts in their field.
Essentially. a voluntary approach to accreditation is grass-roots driven, and the
power to accredit remains with the children's services field itself.
The Federal Government's recent interest in accreditation of children's services
programs has extended the dimensions of the debate. This extension has confronted those in the field with many complex issues and has forced them to
consider accreditation more broadly than previously. Many children's services
personnel arc concerned that the resolution of these issues will involve compromises

hich pose a threat to some of the core values of their profession. Government
interest in accreditation reflects the current emphasis on public accountability,
quality of service. and professionalism in many spheres of servic 7 provision. For
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the children's services field, therefore. the challenge is to ensure that core early
childhood values are seen to be a central element of a quality service, and that this
is reflected in the accreditation procedures which are developed.
In all discussion about program accreditation, it is essent ial that accreditation is not

isolated from other current issues and problems which are confronting the
children's serf ices field. For example, staff training, shortage of staff and retention of staff are not only issues of concern in themselves, but are also factors which

have a profound influence on the quality of service provision. In the past.
particularly at the government policy level, there has been a tendency to deal with
sues and problems in isolation, and a failure to recognize the interrelationship
between such matters. To a lesser extent. this tendency has been present w ithin the

children's services field. Dealing with issues in isolation has been the main
contributing factor to problems facing the field today.

If we are to shape an effective and efficient future, the overcoming of this
conceptual limitation, combined with a collaborative approach between key
interest groups, is necessary. A good national system of accreditation w ill not
become a reality unless this collaboration occurs. Without equal attention being
gi en to factors such as the quality of staff needed to develop and implement good
programs. and to the costs involved, setting up a program accreditation system
would he a waste of time and resources.

Follow ing the Prime Minister's policy speech in March, 1990. the Federal
Go% ernment set up an Accreditation Consultative Committee in June. I990. This

committee was formed by the Hon. Mr Peter Staples. Minister for the Aged.
Family and Health Services, and has been chaired by Ms Mary Craw ford, Federal

Member for Forde. Membership of the committee comprised representatives
from the commercial sector, union organisations, the non-profit sector and the
Children's Services National Advisor) Committee. During the latter part of 1 990,
the Consultati% e Committee met on three occasions. The terms of reference
required the committee to:
assess a range of possible child care accreditation options:

make recommendations to the Minister for the Aged. Family and Health
Services on an accreditation system which w ould:

over time. encourage consistent standards and improve quality across
the child care industry in Australia:
facilitate mvolvment of all interested parties ( including providers in all
sectors. staff and parents. state and local government. and the child care
unions) in the setting and maintenance of standards:
achieve a standard of care which provides quality outcomes for children
and parents at an affordable cost to users and government:
- he a complementary system to state /territory licensing regulations:
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provide a draft report to the Minister for the Aged, Family and Health
Services by the end of July, 1990. setting out the Committee's recommendations for a national accreditation system:

provide a final report to the Minister for the Aged, Family and Health
Services by the end of September. ;990, following further consultation on
the draft report.

Many key interest groups throughout Australia provided submissions to the
Committee and responded to the draft recommendations. The main recommendations made to the minister were:
that the Minister establish an independant national body representative of all
the interest groups in children's sevices to oversee the total accreditation
process.

that the national body set up a working unit which would he responsible to
it. The initial task of the working unit would be the development of criteria
for a national accreditation system.
that accreditation be a two phase process. The first phase. which is referred
to as Module 1 for cont. enience, would he mandatory and would he linked
to the conlitions for fee relief. The second phase would be a voluntary
(Accreditation Consultative Committee, 1990)
process.

The involvement of the Federal Government has shifted the concept of accreditation from a concept of voluntary accreditation to a more complex concept which
combines elements of mandatory and voluntary accreditation. As a result of this
shift, all children's services must concern themselves with the issues which
underpin the development of a national accreditation system: not some children's services, but all. A realistic timeframe however is essential to provide all
groups IA ith an adequate period for reflection and decision making.
Some key questions which have emerged and need to he considered as part of this
reflection and decision-making process are as follow s.

What would he the value of a national accreditation system for Australian
children's services?
Can Australia afford a national accreditation system?
On what principles should accreditation he based?

What criteria w ill he employed in the accreditation process?

Who should he responsible for the development and implementation of a
national accreditation system?

The over-riding question at the heart of much rather emotke discussion focuses
on the value of the accreditation process... is it REALLY necessaiy!
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Growth in all forms of child care in Australia has highlighted the inadequacies of
the states' and territories' regulations and licensing procedures. These inadequacies are compounded by the lack of consistency across the states and territories.
For example some states require staff to have relevant training. others do not
Essentially, children in some states are getting a better deal than are children in
other states. Such a lack of consistency raises questions related to equity and
social justice.
The rapid expansion of child care provision has led to an increasing awareness that
some settings in which young children spend the hulk of their time do not provide

good quality experiences for those children. The resultant concern about the
quality of the children's present lives has been directly linked to a growing concern

about the long term effects of poor early childhood experiences on children's
development. The major goal of all accreditation approaches in children's services is to improve the quality of the programs provided for young children and
their families.The terms of reference of the Accreditation Consultative Committee include this objective.
Some groups within the children's services field consider accreditation to he a
totally unnecessary process and a waste of time and of money. This opinion is
based on the premise that, through meeting state regulations. a service has met the
required quality levels. Therefore. accreditation is seen to he a mere duplication.
yet another set of regulations.

Accreditation and regulations serve different purposes: both address quality. but

at different levels. Regulations address the predictors of quality such as staff
qualifications, sizes of groups and ratio of adults to children. Regulations provide a necessary floor from which to build. However, regulations are mandatory:
they require 100% compliance. This mandatory nature exerts a pressure towards
a minimum standard of compliance. Essentially, regulations can he seen as a set
of variables which allow one to make predictions about the possible quality of the
service, but they cannot ensure that the service is of good quality.

Accreditation builds on this floor, going beyond minimum standards to look at the

real indicators of quality; what is actually happening in the service. For example. regulations may require the keeping of a written program, but they do not
provide guidelines about the content of the program, the processes through which
the program is developed or the processes through which the program is enacted.

Evaluation of the content and the processes through which the program is
developed and implemented are part of the accreditation process. This example is
an illustration of the way in which accreditation builds on regulations to ensure that
good quality experiences are provided by the service, rather than merely dupl icating.
regulations.
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The preceding discussion is based on the premise that
the concept of quality can
be defined. People who work in the children's services
field believe that quality
is instantly recognizable. However, the early childhood
profession is increasingly being attacked for its rather nebulous definitions of
quality. Frequent
reference is being made to yet another 'warm fuzzy' notion
like the 'whole child'.
The profession has to he able to answer its critics: being able
to do this is the first
task in any accreditation process. It is no longer acceptable to substitute
meaningless
rhetoric for clear definition. The

knowledge of what constitutes
how to provide this has been established by extensive researchgood quality and
in recent years
(Phillips. 1987 ). The children's services field needs to be able
to articulate clearly
this knowledge to others outside the profession.

When defining quality, particularly in the context of accreditation,
it is essential
to he able to clearly convey the level of quality to which Australian
services should aspire. Program accreditation should be concernedchildren's
with the
level of standards to which all Australian children should
have access. It should
not he conceived of as an elitist system that can be achieved by
a few 'top' services
(the five star hotel approach).
Development and promotion of an elitist system would he a waste of
time and
recourses for all involved. The experience of the NAEYC in the United
States
provides evidence that accreditation is an achievable goal that
can be reached by
the average service. Since 1986. the NAEYC has accredited
1400 services and
has enrolled a further 3710 programs in self study. These services
represent the
whole spectrum of service types and socio-economic diversity
(NAEYC Annual
Report. 199(1 :441.

The definitions of quality which are used by NAEYC
and other early childhood
groups have been arrived at through extensive research on the topic
through a process of concensus within the early childhood profession. and also
Research
over the last 10 years has consistantly
indicated certain key predictors of positive
outcomes for young children which can he related to the following
aspects of
quality. They are programs:
which are licensed:

in which the child's interaction with the caregiver is frequent.
verbal and
educational. rather than custodial and controlling:
in which children arc not left to spend their time in aimless
play together:
in which there an adequate adult child ratio and
a reasonable group size:

and

in which the caregiver has training in child development.
some degree of
professional experience in child care and has been in the program for
some
period of time.
(Bredekamp. I 990a:39)
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These research findings are in keeping with the standards that have been developed
in the NAEYC accreditation model. These standards have been derived from what

is known about how children of different ages learn and develop. The system is

based on the premise that although there are individual differences among
children, including cultural and language differences, there are certain needs and
interests that are shared by children at certain stages in their development.

CAN AUSTRALIA AFFORD A NATIONAL
ACCREDITATION SYSTEM ?
It is all very well to talk about good quality programs, but providing good quality
costs money. The way in w hich increased costs will he met is a grow ing concern

across the children's services field. At the moment. children in poor quality
programs are hearing the cost. "When the costs of quality are not paid. children
pay the price by experiencing early childhood programs of unacceptable quality
( Willer. 1988:2). Society also pays the price "when an entire generation of children is ill-prepared to serve as effectively functioning, self sufficient members of
society (Willer, 1988:2). Given these facts, it is difficult to argue that the current methods of meeting costs are either just and equitable. or cost effective.

The implications of award restructuring are a major consideration for children's
services in Australia. Although award restructuring has provided recognition of
the value of early childhood work through the provision of higher wages and
salaries and this recognition has been welcomed by the children's services field,
the increased costs create a problem for services. Clearly, this increased cost
cannot he met by families. The industrial cost, along with other general costs,
impinges on the development of a national accreditation system. There are also
some costs specific to accreditation: the initial one being the actual funds required to set up such a process.
If government funds are made available. it would he essential that this he in the

form of a special new allocation and that the funds are not derived from a
reallocation of existing funds for the children's services program. At present,
program support funds arc inadequate: if these scant resources are used to support
the establishment of an accreditation system. the process would he self defeating.

Should funds not he forthcoming from government sources, the finding of
alternative sources will present a challenge to the children's services field. This
would not he an easy task.
It w ill he difficult to estimate the establishment and the ongoing costs for a national
accreditation system until more details regarding the proposed infrastructure and
the nature of the accreditation model arc available.

d
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The actual cost to services undertaking the accreditation process has been raised
by most interest groups. Services are concerned that they may not he able to afford
the additional costs. At present. these concerns cannot be allayed because we
have no accurate figures for services in Australia. However, as a guide. the
NAEYC system bases the fee on the number of children enrolled in the service.
For fewer than 6(1 children the initial outlay is L'SS50 for the purchase of the self
study materials and USS200 for validation and accreditation covering a three year
period.
There are also certain hidden costs to consider. These costs involve the time given
by staff to participate in the accreditation process. In certain instances, this may
extend hey ond normal working hours and this time should not he seen as unpaid

time. The w ay in which such costs would he met in an accreditation system remains a crucial issue. Obviously. the success of any accreditation system established in this country is going to depend largely on the adequacy of funds made
available. These funds will need to cover costs to services and payment for staff
time. Working to arils providing good quality services for all our young children
is going to he expensive. However. the key question to consider is not can we

afford to do it ? but can we afford not to ?

ON WHAT MODEL SHOULD ACCREDITATION
BE BASED ?
All models of accreditation have their critics. Prior to government interest in
accreditation. the concept was conceived of as being purely a \ oluntary process by
the children's services field. Critics of this model assert that such a process does

nothing to improve quality in services lk Ilia are not motivated to undertake
accreditation voluntarily.
The Consultative Committee suggested that accreditation be a two phase process:
the first phase being linked to tee relief funding and the second phase being
voluntary. This model has generated much controversy and debate. Criticisms
have included that such a model is unnecessary as services are already accredited
by state/territory licensing and regulations.

An accreditation model Which has a mandatory element is a new concept for the
Australian children's services community. How ex er. this model is not new in

the international children's services field. For example. South Carolina has
developed a state system ss hich is based on an adapt ion of the NAEYC model. This

system. linked to state funding. is referred to as The Child Develop/new Quality
Assurance Standards. A weighted value between I and 25 is assigned to each
criteria in order to reflect its relative importance in relation to the overall score. A
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service is not expected to achieve 100'; compliance. but a score of less than 70';
indicates that the service is a cause or concern (Child DeA elopment Quality
Assurance Standards, 1990).

The Australian early childhood profession needs to guard against adopting an
overly purist approach to accreditation. During the next few years. the challenge
w ill he to adopt an open and flexible attitude which w ill enable the consideration
of a broad range of possibilities. while retaining a commitment to deg elopmentally

appropriate p--t ice with youthg children in group settings.

WHAT WILL BE THE CONTENT OF ACCREDITATION '?
Early discussions regarding content have tended to focus on the possibility of an
introductory section linked to fee relief. Consideration of this possibility has led
to questions regarding the standards w hich should be met in this introductory
phase. about assessment procedures. and about the form of resource and insery ice
provision w hich would he necessary for services to meet the mandatory components.

Unfortunately , the narrow focus of these early discussions has limited consideration of the accreditation system as a whole. If there is a commitment to a voluntary
sy stem. then the task is to find the means of constructing a mandatory introductory
phase. or module. w hich is an integral component of the total process. In other

ords, the mandatory component should not compromise the integrity of the
quality assurance process. The development o: a mandated section w hich w ill
encourage services to continue into the voluntary process is an additional challenge to he met in developing a combination model.
The separation of accreditation into modules and discussion of the criteria for one

module in isolation from the process as a whole, has many problems. Ahernatik ely. the accreditation system could he developed as one package. Within this
package, certain criteria would need to he met in order to attract funding. Such an
approach would maintain the integrity of the total process and would indicate to
services that the it ial requirements only address basic standards. These basic
standards. which shoi!kl he the right ofal I children. are provided by many services.

Individual service-, may he more motivated to continue with a system that is
presented in this way.

The goal of accreditation is to improve quality. This is particularly critical in poor
quality services. A compulsory module needs to include criteria which ensure
that poor sere ices do indeed make improvements. There are two key indicators of
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program quality. The first indicator relates to the developmental and cultural
appropriateness of the curriculum. Obviously, cultural appropriateness is an
important factor. given the multicultural composition of the Australian society. In
developing this module, criteria relating to these indicators would need to be
developed. Given this base line, the criteria while are developed will need to be
clearly defined, acceptable to the children's services field, easily assessed and not
too prescriptke. Assessment of the mandatory module would need to be undertaken by appropriately trained and qualified individuals.
It should he noted that an introductory mandatory module need not necessarily
insist on 1 00'4 compliance. The approach developed in South Carolina, which was
referred to previously, is based on a weighting system. The highest weighting is
allocated to the most essential criteria. It would he possible to design part of the
accreditation system that required an agreed upon percentage of compliance. To
achieve this percentage, services would need to have reached the standards
indicated by the essential criteria.
The selection of the content for a national accreditation system w ill need to take

account of the context of various funding arrangements and the support and
advisory services which will he available to centres engaged in the accreditation
process. Resource and insery ice implications will need to be carefully considered.
The process should he one all services can achieve. although some services will
require more support and guidance in reaching this goal than others.

WHO SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
A NATIONAL ACCREDITATION SYSTEM?
The responsibility for the development and monitoring of an accreditation system

fo: children's services in Australia has various possibilities depending on the
ability of the organisation(s) to attract adequate funding.
The Consultative Committee's recommendation that the government establish an
independent council to develop and monitor a national approach to accreditation
has received wide support. All too frequently, directions in the early childhood
held are subject to the vagaries of the current political climate. A national
accreditation system set up and monitored by the field has the potential to provide
the children's services community with stability and continuity. There is also
likely to he more commitment across all sectors ()I' the industry to a system it Owns
and has had a role in developing.
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Future directions for preserving quality in children's services are very volatile. It
is part of the process in the development of any new initiatives v. ithin a profession.
that key issues will emerge and pose many questions. As the children's services

field considers issues surrounding the development of a national accreditation
system for Australia. various options are open. The profession can choose to keel
threatened by what is happening, to ignore what is happening. to he negative and
only consider all the difficulties. Alternatively. the children's services field can
choose to support the process because of the overall benefits to children. parents
and staff and as a profession work through these issues together. To date much of

the discussion within the field has focused on the difficulties and not on the
benefits of such a process.

A national accreditation system has the potential to address quality in children's
services programs across this country in a way that has not been possible before.
Without a process like accreditation, what will be the future for our y oung children
ho are attending poor quality services? It also has the potential to take us forward
as a profession in a v. ay that has not been possible pro. iously . Accreditation, by
defining what constitutes good practice in programs for young children and their

families, helps develop an expanded definition of our profession. It creates
aw areness w ithin the community concerning quality issues and assists parents in
know ing what to look for in early childhood services.

The potential also exists to provide for the first time. some consistency and
stability in children's services. A process developed and monitored by the field is

less subject to policy changes. A national accreditation system also has the
potential to unify the field - not to further divide the profession. It pro ides all
sectors v. ithin the children's services field with an opportunity of working towards
ensuring that all young children have access to a good quality service - a common
goal that surely is a right for every child in this nation.
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IDEOLOGICAL
MANOEUVRING IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
David Battersby and Barbara Sparrow

-his Chapter C.W1111,10 the place of Carly childhood CdUCal it'll in recent edm anion

ref (wins and the appropriate preparation model Pr rural services. Has early
childhood education simply been overlooked by policymaker.,? one preferred
model of prdIes.s ional preparation dictated by met ram! tan universities appropri-

ate for early childhood services in rural Australia?
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter focuses on two issues. Firstly there is now clear evidence that
suggestions for the reform of teacher education in Australia have essentially
bypassed early childhood teacher education and in so doing have begun to create
an ideological manoeuvre. This manoeuvre is most explicit in the nexus that is
being manufactured between early childhood, primary and secondary education

and in recent advice to government such as the Australian Education Council
( AEC; Working Party Report on Teacher Education. The lack of recognition
given to early childhood teacher education in the AEC report and in other recent
blueprints for reform should not he seen merely as an oversight by policy makers,

but as a deliberate attempt to promote and by political fiat, to enforce a new
common sense view about teacher education in Australia. The second focus of this

chapter concerns the preparation of early childhood educators within a rural
institution. Courses at regional universities are vulnerable to ideological manoeuvring, particularly by the hegemony of those in metropolitan universitites and
institutions IA110 Might claim to know what is in the real interests of early childhood

educators working in rural Australia. and who would thus seek to establish one
preferred model or pattern of early childhood teacher education. This issue is
addressed in the conclusion and will draw upon evidence to show a distinctive
profile of students undertaking an early childhood program at a rural institution.

OUR FRAMEWORK
The reformation of teacher education in Australia has been influenced by two
interrelated perspectives. The first of these is now well articulated (Connell. 1986)

and posits the view that the ideology of the 'New Right' has penetrated all the
policy agendas within government at the federal level. As Chant and his colleagues (1988:383) point out:
Under the Hawke administration...the Australian Labor Party ...is more
concerned with corporatist strategy and the market than with justice and
equity...Indeed it is now notorious for selectively pre-empting the economic

policies of its 'right-wing' opposition. thus forcing them to more extreme
positions on the right.
The ideology of the 'New Right' has impacted significantly on educational policy
and decision-making through the tacit endorsement by government of two princi-

ples: education is essentially a private undertaking and should therefore be
subsidised. if not paid for, by the individual: and secondly , that competition leads
to efficiency w ithin the education sy stem and the production of skilled people for
the labour market.
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Within higher education. the first of these two principles has been the raison d'etre
for the Higher Education Contribution Scheme ( HECS ), while the second principle has led government to condone the establishment of private universities and to
create the Unified National System ( UNS ) of universities and colleges so that
greater efficiency and competition can he promoted in the higher education sector.
It is quite clear, therefore. that the future direction of educational policy w ill

increasingly reflect the philosophy of the 'New Right': a philosophy which has
already changed the economic infrastructure of Australian society through initiatives such as floating the dollar, deregulation of the banking sy stem and the
privatisation of government enterprises and monopolies.
Hand-in-hand with this shift to the New Right'. has been an insidious ideological
manoeuvre through policy discourse. Grace (1990:32) elaborates on one manifestation of this manoeuvre in education:
An ideological position makes constant use of a particular form of language
which it attempts to naturalise in a common sense way. If the language is

accepted. taken up and used \l ithout question. an important part of that
ideological position has already been assimilated. Language is not neutral
M. ithout a special effort to make it so. The language of inputs. outputs. and
production functions in education is being introduced into the discourse of
education as an analytically more robust way of thinking about education...
The various documents that seek to pros ide the blueprints for the reform of teacher
education in Australia are not only heavily influenced by the educational thinking
of the 'New Right', but are contributing to an ideological manoeuvre that threatens
early childhood teacher education'.

THE REFORM OF EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHER
EDUCATION
0%er the past two years, the clearest statements concerning the rationalisation.
restructuring and reform of teacher education in Australia have come from several
sources: Dr Gregor Ramsey, the past Chairman of the National Board of Education. Employment and Training ( NBEET), the 1989 Schools Council report on
Teacher Quality, the 1989 Higher Education Council discussion paper on Course
Length and Nomenclature, and the 1990 Australian Education Council's ( AEC)
report of the Working party on Teacher Education A focus on two of these
sources will provide examples for discussion.
At the time of WritIng du, paper ,Ae were not pri%. to the Nem. South Wale. Department of
EduLation propo,al, for teacher education telimn. althimgh an analNIS of the current
reform, to NSW St. tool education lea.e, little doubt about the influence of 'Nev. Right'

ideolop
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I. RAMSEY AM) NBEET: Ramsey's view, which has been described as
instrumentalist, is that tertiary education should no longer he seen as some
interactive whole serving somewhat idealistic ends, but rather as a pragmatic
engine of economic development ( Dawkins. 1990: Ramsey, 1988, 1990a, 1990b).
Indeed, on this issue, Ramsey (1990h:4 -5) enunciates most elegantly the philoso-

phy of the 'New Right'.
It is unlikely that there will he additional funds available at whatever level to
bring about desired change unless we can demonstrate that the funds currently
being allocated to the system arc being used as cost effectively as possible or
we can identify new sources of funds which might be obtained to assist in
whatever the change is intended to be. As an example, one of the strengths of

the current reorganisation in higher education was that the changes were
possible within a framework of expanded resources which became available
from a new source, namely the students. Irrespective of what your philosophy
may he about that decision, it certainly produced and will go on producing
significant additional resources for higher education...

In the same address. Ramsey ( 990b: I 0- I ) points out that:

...the whole of the education industry will he in a better position...if it
perceives itself clearly as being an industry. Education shares with
industry...lack of resources, increased competition...and significant management problems.
Ramsey favours a re-organisation of education into compul,ory and post-compulsory sectors. He suggests that the implication of this kind of thinking for teacher
education surely "is to question the old teacher preparation categories of early

childhood/primary/secondary/TAFE- (Ramsey. 1988:55). In tandem with this
type of reorganisation, Ramsey (1988:4) cautions that:
There is little point in extending the length of any highereducation course - but

especially a course that is devoted to vocational or professional training unless there is a planned process of integrating both institutional and work
environment learning within that course.
Once the "old categories" of teacher preparation are erased. "work environment
learning" assumes a new meaning which fits with Ramsey's views about broadening the "labour market skills of teachers". As Ramsey (1988:3) says:
How many teachers, for example, are aware of the resources required to run
their classrooms...No other industry would he as cavalier, or at least as
unknowing, about the use of resources as is the education industry...
What is not well understood is that acquisition of these skills is likely to involve
"work environment learning" beyond the education industr), so that "participants
can develop levels of competence which is I sic recognised not only in local labour
markets but industrially and educationally- (Ramsey, 1990a:3 ). These sentiments
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are also echoed in the Review of Teacher Education in Mathematics and Science

which, as Ramsey admits, provided an "important base for the 'Australian
Education Council's] working party's deliberations ".
What Ramsey seems to be advocating then. is a restructured teacher education
industry which dispenses w ith the old categories of teacher preparation (such as
early childhood, primary ), w here students will continue to fund their ow n training.
where there w ill he real competition in the industry. and most importantly, w here
extension of course length will occur through "work environment learning-. At
the micro-le el it is possible to see how these principles are beginning to be shaped

as a "solid framework for reform" (Dawkins. 1990:6). The AEC report is a
significant starting point for it very cleverly continues the process of dismantling
the old categories of teacher preparation. it encapsulates some of the ideological
manoeuvrings of the New Right' and, for early childhood teacher educators. it
uses a particular form of discourse which seeks to annul any legitimate claim the
field may have towards strengthening and consolidating itself.

2. AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION COUNCIL (AEC): What is often lost sight of
in analyses of the AEC's report of the Working Party on Teacher Education are its
historical antecedents. Its origins can he traced to what is now popularly known
as the 'Hobart Declarat ion on Schooling'. Dawkins (1990:3 -4) elaborates on this:
In May. 1988,1 issued the statement Strengthening Australia' s.S.choolA,vhich

set out 1Or the first time a truly national education agenda. In July I WM
follow ing its release a special meeting of education ministers was convened.
Lengthy discussions ensued at a number of subsequent meetings of the
Australian Education Council resulting in significant progress towards a more
common system of schooling across the states...The Hobart Declaration on
Schooling features:

ten national goals for Australia's schools:
prov ides a framework for co-operati ve curriculum development (in schools):

sets out ways to minimise difficult,es faced by (school) students moving
interstate:

pledges to develop strategies to improve and strengthen teacher education
in order to help teachers meet the challenges of schooling in the future.

Dawkins, like Ramsey. conceptualises teacher education only in terms of the
compulsory sector and therefore uses the discourse appropriate to this, as highlighted above. Thus it is not coincidental that the AEC working party on teacher
education adopted and extended this discourse and used it as an ideological
manoeuvre.

The AEC working party begins its report w ith 'he statement: "There is no one hest
way to prepare teachers ". It then proposes a preferred teacher education model
which, it avers, will overcome the rigidities of present practices and will lead the
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tl ay forward. On the one nand. this is a bra e prediction. if in fact NA e are to believe

there is no one best sy stem. On the other hand, its notion of a preferred model
reinforces the possibility of do. eloping teacher preparation programs that coincide w ith the reorganisation of the Australian education system into what Ramsey
refers to as the "compulsory sector".
The AEC model of teacher education involves a two -stage process. First, there
is proposed to he a three year. seven semester program to develop the students'
general education in areas as diverse as language and science, mathematics and
expressive arts and sociology and health education. Also to he included in the

program are those essentials teg, study of schools curriculum) that enable a
person to he appointed as a sound beginning practitioner. The preferred nomen-

clature for the award is Bachelor of Arts (Teaching) with the possibility for
Honours after an additional year of study.
The second stage also involves a degree program but in tandem with a period of
professional experience. The BA (Teaching) graduate would he expected to take
up an appointment as an associate teacher (that is, an intern) for a period of two
years. During this time. salary and related benefits would he paid proportional to
the teaching load carried. Supervision would he undertaken by an experienced
teacher designated w ith specific responsibilities for teacher development.
Over the two years, the neophyte teacher would also pursue studies for a second
degree. These studies would provide "for deeper and more analytical reading into
the mainstream educational studies educational psychology, educational measurement and assessment, contemporary issues in educational thought and prac-

tice" (AEC. 1990a:30). Study for the degree would he part-time. either oncampus or externally. Success as an associate (however determined) and with
academic studies would culminate in the award of a post-graduate Bachelor of

Education degree. Only after completing both academic degrees and the
associateship would a person he granted unconditional recognition as a teacher
(that is, registration occurs).

What, then, is the community of early childhood educators to make of the AEC
report, keeping in mind the previous discussion!
Firstly, the report partially meets what Ramsey advocates by dispensing with the
old categories of teacher preparation (early childhood/primary ), and arguing for

extension of course length through a form of "work environment learning ".
However the rept:ct fails to acknowledge recent movements within the early
childhood field to better address its own nomenclature relating to child care
workers and directors.

Secondly, deliberate attempts are made in the report to manufacture a nexus
between early childhood and primary teacher education and to blur the boundaries
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hets een primary and secondary teacher education. The likely implication of this
could he to eliminate di \ ersity ithin various teachereducat ion courses in !leneral
and w nhin early childhood courses more specifically,

Thirdly, little analysis. if any. is made of the differences in the w orktorce profile
of those employed in the early childhood education field compared w ith those
employ ed in other education sectors. And yet. there are sianificant differences
reflected in the supply and demand of early childhood educators. in the industrial
ass ards governing their employ ment and in the diversity of w orkplaces in NA hich
they are employed.

The fourth point is that. for those corking in early childhood education. the
discourse of the AEC report is as alienating as the Hobart Declaration on
Schooling. This is es ident in the repeated references to schools and school sy stems
and the tact that it ignores underl \ ing philosophical and theoretical bases of early
childhood educational practice w hich are considered to he distinct i \ e.

At first glance, these obsers ations to sonic early childhood teacher educators may

simply he interpreted as Os ersights of the AEC' working. part). Howe \ er. the
ss orking party did nothing to correct such 'oversights. in their Supp/emenhir
Rep/wt. Indeed, it esacerbates the problem by almost completely ignoring. once
again. earls childhood teacher education regardless of the many deputations made

by early childhood educators. For instance. much of the Supplementary Report
(1e)e)Uh:kt still uses the discourse associated w ith schools:

the presets ice course should therefore contain such specific components
related to teaching as sill enable the graduate to enter a school on a provisional
basis (and) to manage...classes of students.

What does this lack of recognition of the importance of early childhood teacher

education demonstrate? It reinforces the belief that early childhood teacher
education in Australia continues to he perceived as the least powerful and the most
insignificant sector of the teacher educat;on sy stem. It appears to signal the demise of the territorial rights for the training of those w ho work with y oung children.
Several years ago Brennan and O'Donnell (I ()X()) pointed out that the claiming of

this territory w as fraught w ith "hostility and ridicule from various quarters- and
by the common perception that working with young children is something that

"any roman can do ''. In addition to this. the difficulties of defending a philosophical and ideological position have come to he a trademark for early childhood
teacher education in Australia.

...training courses which prepare students to work w ith children aged 0-8
years (the broad definition of 'early childhood education' f should he separate
from programs w hich train teachers to work w ith older children w ithin formal
(Brennan and O'Donnell. I 986:96 I
schooling s,qem...
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What, then, are the implications of the preceding analysis? These can be listed as
a series of statements worthy of further debate.
1. The dominant influences in the reform of teacher education in Australia have
specific ideological and political agendas.
1. There is evidence to indicate that early childhood teacher education has been
abandoned in considerations and debate about reform and that this is not
unintentional.
3. The solutions to the problems that now beset the early childhood field do not
reside in consensus being sought on the preferred pattern of early childhood
teacher education or what the core components of a program should or might
be. Such practical strategies simply disguise the necessity for effective,
political action by early childhood educators.
4. lf (he field does not act swiftly to politicise the plight of early childhood teacher
education, then it can he guaranteed that the decisions ultimately made in the
reform of teacher education in Australia will not he in its best interest.

PREPARATION OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS
IN RURAL SETTINGS
A number of early childhood teacher education programs have been developed in
rural institutions to service rural communities as well as other community types.
I t has been argued elsewhere ( Battersby et al. 1989) that metropolitan predispositions have heavily influenced policy and practice in early childhood education in
Australia. Accordingly, in the apparent haste for reform. it is all too easy to neglect
not only the socio-economic and ethnic contrasts of the communities which are
served by institutions providing early childhood teacher education programs. but
also the rural and/or metropolitan characteristics of these communities.

To illustrate this point. systematic data gatherzd from early childhood students
(1988-1990. Charles Sturt University R v erin a, Wagga Wagga. NSW) has
revealed that three in every four students are from the local region and that those
sti ho enrol from outside the local area are not usually from the major metropolitan
centres such as Sydney or Newcastle. Surveys have revealed that students

choose to study at this institution either because it is close to their homes or through
the word-of-mouth recommendations of friends or relatives.

Almost without exception. early childhood students at this institution have had
some type of working experience with children w nom they most V. ant to work in
the future. Again these experiences have been predominantly in rural settings.
Approximately fifty per cent of students express an interest in working with
children up to four years of age, V h i le the remainder are mainly interested in
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teaching at the kindergarten to year tw o le% el. In light of such demographic
characteristics and in view of the fact that most of these students initially seek

employment within the local region. it could well he argued that this early
childhood program should not only he philosophically different to those institutions that have a different mix of students. but that it should seek to preserve these
differences. Thus. an important emphasis of a course like this could well he "to
foster in all students the development of the ability to provide meaningful learning

experiences for children living in rural communities" and for them to he able to
"analy se family and community issues w hich influence children's services in rural
Australia ".

CONCLUSION
Far greater attention should he given to the now infamous AEC cliche that. "there
is no one best NA, ay to prepare teachers ". Indeed. if V, e are not cautious, our
deliberations about reform in early childhood teacher education may lead to the
recommendation that all programs should have a sameness. Goodlad and his
associates (1990a. 1990h) from the University of Washington in Seattle. are quick
to remind us that teacher education across the United States is characterised by a
sameness IA hich is borne of an uncritical approach to program do elopment and

change. Our challenge is to he critical. as well as political, about the reform of
earls childhood teacher education in Australia.
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CHAPTER 6

CHALLENGING CHANGES
IN CHILD CARE TRAINING
Judith Bissland

u:l policy in relation to industry training reforms is radically changing the
sr: m lure ofTAFE courses and the decision-making environment in which they are

on structed and delivered. The fact that child care training has primarily been
assigned to T,1 FE means that it is exposed to a range of innovations and changes.
TM 1 chapter explores the opportunities and threats lacing ( hilcl care training as
cr c onsequence of major new 'NEE policy directions.
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Technical and Further Education (TAFE) is the major provider of courses
preparing people for employ ment in child care centres. At a meeting of the
National Association of TAFE Child Care Studies Teachers (September. 1991) it
emerged that in 199 I . approximately 2,500 students will graduate with Associate
Diplomas or Ath zinced Certificates in child care from Australian TAFE colleges.
While kindergarten. infant and primary teachers have been undertaking diplomas
and degrees at tertiary colleges and universities. most child care workers have been
gaining TAFE qualifications. It is interesting to speculate on w by this has occurred

and whether it suggests that a 'poor cousin' or 'second rate' status has been
accorded both child care and TAFE.
Whatever may he the case, the fact that prime responsibility for child care training
has been taken by the TAFE sector has significantly affected the nature of what is
offered. This chapter w ill explore some of the existing and emerging features of
TAFE which are shaping the nature of child care training. While this chapter has
been written primarily from a Victorian perspectie, the experiences of TAFE in

Victoria are illustrative of how national policy in relation to industry training
reforms is radically changing the structure of TAFE courses and the decisionmaking environment in which they are constructed and delivered.
Although child care courses have been offered by the TAFE sector since I973. it
is nonetheless the case that child care and other social and community services
(SACS) courses are still relative newcomers to the TAFE scene. TAFE's origins
lie in the trade area. in courses providing groups such as plumbers; carpenters and
bakers. with specific. measurable vocational skills. TAFE's emphasis on trade
courses and the evolution of curriculum models particularly suited to the development and presentation of such courses poses some interesting challenges for those

involved with child care and other SACS courses. As is the case with most
challenges, there are both opportunities and threats: opportunities to explore
alternatives to traditional models for education and training: threats of having
concepts arising from trade areas being imposed on human services courses
regardless of their appropriateness.

INDUSTRY DRIVEN
A central concept underpinning TAFF. is .hat it is a training system which is
'industry driven' and thus will provide courses that will closely match the
immediate and emerging needs of an industry. In other words, the intent is to
have TAFE's feet planted well and truly in the firm reality of daily workplace
needs: no lofty ivory tower here!
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This characteristic is clearly one of TAFE's great strengths. Field or industry
advisory committees have for many years been part of TAFE's tradition, with the
aim of ensuring that the courses provided do not stray from equipping future
workers with needed workplace skills. In the last few years. however, a fundamental shift has been occurring with respect to the composition and functioning
of such industry advisory groups.
Victoria provides a useful model for understanding how the system is intended to
work. After a major restructuring in 1988, the State Training Board was estab-

lished as the central bureaucrac to administer the Victorian TAFE system. It
abolished all existing advisory committees and replaced them with 19 autonomous

Industry Training Boards (ITBs), each of which is regarded as the authoritative
voice of the nominated industry. These ITBs have significantly more power.
influence and independence than the previous advisory groups had.
The Social and Community Services Industry Training Board (SACS ITB ) has its

own staffing and funding allocation: it provides direction to the State Training
Board on a broad range of aspects relating to training needs in child care and other
SACS areas. including issues such as what courses should he developed. what
changes should he made to existing courses and where courses should he located.

The membership of the ITB is drawn exclusively from unions, employer groups
and relevant government bodies. This is a very big shift from the situation some
years ago. w hen advisory committees usually included several college representa-

tives, nominees of various professional associations and a number of field
personnel handpicked by college staff.
There are a number of important advantages to the new system.
ITB membership is both accountable and influential, representing the actual
industrial and governmental bodies affecting the shape of the w orkforce:

colleges are required to listen to what the various 'players' in industry are
saying. rather than just consulting with a selected number of 'friendly' field
personnel.
Inevitably, the new system also has potential disadvantages:
Professional organisations and peak bodies such as the Australian Early
Childhood Association may he excluded from the ITBs. as is the case in
Victoria. creating the possibility that exclusively utilitarian views focussing
only on political or economic agendas may dominate and that quality
training programs and service provision may be lower down on the agenda:
many of the officials sitting around the table determining training needs have

never actually worked in the field, and although responsible for or accountable to those who do. they lack direct field knowledge and expertise.
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One example may highlight the sort of concerns that can arise. Victoria is currently

phasing in long oy erdue and hard fought for Children's Services Regulations
requiring all child care centres to employ a proportion of qualified staff. Approximately 5()( ; of \ ictoria's child care centres are run as private businesses, and
historically. the majority of these centres have not employed qualified staff.
A t uncut report by the SACS ITB notes that in recent consultations vs ith industry
-some pante hay e proposed that w orkers ought to he ahle to apply to have their
ear s of e pc! fence recognised asequn :dent to a qualification- r Burston. 199 I :22).

Later in this chapter. issues relating to the recognition of skills acquired though
penenie v ill he discussed more fulls . While recognition of prior learning
yy ork
is an important and o endue response to industry needs. the v holesale granting of
qualifications mooted in he ahoy e comm,:nt simultaneously undermines the
meaning ot being quail! ied and the intent of V ictoria's Children's Sery ices Centres
Regulations he SACS ITB's discussion paper makes it clear that the proposal is
"counter to the positions of many other parties consulted- (Burston. 19(41:22 ) and

en the thought tul. consultativ e approach taken by the 1TB to date. there is
recommendations ultimately made '.s ill he
appropriate ones. It is. howeY er. a good e- ample of the fact that being industry
(Irk en' creates the danger that training needs may he determined by financial or
political imperato. es rather than h'. issues relating to skills and knowledge
required for pros ision of a quality sers ice.

reason to feel optimistic that an

I

l-as ing sounded this w ailing. two further points should he made. The first is that

in Victoria. the establishment of the SACS ITB has thus far had an extremely
positic e effect on SACS courses in general and child care courses in particular. The

tripartite emple, er/union/government membership of the ITB has pros ided considerable political clout and enabled the SACS ITB to considerably, heighten the
profile ofSACS courses in Victoria and ads orate for increased budget allocations.
I he second point is that although the particular proposal of granting automatic
qualifications to untrained child care s orkers needs to he resisted. the importance

of working more closely w ith and responding more fully to all of industry's
training needs. including those of the private child care sector, has been addressed

by the new structures. The TAFE system is now required to listen to industry
voices much more carefully and positive training options for a variety of situations
and needs are much more likely to he achieved through the new 'industry 'riven'
structures than they were previously.

COMPETENCY BASED TRAINING
Federal and State governments has e been making major changes to both education

and training and to industrial awards. with the aim of increasing the skill levels of

3
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Australia's w orkforce and thereby improving economic performance and international competitiveness. Industrial awards are being restructured so they relate to
skill levels, which means that competency standards must be specified to identify
the different skill levels v ithin an industry. The gos eminent , plan is that several
benefits w ill flow from the establishment of clear skill levels and competency
standards. Firstly. it will become possible to recognise and rew ard those ssho
possess skills but have pre iously been barred from access to career adv ancement
either because they lacked formal qualifications or because they held unrecognised overseas qualification. Secondly, and of major significance for TAIT.. is

the opportunity of focussing training

ery specifically on the competencies

required by industry.
Competency based training is not a new concept in TAFE. but it has recently been
giv en increased emphasis and significance because of these developments. The
thrust of TAFF training for some years has been to move coi.:.,:c,,ntent out of the

hands of academics and base it on the needs of the workplace. how ev er the
procedure and processes for relating courses to industry needs are now being much

more clearly prescribed and formalised. Instead of a group of educators drafting
a list of topics to be covered or theory to he explored, as might occur in other
educational sectors, the starting point is to have industry "determine ghat compe-

tencies are required and at ghat level for a particular occupation or industry
sector- ( Burston. 1991:3 ).

The National Training Board's document, Nationa/ Competency Standard.':
Policy and Guidelines, defines a competency as "comprising the specification of
knowledge and skill and the application of that know ledge and skill kk ithin an
occupation... to the standard of performance required in employment- (1991:1 8).
A competency can he broken up into smaller elements which "describe in (wpm

terms things that an employee who works in a particular area is able to do( National Training Board, 1991:19, italics added). Guidelines regarding how
competencies will be described have been provided by the National Training
Board, which provides the follow ing example of w hat a unit of competency looks
like in relation to driving a crane.

Occupation: Crane Driver
Unit: Drive crane
Element
Obtain permits

Performance Criteria

Element

Performance Criteria

Driv e Crane to
nominated site.

Hazards. including ov erhead obstructions. poles
adjacent to roadways and corners recognised and
'braking carried out to ensure smooth and safe transportation of crane.
( National Training Board. 1991:23)

Permits obtained if required to allow
transportation of crane to site.
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The question that must he asked is in how well such a model fits areas such as child
care? It is certainly true that designing vocational courses around clearly specified
competencies identified by the relevant industry has much value and should avoid

"dissatisfaction with the distance between the curricula and the reality of the
workplace. achieve( ing ) a better match between the requirements of the world of

work and the learning that takes place in training and education institutions( Burston 1991:2). However as is fairly evident from the above descriptions and
example. the competency based approach stemmed originally from trade indus-

tries. where objective and measurable 'outputs or outcomes can be easily
identified and compartmentalised. A number of problems arise when applying this
model to areas such as child care. There are dangers that the theoretical, human and

attitudinal components required will be left out. or so reduced as to he trivial,
because the) cannot easily he measured or described in terms of demonstrable or
observable outcomes.

In a major critique of competency based training. Jackson (1991:11) notes that
such training leads to courses which focus on aspects which are observable and
easily demonstrated and assessed and to an "emphasis on unimportant, routine.
even 'trivial' aspects of the learning process ". The SACS ITB's discussion paper,
Policy on Competency in the SACS Industry, raises a number important issues
about the effect this approach may have on child care and other SACS courses,
noting that:
an emphasis on outcomes as tangible phenomenon is Very problematic for
SACS:
the lack of concern with thinking processes in some definitions of competency is also likely to be unacceptable to SACS:

competency-based thinking denies the ideological, value and political
dimensions of SAC'S work:
SACS skills are too complex and dy namic to he reduced to a mechanical list

of functions or behaviours... It is not possible to isolate fragments of a
course, and label them specific competencies, which may he acquired in
intermittent steps ... The way human beings learn is not like the way a slot
machine operates. The worker of the twenty first century is one who is able
to integrate, problem-solve, diagnos:. innovate and he flexible. A teaching
process based on fragmentation may he essentiall counter to what have
been widely identified as the desirable outcome:: for the w orker of the future.
( Burston, 1991:7,20 ).

The solution proposed by tite SACS ITB is to significantly broaden the definition
of competence to ensure that it can encompass the complexity of work in SACS
areas such as child care. It remains to he seen whether their proposed definitions
and other broader approaches to competenc w ill enable child care courses to he
constructed in a meaningful way.
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SELF-PACED LEARNING
Many trade courses have been using self-paced learning programs for some y ears.
Students arrive at the college and s ork through kits Of instructional material. such
as print packages, .ideos and computer based packages. If they need assistance.
they call upon the teacher or facilitator present in the room. When they are ready
aleates whether they has c
to he assessed. they again call upon the teacher. w ho

achieved the specified learning outcomes for the module.
There are sex eral benefits to this form of education. Able student. can progress

'through the course fairly sw iftly casing time and boredom. Students w ith a
slower learning pace can take more time w ithout being classed a failure. Perhaps

es en more importantly, the use of self-paced packages enables prospectie
learner to start studying lk hen they are reads to: they don't have to salt until
another sear for the next intake.

The Victorian State Training Board's discussion paper on 7 /u' devil/pule/it ,?/ a
curric alum pc lice repeatedly emphasises the importance of curriculum which
incorporates "a flexible approach to learning. sshich should take place at a time.
in a format. and at a le% el. w hich is most appropriate to the learner's needs"
( 1991a:10) and self-paced programs certainly fulfil this criterion of flexibility.
Self-paced learning also has draw hacks. some of which are generic and some
itabi ity of self-paced learning for
hiLli arise specifically when considering th,
areas such as child care. One issue relates to the effectiveness and attractiveness

of the learning experience. It may he possible to teach students about, say,
story telling through print and video packages, but is it as enjoyable and effective
as a live in-class demonstration, followed h) the chance to practise story -telling
skill in small groups within the class? Often it is the feeling of being part of a group

and/or the personality and presentation skills of the teacher, which supports
students' learning and provides incentive to continue.
In a similar vein, considerable ability and initiative will he required from students
working through self-paced packages to come to grips w ith theorists such as Piaget

and Erikson NA ithout the amplifying comments and examples of a classroom
facilitator, but providing similar explanations to individual students is not particularly efficient, and there w ill he limitations on how much teacher time any one
student can have access to.

Another concern noted in a discussion by the SACS ITB is that the "delivery of
SACS courses depends on the operations of the student group's dynamics"
( Burston, I991:20). Being part of a group. learning about the different backgrounds. cultures and values of others, are important components of SACS
courses. While it does not seem unreasonable to learn about horticulture or
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carpentry by working on one's own through self-paced modules, the appropriateness of this model for the mainstream provision of child care courses and other
courses centring on human interaction requires close examination.
In a few years. it will he possible to make such an assessment, as Tea Tree Gully
College of TAFE in South Australia is implementing the Advanced Certificate in
Child Care in a self-paced format in 1992. In the meantime, it would appear that
N, bile self-paced learning is an important supplement to more traditional teaching,

giving much greater flexibility and control to students, it would appear to be
inappropriate to replace the majority of child care courses will self-paced programs. Ideally, the TAFE system might he able to make both options available to
learners. Some colleges. such as Tea Tree Gully. may specialise in self-paced
programs. Most other colleges may maintain the more traditional approach of
using group lectures and tutorials, but develop means of supplementing these with
some open learning packages. to give students greater flexibility.

EDUCATIONAL PATHWAYS
Traditionally, people who have undertaken studies in one course have been able
to apply for credit of advanced standing for some subjects upon entering a related
course. The direction of TAFE policy has been to replace such individually
negotiated, ad hoc arrangements. with credit transfer or articulation arrangements
which are specified when the course is designed. Recently issued guidelines for
accreditation of Victorian TAFE courses make this expectation clear:
Vocational education and training courses submitted for accreditation must
provide information on the relationship of the course to other courses ( ie, how
it articulates) and arrangements for credit transfer should he identified.
(State Training Board, 199 1 b:4 )

It is expected that courses submitted for accreditation will detail linkages between

the proposed course, relevant TAFE courses, and courses in other educational
sectors. It is already the case in Victoria and most other States that Child Care
Associate Diploma graduates receive credit ranging between one and two years of
study when entering higher education diplomas and degrees in early childhood and

children's services. Transfer arrangements from one SACS TAFE course to
another are increasingly being identified, as are credit arrangements for students
who have completed vocationally specific studies in their final years of secondary
school.

There are several good reasons for ensuring that articulation arrangements are
specified and the government's goals appear to he threefold. Firstly, articulation
creates study pathways between courses, thus serving as an encouragement for
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learners to continue in education and upgrade their know ledge and skills. Secondly. articulation saves time, producing graduates more quickly. Last but not
least, articulation may save the government's money avoiding duplication of the
training effort.
Up until relatively recently. a combination of academic \nobhery and lack of coordination often meant that articulation arrangements were neither 'en fair nor
very uniform and the increasing acceptance of the need for effective articulation
arrangements across educational sectors is welcome. The one caution that should
he made is that care w ill need to he taken to ensure that the enthusiasm for
articulation does not se cep aside important differences relating to course standard. level and depth. For instance, the fact that a unit of study in a traineeship or
bask introductory course covers similar topics to subjects in an Associate Diploma or Diploma does not automatically establish that it will be appropriate to
grant credit for this unit. Factors that need to he considered include the entry ley el

skills of the students and the standard and depth of coverage of the course
undertaken. So long as these factors are given careful consideration and not
subjected to political pressure, the establishment of clearly defined articulation
pathways between courses is a great advance.

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING
The concept of granting ad' zinced standing for studies previously undertaken is
not new. although the TAFF commitment to requiring articulation arrangements

to he specified in course proposals is relatively recent. What is much more
rex olutionary is corning hey ond the concept of granting credit or advanced
standing for prey ious studies and extending it to granting c:-.Ait for the know ledge
and skills incoming students have acquired from a range of sources including work

experience and life experience. Many unqualified personnel who have extensive
field experience will be heartened to learn of the moves TAFE is making w ith
respect to the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), which has been defined and
explained as follow s in a report by Broadmeadows College of TAFF. (1990:15).
RPL is the acknowledgement of skills ,and knowledge obtained through:
formal training (conducted by industry or education)
work experience (including informal training)
life experience.
The main focus of RPL is the learning outcomes of these experiences. not how,
when or where the learning occurred. This is a crucial underlying principle of
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RPL it makes the distinction between formal and informal training unneces-

sary, by focussing on outcomes rather than location of learning.

The purpose of RPL is to identify and assess the accumulated learning
experiences of an individual in relation to clearly defined vocational outcomes. In the case of education or training these would be the course outcomes defined by the curriculum.
A person, such as an unqualified child care w order, can approach a TAFE college
seeking to be credited with having achieved the outcomes of certain components

of the course. Broadmeadows College of TAFE has outlined a process which
involves having the applicant complete a form in which they relate their experience
to specific course outcomes, then they attend an interview at which they and an

industry 'mentor' provide information relating to the achievement of these
outcomes. On the basis of this interview, the decision may he made to grant RPL
for certain course components. to refuse the granting of RPL, or to enter a review
phase where there will be further assessment.
There are three major reasons why RPL is gaining such momentum in the TAFE

system. Firstly, the individual applicant, who gains exemptions. benefits by
being able to complete a qualification in less time and with less boredom. The
importance of saving time can be appreciated when one considers the fairly typical
example of an unqualified child care worker, facing 4 years of part-time study in
order to gain an Associate Diploma level qualification. Anything which shortens

the time-span or lightens the study load will he a great boon. Secondly, industry also stands to benefit from RPL. Having employees undertake part-time
study may disrupt service provision and may cost money: every RPL exemption
granted alleviates these problems. If an indiistry is required to employ a certain
number of qualified staff, granting maximum amounts of RPL w ill he perceived
as a major benefit, as it will enable industry to more quickly fulfil regulatory
requirements. Thirdly, when RPL is combined with a self-paced learning approach.
there may he a systemwide benefit, for if enough RPL is granted it is possible that

more students will he able to gain access to TAFE training without any further
government expenditure. Such cost savings are only likely to arise when selfpaced packages are used. however. for when traditional lectures and tutorials are
used the class still runs, but with slightly fewer students.
Although the benefits of RPL are enticing. there are a number of unresolved issues

relating to its implementation. The first is a very practical one: the processes
relating to granting RPL. if done thoroughly. are very time-consuming ones. Some
pilot efforts undertaken with respect to child care students have indicated that a
single RPL application relating to gaining recognition for approximately 10% of
a course may involve 10-12 hours of teacher time. The student gaining RPL may
gain considerably. but correspondingly a group of 20 or more students whocould
have been receiving 12 hours of teaching while the one RPL application was being
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conducted many have lost out. In other words. if teachers are given reduced
teaching loads to compensate for involvement in RPL procedures, the process
will end up costing the government money. rather than saving any.
If teachers are not given a time allocation for involvement with RPL. then either
the RPL interview w on't occur through lack of time. or the RPL process w ill hay e
a profoundly negative impact on the teachers themselves or the quality of their
teaching.
There are a number of educational concerns as well as pract Lai ones with respect

to RPL. Firstly. a person may have achieved specified vocational outcomes.
but many nonetheless have found it very enhancing to have undertaken the unit of

study: the granting of an exemption may effectively prevent them from gaining
other perspectives, deepening their insight and becoming a better worker. Secondly the process of granting RPL credit for some course components may act
against the likelihood of a student being able to synthesise ideas developed in
separate course components into an integrated framework: it may cause fragmentation and inhibit the formation of a coherent, holistic overview. Thirdly. there is
the danger that mistakes made in granting RPL may low er the quality of graduates.
In an RPL interview of I 2 hours, teachers will he making decisions regarding

whether to grant recognition for vocational outcomes relating to units of study
normally comprising 30 9(1 hours of work. The possibility for erroneously
granting RPL exists. Finally, there is the danger that unless excellent monitoring systems are put in place. the government's recent encouragement of private

organisations moving into offering TAFE courses could lead to widespread
unethical granting of RPL.
There are. then, a number of practical and educational issues to be resolved with
respect to the granting of RPL. Pilot programs being undertaken at Noarlunga

TAFE (SA) and Broadmcadows TAFE (Vic) may give more understanding of
implementation issues affecting the application of RPL to the child care field.

CONCLUSION
Significant changes are occurring at a fairly swift pace in TAFE and sometimes
there is not much time for analysis, nor much tolerance for alternative views.
Recently in Victoria. the State Training Board issued a set of nine principles, in line

with national policies, which constitute guidelines for the accreditation of TAFE
courses (State Training Board. 1991 h). Some of the principles specified include
industry involvement in course development, competency based training., articulation, flexible delivery and maximum participation achieved in part through
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recognition of prior learning. In other words. issues discussed in this chapter as
having major ramifications and in some cases, as requiring further thought and
investigation w ith respect to their applicability to SACS courses, have already
been set as requirements.

The thrust in TAFE is to provide pragmatic. cost efficient, time efficient training
that is closely attuned to industry's needs. Another major aim is to increase the
accessibility of the training provided through a range of strategies including self
paced programs and distance education. The fact that child care training has been
primarily taken up by TAFE means that it is exposed to a range of innovations and
fresh w inds of change. many of which may benefit the child care field. The danger is that in ridding vocational training of any academic preciousness. the baby
may indeed he thrown out with the bathwater!

It is interesting to speculate on how different the directions in child care training

might he if it had primarily been taken up by universities and other tertiary
institutions. TAFE is a centralised system with nationwide policy directions and
this sometimes means that when a bandwagon of ideas starts to roll, it turns into
a positive stampede, riding roughshod over area that may require a different
approach to the mainstream thrust. The challenge with respect to child care
training is to draw on innovative ideas whilst preserving course integrity, and to

ensure that the consequences of increasing the flexibility, accessibility and
quantity of training does not lead to a reduction in quality.
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CHAPTER 7

RESEARCH IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION:
ESSENTIAL FOR THE
PROFESSION
Marjory Ebbeck

Chapter relate to the hMc.s of early ( hildhood
edu( (nun and the need lc,- research in order 10 improve and upgrade the
In ()le ton . Other is rues raised include the need to demystil researekidentifyini;
71w ke1 lSlfeA raised

potential research areas and some practical pointers on conducting research.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a pressing need for the research base of early childhood in Australia to
accrue further. This is because for many ears professionals working in the early
childhood field in Australia have been reliant on research from the United States
of America and the United Kingdom. as there spas and still is to a large extent. a
dearth of Australian research. Whilst it is important to learn from. use and where
appropriate replicate overseas research. there is still a need to generate original
research which has a strong application for the Australian early childhood
profession.

As professionals. we continue to ask oursei es. ghat is the purpose of research?
One constant response is to improve our practice and to reduce inconsistencies
bow een intention and real ity. There fore. w e need to research our ow n local efforts
identify ing strengths and w eaknesses. analysing these in keeping' ith our intentions and leading to needed redirections.

is interesting and indeed legitimate to note that although there are valued
diversities in early childhood education throughout the states of Australia, there
are also some commonalities. There are other significant differences in early
childhood education in overseas countries as well. Hence, again. my plea to
aloe and improve our practices and disseminate Australian research findings. It
is sound commonsense to expect that professionals 'a ho initiate research and
disseminate its findings arc in a good position to perceive and influence needed
changes. Another pressing reason for generating Australian research data is to
influence those early childhood policy makers 'a ho are often in positions through
policy mandates, to influence future research directions.
It

The issue of ghat constitutes research in early childhood needs consideration.

I fere the debate is likely to he heated. ('lark ( 1981: I ) defines research as a study.
"to collect and analy se facts and information and to try to gain ne W know ledge or
new understanding ". Some earls childhood research can be categorised as social
science research. Current discussion about the superiority and indeed validity of
pure scientific research as contrasted IA ith social science research is unlikely ever

to he resolved. However. it can he stated that research in earls childhood, if
conducted scrupulously. can be as valid and as important for the future development of services as is the 'pure science' research work and still meet the definition
of ('lark.
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WHY CONDUCT RESEARCH?
Zim i les 1986:197 ), in w riting on the role of research in early. childhood education.

mentioned the "formidable methodological harriers to thorough and valid assessment of the impact of pre-school experience ". Zimiles quotes from Clark-Stew art
and Fein ( 1983 ):

Flaw s in design and the idiosyncrasies of measuring preschool behaviour
produce biases in the data that are now well known.

So to conduct research in early childhood education is not easy and is indeed a
daunting task. but one NA hich must not he shirked. It must he soundly thought out.
incorporating designed data gathering techniques appropriate to the research topic

and not just of 'survey' type which seems to he so typical of much of the existing
research in early childhood.

We know that research contributes greatly to professional practice. not only by
bridging the gap between theory and practice, as it were, but also by enabling
theory to maintain relevance. Research must he understood and valued by the
profession if it is to influence the theory-practice continuum essential to profes-

sional development. Engagement in research tests one's commitment to the
improvement of practice and it should raise awareness and interest in instigating
needed changes in the profession.

Every profession must have a basis of theory and practice which is continually
improved and updated as a result of continuing, relevant research findings. Where
research is conducted by the profession it is likely that the findings w ill he specific

to early childhood development. It is of questionable value to extrapolate research findings from other professions if such findings are not directly relevant to
early childhood practice. This is not meant to denigrate other research, particularly
multi-disciplinary research, but rather to stress the need to utilize it competently.

particularly as at times, such research can lead to interesting new elements or
pathways to he investigated by the early childhood professional.
Anothet -eason for needing early child1.,od education research relates to the status
of the profession. Whether we like it or not, it has been written in many arenas that
early childhood education is accorded lower status than that given to some other
areas of education (Ebbeck and Clyde, 1988 ). The reasons for the lower status are

complex and include the historical fact that, in the past, people who worked in
early childhood education had qualifications of a lower status than those of other
teachers. Otherexisting reasons include the general community misunderstanding
of the early childhood field in relation to the qualification differences between
trained and untrained staff. Allied to this is the diversity and range of qualifications acceptable in child care. This has added to community confusion
especially in recent years when integrated centres which have a mix of preschool
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and child care services, have come into existence necessitating a comparable mix
of staff expertise.
Whilst not solving the above problems. a sound research base which is developed
from research from all sectors of the profession child care. preschool and junior
primar school w ill help to clarify confusions and legitimise the early childhood
profession in its ow n right.

THE NEED TO DEMYSTIFY RESEARCH
It is quite accurate to write that many early childhood professionals do not perceive
themselves as researchers. A Imy (1986 ) went to some length to rationalise why

early childhood practitioners were less professional than their counterparts in
other similar professions. She believed the number of tasks they were called
upon to perform detracted from any single-minded pursuit of professional
excellence. With regard to research Aim (1986:7) said:
Early childhood practitioners w hether in public schools or in day care centres,
for reasons that should he clear from my discussion on diversity, have little.

if any. time to involve themselves in research. Furthermore. few of them
believe; that research has any relevance for them. The attitudes which early
childhood staff have towards research are not unique: rather they reflect a
commonly held view of social science research.

The situation is unfortunate, for even if early childhood practitioners do not
perceive themselves as researchers, they still have a responsibility to he aware of
and to understand current research and its implications for their work. It is difficult to understand research without being a 'researcher', in some form or other.
The Stenhouse ( 1975) model of teacher as researcher challenges professionals
who work at the grass roots level to identify and research the problems which beset
their profession. Indeed, who has a better understanding of the problems than those
who have first hand contact?

Likewise, an article by Sparks-Langer. Simmons. Pasch. Cotton and Starks
(199(1:23) comments on the need for observations and critiques of teaching:
Clearly. professional inquiry is worth the time and effort. Our research into the
development of reflection has helped us refine our ow n thinking and, thus, our
entire program. We are certainly not confident that we have found the only or
even the best definition of reflection. We do know, however, that this research

path has led us to a specific vision that allows us to make practical, and
reasonable improvements in our programs.

I
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This statement shows Dery clearly that inquiry into practice is well worth the effort
and can point the way for future re-directions. And yet it is equally important to
appreciate that a better understanding of problems can he gained when the workers
have the opportunity to stand back and analyse the situation from a distance and
with dispassion.

Lack of time is a reason frequently given by early childhood staff for noninvolvement in research. It is agreed that early childhood professionals have
demanding. time-consuming jobs. and time is a most precious resource: it is also
very easy to become side-tracked with a myriad of issues As a consequence
professionals interested in researching need to establish priorities as to their time
and tasks and he rigourous in adhering to these.

Walker t

1985:187 ) quotes from Beasley and Riordan (1981 I. who also believe that
teachers are in a good position to initiate research because such research could:

begin w ith. and build on. the knowledge teachers had already accumulated
through experience.
focus on the immediate interests and concerns of classroom teachers.

better match the subtle organic processes of classroom life.
build on the 'natural' processes of evaluation and research which teachers
carry Out daily.
bridge the gap between understanding and action by merging the role of the
researcher and practitioner_

Beasley and Riordan (1991:36) further propose that research in classrooms can:

sharpen teachers' critical awareness through observation, recording and
analysis of classroom events. It could be a consciousness-raising exercise.
pros ide teachers with better information than they already have about what
is actually happening in the classroom and why.

help teachers better articulate teaching and learning processes to their
colleagues and interested community members.

bridge the gap between theoretic research and practice-based research.
Teacher-researchers. Don Graves said. "become consumers and critics of
research literature ".

The ethics of research must also he accounted for before embarking on any
research, be it with children, parents or colleagues.
However small the research project in which you take part, it is crucial that you
ensure first that you obtain permission from all the relevant people (including.
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of course. the parents of any children you study in detail) and that on
completion of the research you send a short, concise report. prepared for them,
on the findings to those in the schools and areas you have worked. You may
(Clark. 1989:113)
v ish to offer to talk further to anyone interested.

The responsibility of disseminating the research findings is an important one and
is sometimes overlooked by busy professionals. However, the dissemination of
research to professionals who have been part of studies can he one of the mo-t

effective and powerful inservice education tools. Teachers who participate in
studies are usually interested in the results, hence the opportunity for valuable
inser ice. Direct ins olvement in or with a research study may invoke an attitudinal change in professionals. One must accept thy' proposition that beginning
researchers need advice and assistance, and the best advice is that there is a need
to demystify research and to develop a confidence to firstly begin and then to go
further and increase one's skills, knowledge and understanding.

It is also important to follow -up research activities with parents and others w ho
participate in the research. Such action is an important lead on, and part of the
ethics of research is to discuss results with participants.
Where do we begin in our quest to develop competent. confident researchers in the
field of early childhood education?
The firstarea to look at is the preparation of people for the workforce. Some would

argue that research methodolog.) should not he part of a first qualification.
However, given that from 1991 onwards all professional three year courses in
Australia in early childhood education will he of degree level. it would seem
essential to include research methodologies as part of the first degree. Course
curriculum developers w ill have a difficult task constructing a three year degree
but it is vital for the profes.ion that is he of degree level and one way of ensuring
this is to build in over the three years. the study and development of research skills
and methodologies. This is not expecting too much For example. a literature
review in any essay requires an understanding of research methodologies and
literature reviews abound in professional units in courses.

There will always he the need for further advanced research study in higher
degrees and this currently happens very successfully in the inservice courses
which extend the first level qualification.
It is heartening also to see the increase of early childhood education Masters degree

courses in universities in Australia. and note students in these awards have the
opportunity to engage in advanced level research to extend the base for early
childhood education.
I
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IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL RESEARCH
Some of the areas of research Mitch need to he im est igated hak e application for
many facets of early childhood. One area is the theory ()ready childhood practice.
What is it that is distinctive and uukuue about early childhood practice'? What is its
empirical base?
Earl, education needs to nun e beyond its psychological and theoretical basis
to dek clop an empirical base specific to early childhood to verity its assump(Gollin. It/89:200i
tions about meaningful teaching practice,.

Other areas include teacher/child and childlchild interactions. ek aluations of
programs and parent in'. oly einem. Australia has led the \\ orld in its parental
ink
emcnt (Irk in all types of early childhood Netting,. lok e er. there is not
a great deal of reseaich ak a ilable v hich details ek aluations of the differing forms
of parent ink olk einem and their ei fectil. criess or non-erre/Ai% enc.. Yet most earl'
II \ 11,1\1111.2
childhood educators aloe such parent ink olk ement k
ideas
as
to
its
benefit,.
feat
tall', nwid
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date
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and teacher niorale. lhese are all areas. hich ultimately impinge on the quality
anti ais.' potential research area,
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cia, emotional anti L.0)1(1121,11 of fee t\ as \\ ell a, of fek..t, on cogninke de clot
Milli. Jill; In% cs.tipi mg the processes of early education program, as 1/4
tnr outcome,. in I 9IN: our nal elc and our funds are gicatlk diminished lir},

the issues .e lace are psi as important. just as pressing. as those a decade oU
tkko ago. it '..e are k minims in our claims and earnest in our enorts. tie can

some ansv,eis and settle today s urgent issues before the Ile \1 de, ,ftle to,
around and the issues shot again. That should he our Immeorate goal.
Burns 1 l WM: I

I

ices that research is a sy stematic investigation to find ansv.ei s

to a problem. \lost earl childhood professionals, including those who newel e
themselves as strictly practitioners, would agree that there are many problems in
their practice. Kell (19911. in a recent article, writes in a practical w a as to how
research findings ma help teachers to plan more appropriately and to deal V uh
problems. This is the beginning point for research, the identification of a significant problem. From this point on the intending researcher needs to determine
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w hat are the paramuers of the research. A thorough investigation should yield
whether the problem area can he studied by examining research questions or by
by potheses. The follow h.q.: steps then need to he taken.
Read w idely in the area - especially in relation to previous relevant studies.

Refine the questionts) or hypothesis to its most basic form. This is an
absolutely essential procedure in order to clarify the elements of the
quest ions s l or by pothesis.

Identify clearly the terms of reference of the study.

Identify the theoretical basis of the stud.
Identify the aims/purposes of the study what are the perceived outcomes
of the study?
Identify the specific objecti \ es of the stud.
Outline the methodology the procedures to he followed including the
sample. study design. e' aluation procedures. the resources involved, both
human and physical. the ethical issue. in\ olved and the time scale.
After the abo \ e hay e been identified in a broad research plan then the investigator
needs to delineate clearly the specific steps of the study. For example:

What format/procches w ill he the best way for thoroughly reviewing the
literature on the research topic?
What are the specific terms of reference for the purposes of this study?
What are the alternative methodologies which could he used?
What are the advantages/disad\ antages of each methodology?
What specific techniques will the investigator use?
flow are the data to he anal \ seal?
What permission needs to he obtained?
What other ethical issues need to be accounted for?
There

see oral factors to he clarified and exactly w hat/how

hen/where will

depend on the type and scope of the study. However. time spent in the initial
stage in identify ing potential issues and problems is well worth the effort and can
of ten sage much time later on.
There are some approaches to research w hick are more appropriate than others for
the field of early childhood education. Ethnographic studies. for example. have
much to offer the potential researcher and allow for children and professionals to
he studied in naturalistic settings. Insights gained from ethnographic studies can
he important and gi \ e us inxights into the complexities of teaching and learning.
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CONCLUSION
The results of authoritative research should he brought to the attention of
politicians, policy makers and the profession all of whom can hopefully act upon
it.
The outcomes of research are important and should:

increase the self-awareness and knowledge base of the profession thus
ultimately contributing to an improved status:
improve the quality of service provision for the clients:
aid in the identification of policies w hich can he developed.

allow for a better global perspecti :e of the early childhood profession in
Australia and the challenges it is facing.
It is necessary for the profession and for the professional her/himself to believe in
the importance of the early childhood research base and to put both human and
physical resources in this area. For as Clark (1989: I 14) writes:

A sound knowledge of research and ahilitx to articulate its key findings is
crucial for professionals in early education. You w ill 'Luis he equipped to
communicate v .t..h co..cagties, w ith parents and w ith administrators show Mg
the contribution of broadly based and careful experiences at school and at
home to a child's early education.
Savage (1990:131 stated in a keynote address for the Australian Association of
Early Childhood Educators:
...research is like a treasure hunt in w hich we search after small pieces of
knowledge but the are not pieces of a jigsaw NA hich V, ill fit into one place but
rather they are like pieces of a kaleidoscope w here we get changing patterns
of knowledge.
Savage's metaphor is an apt one and can he used to challenge us in relation to our

research priorities and directions. We need to look at changing patterns of
knowledge. Early childhood education has been beset, like most professions. h
decisions not based on authoritative research and by uncoordinated efforts. It is
time that the profession put aside some of its differences and came up w ith research

priorities which would further the cause of early childhood education.
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CHAPTER 8

HOW CAN EARLY
CHILDHOOD SERVICES
CATER FOR THE NEEDS
OF ABORIGINAL
COMMUNITIES?
Isabelle Procter

'Mrs chapter addresses jOur issues r elevant to early childhood .erne(', for
tsvnal communities. runnel.
the nature of Aboriginality:
the needs for Aboriginal children. parents and communities in the early
hddhood area:
the nallling of Aboriginal people far work in early childhood services. and
the tole of research in providing data that can he used to develop appropriate
eat 15 c hildhood programs fOr 11u' .1 borigina/ clientele.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the Policy Statement of the Australian Early Childhood Association
(AECA) (1986:9):

All children in Australia should have equal opportunity to quality children's
services. Such services should he developmentally based, integrating concepts

of care and education with the flexibility to meet the particular needs of
individual communities at a cost they can afford.
As advocated in the Policy Statement. such services should incorporate:

a Multicultural nature:
the development and sociocultural needs of children:

the use of personnel with a wide range of skills including those without
formal qualifications:
a sensitivity to the special needs of children:
the encouragement of parent involvement in the program management and

delivery:
the provision of information to families about community support services
and resources:

health education programs and preventative health services:
local and regional linkage and coordination to avoid duplication and provide
a range of child care options:
appropriate aw and wages for all staff:

opportunities for community involvement in service planning and development. and
parent/community involvement in regular service assessment.

In addition. "Children's services should support the di.ersity of cultures, languages and identities which offer all children the opportunity for developing
positive attitudes tow ards themselves and others- ( AECA. 1986:37).

It is assumed that these principles contained in the AECA Policy Statement are
also applicable to children's ser% ices for Aboriginal* children and their families.
flow then are they applicable and how can early childhood sen ices cater for the
needs of Aboriginal children and their families and communities?

This chapter gill address the relevance and applicability of early childhood
wt.\ ices lor the Aboriginal clientele within the Australian context through the
discussion 01:
I Ill irnn
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the nature of Aboriginality:
the needs of Aboriginal children and their communities:
the training of Aboriginal people for early childhood services, and
the role of research.

These issues are a selection from a more extensive range covered in the National

Policy Guidelines for Early Childhood Education published by the National
Aboriginal Education Committee ( 1989). This publication is a major reference for
Aboriginal early childhood and is highly recommended for further reading.

NATURE OF ABORIGINALITY
Across Australia, the Aboriginal population consists of diverse groups of people
who reside in different localities and physical environments. who have different
lifestyles to each other and whose languages. customs and social structure vary
according to each group's situation. Aboriginal groups and societies are and have
always been diverse, not only in their geographical placement but in many aspects
of life. such as language. religion, political beliefs, ideals and history. Present day
differences between Aboriginal people depend on their level of attachment to
traditional cultural values, the degree to which they have adopted a European
lifestyle and the local customs of differing regional groups.
Nonetheless, despite theirdiversities, there is a universal bonding among Aboriginal people who share the unique cultural frame of reference known as Aboriginality.

This is the main commonality which contributes to the strong sense of identity
between Aboriginal people.
Considering the cultural pluralism of Australian society today. the existence of
Aboriginality and the cultural orientations of Aboriginal groups must be recognised and allowed to be maintained as an integral part of their uniqueness and their
entitlements as the original inhabitants of Australia. This in turn will assist the
young Aboriginal child's need to function in a multicultural society as themselves
and develop their own cultural identity as a starting point for lifelong progress.
Present day indications are that greater improvements are needed in recognising
Aboriginality and Aboriginal people's cultural orientations. A report released by
the Aboriginal Education Policy Taskforce (Department of Employment. Education and Training, 1988: 2) claims that:
Racism is a key factor in the alienation Aboriginal people experience... the

most challenging issue of all is to ensure education is available to all
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Aboriginal people in a manner that reinforces rather than suppresses their
unique cultural identity.

Clearly. all early childhood services ha' e a role to play in bringing about this
improvement for the benefit of young Aboriginal children.

NEEDS OF ABORIGINAL CHILDREN AND
THEIR COMMUNITIES
Like all other Australian children, young Aboriginal children need opportunities
to develop positive attitudes towards themselves and others and programs that take
cognisance of their developmental, sociocultural and special needs. Their parents
and communities need access to equitable children's services that are appropriate
for their children and permit their own participation and involvement.
Early childhood services can ensure that the needs of Aboriginal children and their

communities are catered for, at least in part. through the attendance to such
fundamentals as the learning environment, the curriculum, child-rearing practices
and community participation and involvement.

The ideal learning environment for young Aboriginal children is one where each
child is viewed and respected as an individual and as a member of a group with
distinctive cultural orientation and where the pedagogy is conducive to meeting
their educational needs. In settings like this, the focus would he on the enhancement of successful learning, the promotion of feelings of self-esteem and selfworth and the fostering of cultural traits and learning strengths. There would also
he opportunities for Aboriginal children to obtain skills and develop competencies
to enhance their educational progress.

The curriculum in the ideal educational setting for young Aboriginal children
would not he one which is designed only for middle class Anglo-Celtic children.
Rather it \.1 ould he based on an understanding that Aboriginal children who are
expected to learn and abide by two distinctly different sets of expectations at home
and in the early childhood setting may suffer culture conflict. It must demonstrate
an awareness that Aboriginal children's view of themselves must be recognised,
fostered and respected.

As well, the ideal curriculum would iv inclusive in nature and accommodate
Aboriginal content as w ell as he accompanied by relevant resources and materials

that have been designed and developed in conjunction with Aboriginal early
childhood educators. It would recognise the value of Aboriginal child-rearing
practices and advocate them as different and not deficient in comparison to AngloCeltic practices.

1115
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Within the context of early childhood services, a general understanding of
Aboriginal child-rearing practices and the wide differences that exist between
Anglo-Australian and Aboriginal methods, is essential. There needs to be recognition that Aboriginal children come to early childhood settings with beliefs and
ways of behaviour from their cultural child-rearing practices and socialisation
processes. There should also be promotion within early childhood services of a
better understanding and respect between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
of each group's cultural child-rearing practices.
Ideally, Aboriginal parents and communities would participate and be involved in
the planning, administration, delivery and management of early childhood services which presumably would be intended to benefit their children. This participation and involvement is essential at all levels, from the local community through
to state and federal levels and can be carried out in a wide range of categories within
the sphere of early childhood services. It would help ensure the relevance of early
childhood experiences for Aboriginal children and assist Aboriginal parents and
communities to accept and identify more closely with early childhood services and
systems.
The promotion of participation and involvement of Aboriginal people in the early'
childhood sphere is clearly dependent on the recognition that they already possess
a knowledge base and set of skills which. although culturally different to Anglo-

Celtic ones, will still enable Aboriginal people to be effective administrators.
managers and participants in related aspects of early childhood services. This
would depend upon the provision of opportunities for Aboriginal people to further

develop and extend their knowledge of Aboriginal cultural studies, upon approaches that can be utilised for parent and community participation and consultation and upon involvement in the decision-making process at various levels. At
the present time, the existence of such recognition and the provision of opportunities is scarce and needs to be greatly improved.

To effect serious commitment to Aboriginal participation and involvement in
early childhood services, the provision of adequate Aboriginal resources is crucial.
In this regard, increasing attention must he given to the employment of Aboriginal

people at all levels in the early childhood area and to the development of
appropriate training programs and support services. There are still relatively few

Aboriginal people employed in the administration and management of early
childhood services. This factor tends to limit the effectiveness of policy making
and the linkage between systems and Aboriginal parents and communities.
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TRAINING OF ABORIGINAL PEOPLE FOR EARLY
CHILDHOOD SERVICES
Aboriginal children's first experience in formal early childhood centres will be
more successful if staff in these settings share the same cultural background as the
child. In this regard. Aboriginal people need to be represented in all categories of
employment within and related to early childhood services, as both professionals
and paraprofessionals.
For this to occur. appropriate training courses need to be developed, funded and
implemented. The establishment of such courses would depend on liaison and
consultation between local and state Aboriginal communities and TAFE and other
tertiary institutions.
Currently there are a range of courses that purport to prepare Aboriginal people for
work in the early childhood field. These include degree/diploma courses in early
childhood education or child studies and diploma/certificate courses in child care.
These are generally full-time/part-time on campus courses which lead to nationally
accredited qualifications in mainstream systems. As such, these courses tend to
have limited relevance to the Aboriginal clientele through their core content and

students/trainees receive only a basic introduction to issues relating to this
clientele through specific optional units.

Courses especially designed for Aboriginal students io work in early childhood
services are usually pre-vocational in nature. geared towards child care, are
federally funded and have little or no accreditation towards recognised mainstream courses. Ironically these 'special' courses seriously attempt to provide a
culturally orientated and relevant program for Aboriginal people wishing to work
tiith young Aboriginal children and their parents. The Basic Child Care Course
( BCCC) in Western Australia and the pre-vocational child care course at Prahran
College of TAFE in Victoria are two such courses.
The AECA Policy Statement (1986:19) contains the following statement relating
to the preparation of personnel for work in children's services:
Personnel responsible for the planning. organisation. administration and
implementation of children 's services must have gained appropriate qualifications to enable them to communicate/work effectively with children, parents,
colleagues. other professionals and community workers.

Ideally and given all things were equal and relevant for Aboriginal people,
'appropriate qualifications' could mean those which result from undertaking
recognised degree/diploma/certificate training courses through TAFE and other
tertiary institutions. Certainly a number of Aboriginal people aspire to and through
standard mainstream processes, achieve these qualifications. However, for a
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majority of Aboriginal people who are. or IA ish to he. employed in the early
childhood field, the attainment of such 'appropriate qualifications' is impractical
or inappropriate for their needs.

To improve the situation for Aboriginal people. the definition of 'appropriate
qualifications' for this group has to he changed. at least until 'all things are equal'.
Serious consideration has to he given by early childhood services and their systems

to the premise that a range of qualifications is possible to match the needs of
culturally different and disadvantaged groups. For instance, recognition and
accreditation can he given to courses specifically designed to enable Aboriginal
people to become professionals and paraprofessionals in early childhood settings
in their own communities. These courses can combine the basic principles and
fundamentals of educat ion. care and related issues and services: he undertaken onsite in communities: be tractical and culturally relevant in nature and he implemented through methods more appropriate and conducive to successful attainment
by Aboriginal people.
The establishment and acceptance of such courses IA ill involve some controversy.
especially among conservative thinkers. How ever. since the I 990s is likely to he

an era of commitment to equity and social justice and to encouragement of self
management by disadvantaged minority groups. progressive and innos alive
approaches which assist this commitment are more likely to receive support bs
both the Aboriginal and wider community.

THE ROLE OF RESEARCH
In relation to the need for early childhood ser ices by Aboriginal children. their
parents and communities and the training of Aboriginal people for employ ment
within the early childhood sphere. the role of research can he significant. The role
should he to examine the appropriateness of existing theories. methodologies and
approaches currently used to shape both early childhood sers ices and related
training programs. It should pros ide comprehensk e data of a sociological and
multidisciplinary nature s hick takes into account Aboriginal perspecik es and can

he used as a basis for the development of more progressive earls childhood
program models for the Aboriginal clientele.
Currently there is a lack of available research which specifically relates to early
childhood programs for Aboriginal children and the related enhancement of sell
esteem. cultural identity and successful learning. Programs I or Aboriginal children and people ha e largely utilised research into cognitis e and psy cholinguistic

1''s
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characteristics. This research, however. has focused on the pure application of
developmental theories such as those put forward by Piaget and other European
theorists. It has dominated Aborigin,-,1 early childhood in the past two decades.
Studies of a more ethnographic nature. such as those by Harris ( I 984) and Graham
( 1981 f. indicate attempts to provide data V. hich is more cultrdly meaningful, at

least in relation to education. Harris' study portrays the contradictions between
learning styles, expectations and characteristics of Aboriginal children and those
demanded by schools. Graham has provided outlines for an approach which
attempts to assist teachers to (lex clop more appropriate early childhood educational programs for Aboriginal children. Both Harris' and Graham's work relate
sped fiddly to traditionally-oriented Aboriginal children in isolated communities,
although application of their work has focused on many diverse groups within the
Aboriginal population.
Such application, although well-intentioned, has created dilemmas in early childhood for Aboriginal children. On the one hand there arc attempts to sensitise
professionals and paraprofessionals to the issues involved in the consideratior. of

cultural traits and the educational ';Tocess. However, there are no attempts to
provide general guidelines that can be used to consider program types and
components such as goals. content and methodology in terms of structure, timing.
personnel and setting. or the effectiveness of these across a diversity of Aboriginal
groups and lifestyles.

In view of the lack of research and relevant data in the area of early childhood
serf ices for Aboriginal groups. further r -,:arch and systematic studies must be
promoted and encouraged. In conjunction with this. the early childhood field
needs to serio us! consider the purpose and nature of any research carried out, to
enure that it is done in consultation with and participation of Aboriginal people.
It should pros ide data that is appropriate and useful for the development of relevant
early childhood programs for Aboriginal children, parents and communities.

CONC. I AIM ON
The issues in this chapter are a small selection of a much larger range which
separzuely are as important as those dealt lk jib here and collectively, make a
significant contribution to the area of early childhood services for Aboriginal
children and comMtin
It

is hoped that these issues are raised and seriously considered in all early

childhood forums. This has not been the situation in the past and has resulted in the
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Aboriginal clientele being 'forgotten'. The future challenge for the early childhood field is to contribute to positive changes in the situation for the betterment of
Aboriginal and other Australians.

The realisation of the child need and right to be able to lum Lion
.successfidly in both Aboriginal and the broader Australian ociety
must be reflected in the development and implementation of early
childhood programs for A hori izinat children.
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CHAPTER 9

MEN IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD SERVICES:
WHY? WHY NOT?
Margaret Clyde

ealv childhood field has been

to accept males into the profession. While

research on the ellicacy of male early childhood workers is unclear, recent

Australian research bull( ates that preservice early childhood students perceive
that males and females interact differently with VOUn children and hold different
Doe, this nwtter and if
view relating to their place in the early childhood
0', what can be done to ehtowe these ollithiles:'
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Early childhood has always been regarded as something of a paradox by the
community, its users and those who work in the field: what other group would
expect high quality services from philanthropically-minded, underpaid employ ees: what other group would debate whether or not 'care w as a service for parents

or children when it is clearly a response to community need: what other group
would earnestly but inappropriately debate Vk hether education w as care or care v. as
education: what othergroup would trumpet the need for young children to develop
into divergent, creative thinkers and doers while at the same time maintain its ow n

rigid, traditional thoughts about early childhood being a 'woman's place'?
At a time when the community in general is becoming less resistant to diversity in
terns of encouraging people from a variety of different social, economic orethnic/
cultural groups and those with physical or intellectual disabilities to operate a w ide

range of activities, it is difficult to appreciate the continuing opposition to male
early childhood workers.
Hopson (1990) has suggested that it is possible and necessary - to assist )dung
children to develop those skills which are necessary for them to challenge unfair
behaviour. She suggests:

Teach children to recognise stereotypes and caricatures of people. Young
people can become quick to spot 'unfair' images if they are helped to think
critically about what they see in books, on television, in the form of toys and
so on.
(Hopson. 1990:11
It follows then, that although the early childhood field has developed a reasonable

strategy for assisting oung children to develop critical thinking skills. the field
itself is unable. or unwilling, to face the fact that it is biased against male
practitioners and as such can he adjudged guilty of unfair behaviour.
This concept of males in early childhood settings and the lack of male workers in
Australia seems to point up a further area of traditional conservatism in early

childhood services. While there is a disconcerting lack of interest or positive
speculation on this position in Australia. it would he true to say that in other
countries. including the United States and England. there has been an increasing
interest in, and awareness of, the need for a more equitable balance between males
and females in early childhood settings. just as males have been encouraged to join
other previously female-dominated professions including social work and nursing.
Over a long period of time, parents, teachers and psychologists have made frequent
and intense demands for more male teachers at the early childhood level. that is in

the areas of child care. preschool. kindergarten and the first few grades of the
primary school (Gold and Reis, 1978). In fact. Bailey (1983) has asserted that
male involvement in early childhood programs is not a product of contemporary
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thinking and values. He asserts that Frederick Froebel, the father of the kindergarten mop ement, had all-male staff for his original kindergarten in 1837 and that
women w ere only admitted to the fold after Froebe 's own marriage! While we can
speculate about the reasons for Froehel's change of attitude, the fact remains :hat
for the last century or so, early childhood education has been perceived as
primarily the domain of w omen. This assertion was reinforced by instructions and
direction which were issued at various times. It is not so long ago that males.
tkere prohibited in the USA from teaching at the early school grades. This quote
sums up the position in 1947:
Men should not he asked to play nursemaid to young children...it should be

made the poli,:y of the school system to place men only in the upper grades in
their chosen subject fields so that such AN ork w ill come to be characterised as
the \\ ork for men. Women should appear as out of place in such assignments
as men are now in the lower elementary grades.
(Kaplan. in Robinson. 1981:29)

The thinking that men did not belong in the early childhood field prevailed in the
1950s and is epitomised in the following quote:
One could hardly imagine a situation in w Inch a man would he in his element
teaching a class of kindergarteners. He would immediately become suspect.

(Robinson. 1981:27)

This curious debate apparently assumed a different direction in America in the
96(. and 1970s. in that a reason \. as sought for permitting men to work with
oung children because of the positive contribution males could make to the
profession. As a result, MO schools of argument have emerged to support the
inclusion of males in the earls childhood field. One. known as the traditionalists.
w ants to reinforce traditional se \ -role norms. the other labelled not surprisingly as
the nontrad it ionalists. base their argument on the need to loosen and change the
traditional se. -role norms.
The traditionalists, who predominated in the 1900s and early I 970s, expressed a
concern that the female-dominated early childhoods ears w ould result in -leminised'
boy s. Numerous assertions ha \ e been made relating to the male's positive role
in the early childhood des elopmental process. These include preventing children

from percei \ ing school as a female-dominated institution, improving school
perthrmance and classroom atmosphere for boys. acting as a counter-balance for
\ disintegration problems', providing masculine role
'urbanisation' and
models for boy s. pre \ eating juvenile delinquency and finally, changing the image

of the early childhood profession itself.
I low e er. research 1 Inch has been undertaken to support these assertions does not
shed an \ real light on the topic. mainly because the subjects have been too few, the

ambles too man \ and most research lacked a clear theoretical basis of child
beim lour and gender identification and development (Gold et al, 1977).
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Arguments and research in this area hto e not attempted to fit into a theoretical
context. rely ing mainly instead on common sense, an alluring but sometimes
untrustworthy guide.
(Gold and Keis. 1978:4)

Several examples should serve to emphasise this point. In the area of sex role

models, it has been argued that for y oung boy s w ho are try ing to e% ol e a sex-role
differentiated from that of females. contact on a daily and prolonged basis with
male teachers should serve to help clarify their concept of the masculine sex-role.
In addition, since children are generally reinforced for imitating same-sex models.
male models should also give boys more opportunity and incentive to imitate a

male operating in an academic setting. However. young children do not characteristically select the model whose sex matches their ow n: the sex of the model
is less important than the sex-appropriateness of the modelled behaviour relative
to the observer. This may he due to the fact that male teachers are not usually,
concerned with providing an example of particularly masculine behaviour. but
rather are more concerned with their role as an early childhood professional
providing examples of aloes and behaviours that are suitable for both boy s and
girls (Siefert. 1975).
Boys in particular are thought to stiffer from the absence of the father figure or low

levels of positive interaction with the father who is 'inadequate'. Therefore the
argument is that men should he encouraged to w ork with young children on the
assumption that there is a difference in young boys' adjustment. achievement and
attitudes when taught by a male rather than a female teacher. All these view s and
many more. appear to assume either explicitly or inexplicitly that male and
female teachers differ in basic characteristics and teaching styles in such a w as as
to make a measurable, qualitative difference to their effect on children (Gold and
Reis. 1978).
Further it has been claimed that female teachers cannot teach boy s as w ell as male
teachers can. Male teachers are thought to be better able to cope w ith the more
active behaviour of the boys. as well as assist* he boy s to achieve masculine sex

identity. Some educators have argued that female teachers favour girls by
demonstrating unreal expectations of boys' beha iour.
However, few studies suggest that male teachers and female teachers treat y oung
children differently, although it could he asserted that male teachers may positively affect boys' perceptions of spatial relations. Brophy and Good (197-1i
have summarised the literature by concluding that male and female teachers treat
young boys and girls similarly. More recent studies also support this position.
Robinson's work in child care centres supports the view that male and female child
care workers' personality. characteristics and methods of reinforcing children's
behaviour are similar. It may he that other factors are more important and that
common sense has indeed been, to use Gold and Reis' ( 97S:4 phrase. "an
alluring but sometimes untrustworthy guide-.
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Despite lack of evidence to support the presence of males in early childhood on the
basis of positive development of gender concepts or attitudes towards self, school
and life, the 1980s have brought a new argument for men to play a significant role
in earls childhood services, namely that young children will learn that men can be
and understanding just as women are perceived to be (Riley et
nurturing. los
al, 1985 ). This androgy nous approach, adopted by the nontraditional ists of the last

decade. provides the most professionally viable reason for encouraging men to
work with young children. The blending of `loth conventional masculine and
feminine traits into one personality, encapsulated in the androgynous concept,
seems to offer they oung child a balanced program because an androgynous adult
has the psy etiological freedom to engage in w hatever behaviour seems most
effective at the time.
The males' special contribution would consist not in 'acting like a man' for
children, but in disproving the idea that men need act in some special 'manly'
(Siefert. 1974:171)
w as.
Notss ithstanding this. men and \\ omen will behave differently with young children. Men. by their own preferences. may choose more messy experiences. more
'rough housing', more activities w ith trucks, more physical interactions than do
mans w omen. but the \ would still he fulfilling their role of pros iding a variety of
ss a) s of meeting the oung child's social. emotional. cognitive and physical needs
( Robinson. et al. 19801. This androgynous balance should permit all early
childhood educa rs to perform their rose more comfortably and possibly more
competently. It follow, then, that although we cannot put every young boy in a
male teacher's or caregis er's learning environment. we should he encouraging
ins ()Is einem of male teachers and caregis el-, in early childhood education, until a
more equitable balance prevails.
First. we in Australia need to examine the reasons w hy men w ould want to work

ith oung children in a predominantly caring situation in which the majority of
their sk orking colleagues ss ould be women. Siefert (1974) has suggested that
other staff ma \ perceive the male as entering the early childhood profession for the
'w rung' reasons. such as promotion and idealism. This is not difficult to believe
as es idence from the field of nursing supports this view . In recent times male
nurses has e run the gauntlet of suspicious and threatened people in a predominantly female occupation. The problem how ever is deeper than mere superficial
assertion because such attitudes could interfere ss ith the potential effectiveness of
both male and female earls childhood workers.
Siefert I 1 974, has attempted to gauge the attitudes of practising early childhood
( female, personnel to the concept of men entering the early childhood field. His
results indicated that the respondents operate on the premise that women, more
than men, choose the earls childhood profession to facilitate the co-ordination of

ork and limn! \ 11 le: that men do not require such good rapport with their

col

ties: that men are more successf u1 in preschool or the lower primary school
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grades if they keep moving around (at the expense of concern for the children is
the usual unwritten implication of this premise): and finally that men. mole than
women, need a 'lose of children' to ensure their success. In other words men
have to like children more or. for them, the early childhood 18 ould not he worth
the hassle! The most insulting comment was that. in the main. early childhood

professionals do not expect men to interact sensiti ely or skillfully \\ ith either
children or colleagues!
Unfortunately research undertaken It\ Cly de (1989) and ('lx de and Rodd ( 1989
provide similar paradoxical evidence in the early childhood field in Australia. In
a survey on ethical concerns of one hundred and seven Victorian early childhood
workers (both child care and kindergarten w orkers). a majority of female w orkers
(57.1(4) indicated that they were nresently . or had in the past. worked w ith a male
early childhood worker. While only four males responded to the stirs es . it appears

that a greater number of males may he working in the early childhood field.
particularly in child care. w here 54.0'; of the staff indicated they had worked w ith
a male compared to 27.4'. of kindergarten/preschool teachers. One of the possible
concerns listed in the survey was "sharing the nurturing role \Anti the male earls

childhood workers ''. The Australian respondents ranked this issue as the last
among the other issues. A ith only 6.7'; reporting that it was of some concern.
compared to 70.6(4 of respondents \\ ho indicated that it w as of little or no concern

as an ethical issue. In fact. 90.8'; of the respondents indicated that males
should he encouraged to work in the early childhood field. Males ,.ere seen its
making a special contribution to the field because
provided a role model for
children of female sole parents (21.6'; ). and ha\ e a Cifferent outlook on life
compared w ith females ( 4.4',; ). while male strength. character and personality
act as a balance and challenge to the female stereotyping of the nurturing and
caregiving role in early childhood sers ices.
The respondents presented the following explanations for the limited number of
male workers in the early childhoods ears: lack of public acceptance ( 15.2'; 1: lack
of pay and promotional opportunities (8.8'4 ): the stigma of male in \ ols ement in
child abuse (7.2% ) and conflict o \ er the 'naturalness' of males performing hasic
care tasks( 7.2'4 ). These concerns w ere raised by a limited numher of respondents

when compared to the over helming positive attitude (90.8'; towards male
involvement in the field.
In spite of the fact that the 'posin \ es', as listed, were related to the 197(Is concepts concerned with working w ith males, the Australian picture looks posit i \ e.
professional and progressive. However this is the source of a further paradox. In
an uncited work, the author survey ed one hundred female students from each of the
diploma courses in ,2hild care and preschool teaching from a Victorian tertiary

institution on their first day of their tertiary course and a further one hundred
female students on the last day of their three year course. The students were asked

to suggest the way in which three mythical early childhood \\ orkers. 'Mary
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and the androgynous 'Chris'. A ouid respond to four typical experiences
the w orker sees a child crying: some children are building an obstacle course or are
lap:
busy in the digging patch: a child obviously needs a quiet time on someone's
for
ork
bench.
The
responses
w
ere
similar
Pamela is hat ing trouble at the w oodw
students
while
the
responses
from
child
care
both the first and third year groups of

'Stet

and preschool students were identical.
About half the first and third year students indicated that they believed that 'Mary',
the
'Ste \ c' and 'Chris' would react to each situation in the same way, but
suggested
that
Mary
would
place
the
remaining fifty percent of the respondents
the
child-.
while
Chris
would
ask
child on her lap whereas Steve could sit "next to

the child to "join the rest of the children and learn together-, or "do what Mary
ould do: perhaps because he's a male he might ask aloud what the child was
ask
cry ing for first because women tend to touch more quickly than men ", or
There
were
many
similar
examples
of
the
another child to comfort a crying child.

needs,
androgy nous Chris seeking the support of other children to meet their peers'
children
at
the
woodwork
bench
and
hereas Steve w ould assist, direct and tell
explain
or
describe.
digging areas and Mary w ould use language to

ideas
Clearly the first and final \ ear early childhood students had w ell conceived
identical
early
childhood
workers
will
react
to
of the tt a in w hich male and female
situations.

In addition, all students acre asked to select from a list of prepared examples
reasons w hy 'Mary '. 'Steve' and 'Chris' would want to he an early childhood
orker and the length of time they could he expected to remain in the field. While
ty

main
the majority of students suggested that all three w orkers c ould have the same
with
childhood
w
orker,
usually
a
desire
to
work
reason for choosing to he an early

of the

y ming children, there w as a significant difference in their perceptions
spend
amount of time males and females tt ould spend in the field: females would

between one
"more than fix c y ears" (the final choice ). c hereas males would spend

and two ears or Mo and fire years in the early childhood field. Clearly these

students percei\ed males as transient w orkers in the early childhood field. This
and
kind of response reinforces the cork of Siefert ( 1974) in his American study
childhood
field:
men
are
welcome
highlights the potential anomalies in the early
rather than
to cork in the field, colleagues like corking tt ith them for traditional,
in
males
to
behave
differently
from
females
contemporary reasons. they expect
their handling of day today situations in the centre and they are sure that males do
females.
not see early childhood as a long term career, as is the case with
level
Early childhood is a profession w hich prides itself on demonstrating a high
caring.
supportive
environment
for
all
the
of interpersonal skills and establishing a
possible
for
males
and
females
to
accept
participants. If this is the case. it may be
providing a
the commitment and capacities of their colleauges of both sexes to

I
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supportive, nurturing environment for the young child. Hopefully this androgynous concept of the work of both female and male workers vv ill become the
dominant characteristic of the good early childhood worker of the next centur .
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CHAPTER 10

FIELD EXPERIENCE IN
EARLY CHILDHOOD
TERTIARY COURSES:
MAKING OR BREAKING A
PROFESSIONAL IMAGE?
Beverley Lambert

DU' need to rivoncepluillise some Underlying msumplions

Jield everience

proQrams arid to assert new directions ali gned to early childhood principles rather

than traditional educational practicum models. is discussed in this chapter.
('In-rein field eyericiu e programs as atzents of positive professional socialisation
are questioned.
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THE PROBLEMATIC NATURE OF FIELD EXPERIENCE
That field experience programs are an important component of general teacher
training courses, is an accepted and well documented fact. How er the role of
field experience in tertiary courses preparing professionals to w ork in areas of
early childhood specialisation. has not until recently. been systematically documented or debated.

Nevertheless, there is a consensual view among related studies hich strongly
indicates that the supposed benefits of field experience for preservice students
generally , may well be questionnable. The most commonly identified obstacles to
success are as follows.

Many field experience programs do not assist the student to relate theory to
practice (Barnes. 1987: Lamer and Little. 1980: Ti \her. 1987: Zeichner. 19871.
Students usually realign their professional philosophies more \\ ith those of their
host supery isor or placement supervisor. than with those oftheir tertiary lecturers.
or other campus based theoretical perspectk es (But/OW and Rx an. 1975: Casey
and McNeil. 1982: Hull and Baker. 1984: Lambert and Sparrow. 1990: Price.
1961).

Confusion still frequently exists concerning the everchanging roles and responsibilities of the student, host supervisor and visiting early childhood lecturer, to the

extent where conflict and disharmony can negatix ely affect students practice
(Duck and Cunningham. 1985: Grimmett and Rattloff. 1986: Yarrow. 1984).
How to effectively supervise and evaluate students' progress during field placements (Caruso and Faw cot, 1986: Honig. 1985: Smith. 1985: Sin t h. 1984: Price.
1987: Tyler. 1985).
The search for new practicum models as an integral part of restructuring tertiary
courses for reasons of pol it teal and economic expediency ( most recently . Australian Education Council. 1990a, 199011).

The nature of the problems cited above must also raise questions about the
suitability of some field experience programs to foster positive professional
development in preservice students.
The process of professional socialisation is well researched, especially in relation
to primary and secondary teacher graduates and trainees. Less documentation

exists concerning this process in the early childhood field generally. let alone
acknowledging Australian perspectives.

It is not the aim of this chapter to explore these research dimensions but to
acknowledge their existence and that they al firm a process 01 professional
socialisation does occur. but that the v. ay s in w hich this process is affected by I ield
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experience. are both complex and problematic. From this background of noted
difficulties, field experience as an instrument of de-professional isation will be the
main focus of the following discussion.

FIELD EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Field experiences are an integral part of early childhood preservice courses in
Australia. By their nature they serve to negate. confirm or extend students'
perceptions about their likely professional role by providing opportunities to
independently question and test theoretical bases acquired on campus and come to
intelligent conclusions about their purposefulness. They also enable early childhood students to become involved with children and their families on a continuing

basis. Put simply. they allow the early childhood novice to feel and behave
professionally.

As such field placements are a potent agent of professional socialisation. It is
therefore a tragic irony that in many instances 'prac' may actually do more to
inhibit the development of a professional self image than to enhance it.
This problem mostly arises when the underlying assumptions of field experience
programs reflect a traditional primary/secondary educational frame of reference

instead of an early childhood one. For a variety of historical, political and
administrative reasons. many early childhood field experience programs still
reflect varying degrees of this burdensome legacy.

THE LEGACY MYSTIQUE
In the absence of cell articulated early childhood approaches to designing and
es attuning field experiences most if not all ear!) childhood practica originated to
some extent as an imitat ion of ti id it ional educational models. suitably categorised
by educationalists themselves as training models (Turney, 1989).
These training models are ty pitied by a mechanised and hierarchical framework,
frequently influenced by structural functionalist assumptions that the field ex-

perience s ill mould 'trainees' to fit into their place in a technocratic and
centralised s stein ( Blackledge and limn. 1985: Nobbs. 1983). That the terms
'training' and 'practice' teaching are still used emphatically in teacher training
courses todax indicates this restrictive and assimilationist ideology still pervades.
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For early childhood students. this is of great concern and must he considered a
serious threat to professional development as it actually sers es to disempower the
student while simultaneously empow ering the OA o bodies who do not need further

empowerment. the host supervisor and the visiting early childhood lecturer.

As a consequence of this process. one of the most cherished practices in early
childhood, that of encouraging children to take an actin e and responsible role in
their ow n learning. may not he something mans early childhood students gill
themselves experience. see modelled or be encouraged to do. during their presers ice
practical experiences. Thus a valuable opportunity to pros ide them w ith continuity
of experience and learning (another cherished early- childhood maxim w hich in this

case hears relevance to important philosophical and theoretical bases of practice)
has been denied them.
Field experiences w hich have emanated from traditional educational mod :1 ss ill
usually focus on quantities of work to he completed ss ithin a specified period of

time. Consequently 'passing prat:. gill depend on certain amounts of concrete
and easily measured end products being produced, such as a particular number of
lessons or activities to he taken per day or a certain amount of subject curricula to
he taught.

This is not compatible w ith an early childhood approach which would be geared
more towards processes. Some likely examples could well be:
consistently encouraging children to des clop positive attitudes about themscls es

as independent achievers and learners (hence an emphasis on dispositional
processes including self esteem and confidence).

identifying and extending individual levels of ability (hence an emphasis on
:nterrelational processes. establishing warm relationships ss ith and among children and understanding children in terms of their familial backgrounds ).
identifying phases of transition and consolidation both in the learning process and
other developmental areas and stimulating posit is e progress accordingly ( hence
an emphasis on developmental processes using child development bases from
which systematic planning and es aluation occurs. whereby appropriate formal
and informal learning experiences rather than activities are offered ).

Passing pritc' in this instance would insole qualitatis e rather than quantitatise
measures. For instance. in relation to the three points Axis e. a final y ear student
might he expected to:
develop one or ses eral individual case studies ss ithin the framework of a particular

socio cultural context. which traces and es aluates selected aspects of des elopmental progress (or lack of it ).

develop strategies and a professional rationale tier sy stem:meal ly gathering.
formatting and organising developmental information about children.
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nrepare learning experiences which can be seen to relate logically to these records.
and hence he justified by them.

show an ability to balance professional activities that cater for individual needs
and progress. w ith an ability to cater for the social and learning needs of the group
as a whole.

provide a rationale for the need to evaluate progress (or the lack of it Land actively

incorporate this information into further planning. To develop examples and
strategies to show how this could best he achieved in a particular placement
setting.

The differences hem een qualitatix e and quantitati\ e approaches indicates that the
traditional moulding process is indeed a manipulative and pervasive one because

under its influence teaching activities become the pivot for thinking, feeling and
doing (luring the field placement. with little or no focus on underlying processes.
Thus the intellectual bases of practice tend to he passed over and attention is
dix erted to mere concrete surface characteristics. This technical orientation can

often still he found blatantly enshrined in the 'prac handbook' itself originally
developed around a priori conformist assumptions about large group behavioural
and learning patterns. Combined, these influences reduce the significance of the
field experience to a mere credentialising process and in doing so, generate a false
consciousness about the early childhood professional at work. Consequently the

resultant professiondl orientation becomes more typical of a group mentality
perspective rather than one of intellectual independence and innovation (Lanier

and Little, NM}. It could he argued that field experiences like this probably
contribute more to the development of non career trainees than to career oriented
professionals. It is the latter group that the early childhood field in Australia
desperately needs now.
The practicum as an instrument of passive conformism deserves greater attention.
Eclw anis ( I 990). in a longitudinal Australian study of early childhood preservice

students. notes that differences between host supervisors' and placement students' philosophies are considered by students to he a problem. Hull and Baker

I

( 1984) refer to a hidden agenda of both personal and professional conformism as

expressed in the purely functional expectations many host placements have of
x isiting students. In placements w here this occurs. students quickly realise that

'fitting in' is the paramount goal to achieve in order to pass their practical
experience. In a recent survey. of fifty five early childhood preservice students
studying at a rural institution. eighty five percent of second and third year students
combined, identified the host supery ism as having the strongest influence on their
professional attitudes during field placements. and acknowledged that in response

to this. they adapted their own philosophies accordingly. The interesting thing
about these answers is that when asked previously to identify and rate the
perceix ed role of the early childhood professional in terms of ideals and not
experienced realities, the same students overwhelmingly identified non conform-
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ist preferences such as innovator, political advocate for family services. researcher, and so on (Lambert and Sparrow. 1990). In extending this study to
include city institutions, the above data patterns were found to be statistically
significant (P<.05) (Lambert. 1991).

Preservice practical experiences that are still influenced by bureaucratic educational assumptions, discourage students from developing a w ide. critical understanding of the sociocultural dynamics of their field placements. This in turn
deprives them of a chance to become constructive opportunists, who can capitalise
both spontaneously and delibera:-Iy on the rich and vibrant contextual influences
that shape children's behaviour doe. abilities in social settings.
Added to this. practicum structures still tainted by outdated assumptions about
teacher training, where school classrooms are the only focus for professional
activity, not only bear little relevance to the diversity of settings early childhood
students find themselves working in but create problems for the w ay in w hich the
students' progress is evaluated. Field placements for instance in country areas.
could involve mobile services for geographical') isolated families. seasonal
(harvest) programs in fruit picking areas. early intervention programs w hich
include town based as well as outreach/mobile services, both of which offer centre
and home based components, plus the usual range of centre based children's
services including school based experiences. This increasing diversity of earl)
childhood settings needs to be reflected in the way students' progress on field
placements is evaluated. The process should become more individualised and
therefore be consistent with early childhood philosophy based upon sound theoretical principles about child development, which emphasises the recognition of
the individual needs of learners. It should not continue to he based on outdated a
priori expectations whereby preset, universal criteria are used which assume equal
progress will occur in the same areas to the same degr for every student.

The student in a rural mobile service for instance, w ho has \ ar) ing degrees of
intermittent contact with families. could well spend up to seventy percent of their
time resourcing and supporting parents and thus, working w ith children indirectly.

Another heavy time component could revolve around administration. management and equipment storage and maintenance. On the other hand, students in a
town based child care centre might well find most of their client needs to in% olve
extending learning, hence individualised program planning and evaluation may
well constitute seventy percent of their working time. Urban field experiences.
although having different extremes. would nevertheless contain the same di% erse
range of settings. contexts and client needs.

Considering this, the call to develop more individualised ways of eN, aluating
students' progress on field experience is overdue. In order to he consistent w ith
early childhood philosophy about active learning, such strategies would need to
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enable the student to take an active role in the decision making process which in

turn would need to become more relevant to the particular field placement.
Although many of us may think we allow for round table discussions about
students' progress in field placements. final decisions are still frequently made
under the influence of the old power hierarchy because the roles of the main
participants have never been reanalysed and redefined. The catch cry 'but there's
not enough time' ( for such negotiations to take place ) can be dismissed as a fatuous
misconception. It is not the time, but the process which is the issue. Supermarket
sty led preser\ ice courses consisting of a series of subject areas which are merely
juxtaposed rather than integrated and of field experience which is merely another

'thing to he fitted in'. are the problem, not time. Practicum course structures
cemented A ithin a bureaucratic vision of the mass organisation of people and
places are the problem. not time. The issue is ideology.
On the other hand. early childhood courses which can assert their own professional
identity are usually geared to ards a morehonest integration of theoretical bases

ith professional practice in the workplace. When this occurs, field experience
programs are not considered as an 'extra' to the main course, but an integral part
of semester programs involving regular contact hours which can be used flexibly
to facilitate true negotiations among the main parties concerned, at times to suit
them all.

RECONCEPTUALISING 'MAC'
This discussion so far has not been intended to give the impression that no
development or innovations are occurring in early childhood field course components in this country.

In some instances. multidirectional frameworks are being used based on equal
triadic negotiations among the early childhood student, host supervisor and
visiting earl) childhood lecturer. This team of three builds and modifies its own
unique frame of reference in relation to a particular context. Greater expectation
is placed on the student to suggest, innovate and justify decisions (MacNaughton
and Clyde. 199. Contractual approaches like this have noted advantages in that
they more clearly define the purposes of the field experience and the responsibilities of those actively involved. Consequently, they minimise the confusion.
suspicion and cynicism that often arises when external, campus based parameters,
which may also he unfami:iar and therefore threatening to the host supervisor, are
imposed (Davis and Davis, 1977: Duck and Cunningham, 1985; Grimmett and
Ratiloff, 1986: Yarrow, 1984). Using the medium of triadic discussions, new and
different theoretical perspectives can he introduced to host supervisors in a way
that is more informative, supportive and tactful,
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Such developments in Australia parallel similar muses in America that has e
occurred since the 1970s. These are hest reflected in the Child Development
Associate Program (Benito.. 1975: Cooper and Weber. 1973: Phillips. 19900.
Philosophically this and related programs present a client oriented process
approach. flexible enough to capitalise on the unique d \ namics and contexts of
each situation. They have been de \ eloped w it bin a Immo\ ork identify Mg a rzinge
of professional competencies from w. hich the early childhood personnel ins ols ed
- including of course the placement student select and prioritise those it is felt are
most appropriate for the client needs in a particular setting. These can be modit ied

or extended as the need arises during the field experience. Thus. students are
supported in taking a degree of responsibility tow ards challenging and I urthering
their ow n professional des elopment.

Students may well he more prepared to accept this responsibility than their earls

childhood lecturers like to think. In the surrey of early childhood students
;is e percent of second and thirds ear
mentioned prey iousk se \ enty f is e and si
students respectively. stated that this w as \\ hat they had expected to be doing as
part of their field placement experience. at the same time identify Mg a preference
for this ty pe of interaction ( Lambert and Sparrow . 19901.

REDEFINING FIELD EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS:
REDEFINING THEORETICAL BASES
Increasingly. earl, childhood professionals are N. igorously and intelligently w (irking tow ards re-establishing field experience as an empowering and professional i sing

experience, logically related to appropriate theoretical and philosophical principles.

If we are to continue doing this. se need to des clop stronger and more informed
arguments based on contemporary theoretical approaches. AN such. ecological
theory should he of particular interest and relevance to the early childhood field
because it offers a multidimensional approach to understanding and analysing the

quality and characteristics of sociocultural ens ironments and the role of the
professional helper within these environments. Lark childhood centres. like
schools. are sociocultural agencies first and foremost. Any learning that occurs in
these settings, whether of a formal or incidental nature. occurs because of this
vibrant climate and not despite it. Similarly any professional des ek)pment that
will occur does so for the same reasons iGehrke. 1()X l: Kilgore et al. 199(1).

Ecological theoretical perspectk es has e mostly been generated by Bronfonbrenner's ecological model of human des elopment I for more detailed reading. see
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Bronfonbrenner, 1977: Garharino. 1982). Considering the emphasis on diversity
and individuality in early childhood philosophy and practice, ecological theory
could well provide a suitable frame of reference for reconceptualising the old
issues. Because it need not he tied to a static concrete model, it allows for critical

reflection on a continuing rather than a spasmodic basis and thus, constant
reassessment of whichever constructs it is applied to.
Once more relevant theoretical perceptions and foundations have been identified.
it becomes easier to move towards a process of analysing those aspects of field
e\perience w hich are problematic. This involves identifying how the process cf
disempow erment works and then. reconceptualising the structure and philosophy
of the field experience program so that it can more appropriately address contemporary needs and issues in it w. ay that truly acknowledges the ecology of the
placement setting.

FIELD EXPERIENCE AS A MODEL OF
DISEMPOWERMENT
This author asserts that w hen practica develops in a w ay that is problematic as
pre' iotisl discussed here. it de\ elops a rigid, ritualised structure often rendering
the placement student inert. Disempowerment occurs in that while the field
experience appears superficial l to upgrade professional independence and con-

fidence. it simultaneousl denies the student freedom to choose. control and
structure work to an serious degree.
The main power block it' this (I) functional s stem consists equally of the host
super\ isor and earls childhood lecturer. That is. together they present a single
dominating influence. The ma remain either as two separate forces between
host there is little or no active partnership, or there ma he intermittent degrees
of collaboration between them. This pow er base in time becomes an instrument of
social control o er the student as manifested by its one k ay pattern of interaction
and influence. Renee. although three parties are in ed which should constitute a triadic pattern of interaction, the way in which they actually relate and
ork represents a dadic relationship.
I et its now consider more closek the process of disempow erment.
Pow er is an energ that is genet aced through comple \ interactions which occur in
social settings and through social net V, orks. As such it is a generative process
MN' it) of ecological theory for analysing this
and not a \talk it .1 1 lence the
adic relationships generate power when both parties become interprocess.)

preted selects ek b others as differences that exist according to the logic of a
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hierarchy (Plumw ood. 1990). This means the differences automaticall% become
stratified and hence have additive or subtractive value as !no% einem occurs from

one point of the dyad to the other. In this w ay one entity presents as being
'better' than the other one. Due to the fact that the dyadic process does not allow

for other elements to participate. the 'better' entity habituall maintains its
dominance and thus becomes legitimised. This is further reinforced by the fact that

in dyadic relationships. neither of the tw o entities have the necessar qualities
needed to make a true blend possible ( Simmell. 1971) because the equal l reflect
opposing characteristics.
This means that the situation cannot he fixed merely by attempting to re% erse some

attributes of the dichotom . such as by claiming that in future, students in field
placements will he gi% en greater autonom As each opposing entity in the dyad
represents a logical distortion of each other. it simply is not in the nature of a (had
to blend. Consider the following examples black:w bite, science:art. leader:slave.
teacher:learner. Consequentl . if change and progress are to occur. critical
analysis of this model of disempowerment would need to he directed tow ards
reconceptualising and redefining the major concepts in% ol% ed as w ell as the

theoretical relationships between them. This could occur easily enough. For
example:
redefining and asserting the strengths of the field experience student (rather than
a preoccupation with hisiber inadequacies ).

redefining and asserting the freedoms and rights implicit therein.
redefining the implicit and explicit purposes of each field experience throughout
the course (and it should he expected that these w ill differ) and debating these.
reinterpreting the roles of host super% isor and :arty childhood lecturer h l ay of
noting the common ground they share w Uhl:A: student. This should also include
redefining their work with the student as ,apportive and col laborat i% e rather than
controlling and sanctioning.
The pragmatic problems inherent in (rad .tional field experience programs and the

consequences of renegotiating them a'e many and varied. It is not possible or
necessary within this chapter to adoress them as they are being addressed
elsewhere (Edwards. 1990: MacNaughton and Clyde. 1990: Wale, I9'(9). Rut it
is not until such a process does occur that the traditional dominating power block
can be fragmented enabling reciprocal and equitable triadic negotiations to occur,
which truly reflect attitudinal change. intelligent professional reasoning and an
understanding of the 'ecology' of field experiences. Thus the student is freer to be

an active and responsible learner and the process of positi% e professional
socialisation is greatly facilit:d ( Zeichner. 1987).
Considering recent critical mov :s by the earl childhood field towards achieving
a publicly recognised professional status( Henderson. 1990a. 1990b: Laing. 1990:
Stonehouse. 1989), the continued use of traditional educational practicum models
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to any degree represents either a huge and hilarious irony or a viscious practice of
by pocritical self abuse. By allow ing such processes to continue, we are contributing to the perpetuation of a cycle of learned helplessness in those we are qualifying
to enter the field. Is it any wonder then, that individually, as professionals we are
still almost renowned fora singular inability to publicly articulate the practices and
philosophies underlying ours ork and also sadly . for a continuing lack of political
advocacy on a sustained basis?

CONCLUSION
In these anxious times of forced amalgamations in tertiary education, which
includes pressure to rationalise and restructure early childhood courses, our field
experience programs. as well as our courses generally. are under serious threat.

To sur ix e

e need to become constructive opportunists more cognisant of

changing future goals and therefore more able to capitalise on changes that occur,
rather than remain as passi e and negative reactors to change. Scott (1982:196)
claims that we need to do more than just react to threat as "merely reacting against

negative possibilities instead of initiating positive ones does not take a field of
ork forks am

Considering this. we must view the current climate of change as a time to
intelligently question some of our old and static early childhood traditions and
develop new and exciting ways of progressing towards new and exciting goals.
We could, for instance, begin by asking ourselves some questions like those that
follow :
We alw ay s lament that there is Ile% er enough field experience in our courses. Is
mory the answer? The underly ing assumption here is that 'more' equals
imprm ed'. Does it?

Field experience programs have become an entrenched habit whereby blocks of
time are usually spent in field placements often for minimum periods of three
eonsecuti% e weeks. once or tw ice during each year of training. But is this practice

mode relevant to the d mimics of the early childhood field, or contemporary
course structures?

Has the traditional practicum role of the visiting early childhood lecturer become
somewhat superfluous? What alternatives might there be?

It appears that for presen ice students. professional socialisation is a developmental process (Fuller, 19701. If so, w hy are our practica in each year of study
often just more ()Vale same"? Why do they not differ substantially in overall focus,
speed is ortentationstforexample it could w ell be expected that final year students
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have a higher orientation towards resource/support ork ith families. administration and staff leadership). type of experience (working as an aide to a children's
services advisor for a week instead of teaching) and so on?

In developing field experience programs that are more responsi% e to the early
childhood field, we may need to consider including in built components that take
responsibility for the practicum related inset.% ice support of host super% isors. The
need to reconceptualise old assumptions and traditions concerning the role of host
supervisors and to then redefine these, in the light of a more act i% e. collaborati% e

role, is lona overdue.
These and many other questions must he addressed. More so when one considers

that at the moment. the most likely professional influence that many field
experience programs have for early childhood students, is to lead them aw ay from
experiencing and believing in their own professionalism.
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CHAPTER 11

PRACTICAL CURRICULUM
THEORY: DESCRIBING,
INFORMING AND
IMPROVING EARLY
CHILDHOOD PRACTICES
Gail Halliwell

li hat knowledge is held and used by everienced teachers o/ young children to

tnlorm their curriculum ork:' lt is argued in this chapter that collaborative
esearc h. involving teacher practitioners. provides a starting point to building
useful theories (or describing. informing and improving practice in care and
education settings.
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The variety of services and settings within which teachers design and implement
curriculum for groups of young children and their families continues to (valid.
Yet too little attention is directed to learning Iron! practitioners what knowledge
they have about maintaining early childhood curriculum practices in the places
where they work. It is argued in this paper that collaborative research, involving
teacher practitioners. provides a starting point to building theories which will he

useful fin- describing. informing and improving practice in current cure and
education settings.

THINKING AND TALKING ABOUT CURRICULUM
There is remarkable coyness among some workers in the field of earls childhood
education in Australia as elsew here. about the term 'curriculum'. and the idea that

we 'teach' children, even 'educate' them. The reasons appear to he mainly
philosophical, values and beliefs which orientate thinking towards nature, natural
development and childhood innocence. 'Rousseau's Emile'. grow Mg and developing in commune with nature and far from the evils of the social s orld, continues

to have romantic appeal for many concerned about the sell- being of )(lung
children in Australia. The appeal continues despite concerns expressed from time
to time that emphasis on individuals and individuality ma result in inappropriate
curriculum, inappropriate in the social contexts of the child's current and future
life (Brennan and 0-Donnell. 1986: Boomer. 1987).

This romantic orientation is often treated as the antithesis of what Kohlberg and
Mayer (1972) referred to as a "cultural transmission stream of thought -. w here
I
practices w. hich
education, teaching and curriculum tends to he associated it.1
involve fragmentation in w hat is taught, when and w hy and imposition on learners
by teachers. Curriculum theories associated w ith cultural transmission tend to
assume the need for distinctions among a seemingly infinite number of hierarchically organised components. There are distinctions between goals. aims. longterm objectives. short-term objectives. for instance, and betw eel) key concepts.
major concepts, minor concepts, topics. themes. facts, principles and so on.
Diagrams used to explain the components and links. very often show separate
boxes, with arrows depicting how higher and lower level components are linked.

Even early childhood workers who are proud to use the terms 'education'.
'teaching' and 'curriculum' find these types of curriculum theorising minimally
useful for informing practice. For many early childhood educators in Australia.
the curriculum has much to do with the quality of connections the child makes
between 'earnings achieved now and those made in other places and at other times.
It is also about creating relationships where teachers and learners share decisions

1
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about the learning program and have shared goals for what is to be achieved. When

curriculum theorists think and talk as though teacher/learner relationships are
alx ax s about teachers 'having' control over learners and 'giving' some of that
control to learners, it is extremely difficult to bring into the discourse the view that
education can take place within relationships of mutuality, reciprocity and a
reaching out to he responsive to the other (Greene, 1988).
Earls childhood teachers find it extremely difficult to describe their curriculum
ork, w hen the language for communicating focuses on differences among parts,
not on how parts function 1k ithin the whole and on degrees of control. rather than
the quality of teacher/learner relationships. A different language of curriculum is

required involving different clusters of meaning ( Halliwell. 1990a). Where diagrams are used to describe a way of thinking about curriculum, they can reflect the
'organic w hole' that Schwab (1969) considered to he the foundation for theorising
about practice. Perhaps overlapping circles or xx hirlpools fit better than boxes and
arrows ". In place of hierarchies such as goals, then aims, then objectives, might be

the notion of aims tor goals or objectives. the distinctions are not important)
contained in the means for achieving them and of learners selecting in personally
meaningful w ax s from the whole of the experience of living.

Rather than :ngage in constructing curriculum theories which develop these
notions more fulls. earls childhood educators have looked to other knowledge
sources for describing good practices. informing the thinking of novice teachers
and improx inc ongoing practice. In the 1980s the field has extended further than
ever before the application of child development theory for these purposes. The
rhetoric of developmental l appropriate practice has become central to efforts to
share the thinking of the field with novice teachers, parents. policy makers and
others. The literature abounds w ith reports on research into aspects of develop-

ment and implications for practice, though only some of this research helps
teachers maintain their locus on the whole, xx ithin which parts can he understood.

The increasing emphasis on conveying to teachers presumed links between
dex elopmental theories with glued earls childhood education practices may he
resulting in a too restricted know ledge base for teachers in their work with young
children. There is concern among w riters such as Ott. Zeichner and Price (1990),

Spodek (1988). Sil in (1987) and Fein and Seim art/ (1982) that the field is
accepting abstract theorising. the search for law s and generalisation characteristic

of technical theory, as a substitute for theorising about practice (Fein and
Sclm art/. 1982:83). Most of the w riters .share a concern that little attention is
being gi\ en to building on \. hat the experienced practitioner knows about working
ith xoune children in earl childhood settings.

In Australia. time is all too little attention being gix en to studying the knowledge
constructed and used 11) our experienced early childhood teachers and using this
to understand and improx e ongoing practice. Comparatix e studies, where the
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perspectives of the researchers are brought to hear on the %% ork of teachers. are
more common than collaboratk e studies where practitioner perspeeti \ es on their
own work is sought. The considerable know ledge residing among our mans
experienced teachers is tapped less often these day s and our theorising about
practice is poorer as a result.
It is time to begin seeking out research approaches w hich can be used to bring
together the expertise of researchers and of practitioners, in building theories of
practice.

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE AND THE CURRICULUM
WORK OF TEACHERS
Even when they are reticent about use of the word curriculum-, teachers

orking
with young children make plans and carry them out w ith the intention that the
results will he beneficial for children. The decide how to organise the setting
where children are cared for and educated. The' select certain resources and reject others, arrange spaces and routines and decide the t pes of relationships the
want to encourage among children and between adults and children. Depending on
their personal philosophies and the images. principles and rules the' hold. the
may arrange time for observing children and talking w ith parents. The' may
favour flexible planning so that they can he responsk e to emerging interests and
individual abilities among children. These decisions of teachers. under modification and adaptation from day -to-day. provide the ongoing curriculum from w hich
children learn.

Bussis. Chittenden and .\marel t 1976:49) used this perspectk e on curriculum
IA hen they studied the curriculum constructs in ILA,' among a group of elementary
teachers in the United States:

Most people interpret curriculum as meaning logical organisation of subject
matter'. It seems obvious. however. that neither teachers nor children encounter this conception of curriculum in the classroom. What they do encounter is each other, materials, actk ity, and a particular physical setting tie, an
arrangement of equipment and furniture). All of these. plus the school at
large and the outside environment, represent potential resources at the teach-

er's disposal. How and whether a person perceives these as instructional resources, and what 'earnings the are perceived to promote. determine the
nature of an individual's 'curriculum construct system'.

These researchers investigated the know ledge held and used 1) teachers , ho
considered that their curriculum work w as ink), med b open educai ion principles.

1n
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On the basis of the findings of their study the researchers suggested that practitioners hold know ledge at ' an ing levels, some deeply embedded and informing all
other le \ els. The \\ ay they held their know ledge enabled the teachers to make
decisions informed by educational goals and values yet having the flexibility and

spontaneity necessary for being responsive to unexpected interests emerging
among learners. The forms and processes for using know ledge had little correspondence w ith the linear forms in use among those designing wriculum
resources to inform and impro \ e the w ork of teachers.
Research such as the above. into teachers' curriculum constructs and theories-inuse. excited interest among some theorists interested in improving curriculum
practice. In the 1980s there has been an upsurge of interest in studying teacher

thinking and in mapping the practitioners' knowledge base. The results are
becoming evident in excitingly different ways of thinking and talking about the
curriculum work of teachers. An important example is the recent text by Connelly
and Clandinin ( I988 ), Teacher\ a Curriculum Planners: Narratives of Experiem e. It is difficult to explain the book in a few lines, though the foreword by Elliott
Eisner may indicate to the reader the promise it holds fordescribing, informing and
impro \ ing practice in early childhood education. Eisner ( I 988:x) says:
...this book provides us w ith a reminder that it is more important to understand
lk hat people experience than to locus simply on what they do. It is possible to
get teachers and students to perform. and at the same time to scuttle any interest
in \t. hat they teach and learn. It is possible to develop observation schedules
for rating teacher and pupil behaviour w ith perfect reliability and yet miss most
of what counts in their lives - what they make of what they are doing.
Phis \.% ork builds on research such as the studies by Elhaz I 983) and Clandinin
( 19861. which map .says in which the practical knowledge of teachers is constructed and used to inform curriculum action. Their concept of teacher images
pros ides a useful \\ ay of ins estigating how it is that teachers can manage to
maintain direction in their w ork. remaining responsive to many conflicting and
ambiguous factors in curriculum work and linking current action with so many

facets of their personal lives and the lives of the children they teach. Clandinin and
Connell \ I 988:60 ) describe images thus:
fly image we mean something within our experience, embodied in us as

persons and expressed and enacted in our practices and actions. Situations call

forth our images from our narratives of experience. and these images are
as ailahle to use as guide to future action... images are part of our past, called
forth b \ situations in w hid) \se act in the present. and are guides to our future.
Images as they are embodied in us entail emotion. morality, and aesthetics.
In a recent col lahoratis e study \\ ith experienced teachers of young children. I used
this notion of teacher images in a study involving mapping the knowledge held and
used h\ two teachers. The study provided insight into similarities and differences
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among teachers interested in child responsive curriculum. in the w a% s their
thought patterns clustered together values. beliefs and principles. which then
activated strategies to inform decision making.

TEACHER IMAGES AND CHILD RESPONSIVE
CURRICULUM
In 1990. I worked col laborat i% el% %1/4 ith Kate and Wends . seeking to describe their
experiences as they NA orked to introduce and maintain child responsi\ e curriculum

practices. The teachers had been transferred into new teaching situations. Kate
assigned to work with 6 year olds in a large school at the edge of a city and Wendy
with 5 year olds in a smaller country school. I made %%eekl% % kits to each school

throughout the year. working as a participant ohser% er in the classroom and
recording conversations w ith each teacher. We had agreed to collaborate in
documenting the use of practical know ledge to maintain a child responsi% e
curriculum in a new work situation. Kate had taught young children in primar
schools for 17 years and Wendy. after 7 y ears in the preschool sector of the s% stein.

was seeking to bring her preschool teaching know ledge into a primar% school
setting.
Kate and Wendy had access to information about Clandin in's (1986) research and
as we talked about their experiences. we explored the idea that they held images

which gave shape to their decision making. This investigation proved to he
exciting for all three of us. helping the outsider gain insight into why certain
dilemmas arose in deciding the ongoing curriculum and helping both Kate and
Wendy bring into consciousness the ways they held and used their embedded
practical knowledge.

For instance, a little reflection on Kate's part elicited the notion of "children
creating meaning- as an image shaping her current attempts to make changes she
felt would increase child responsiveness in the curriculum. This image w as under

construction as she tried out ideas derived from her studies in language and
linguistics in the classroom. Some practices that she tried to bring into her work
proved to he quite unsatisfactory from her point of iew.. though she w as unable
to put into words why this was so.

Over some months we came to the conclusion that many of her feelings of
uncertainty were related to a much more deeply embedded image. of "a community where everyone is valued-. This image shaped her attempts to ensure that
every child in the class felt the equal of all others, that everyone w as recognised
as having some special talents. Over many years she had devised routines !o ensure
that children learned to relate to one another in caring ways and learned to know
about one another as people who had special talents. This community image was
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deeply embedded in the way she judged the success of her work in the classroom.
t It also shaped her relationship V. ith other people. Kate yearned for a world where
everyone related to one another as equals.)

Some of the practices encountered through her reading about early literacy
learning tended to lead into practices which were so much focused on the
individual. that Kate felt she was losing the sense of a community where everyone
w as valued. Once she became clearer about how this image shaped her work, she
felt better able to select from possibilities for change so as to protect this old and

highly valued image. while bringing into being a classroom where children's
efforts to make meaning in personal ways, could be celebrated.
Wendy became s env much aware of the importance of images she had developed
during her preschool w ork. when actions associated with these images came into

collision ss ith the routines and rules of her new teaching situation. She expressed frustration about her inability to achieve "a flow in learning" because there
were so man. unpredictable interruptions in school life. She put an enormous
amount of effort into creating routines which led to children having a sense that
they "ow ned the room-. even though this was not an accepted notion in the school
and resources were not designed to support this notion. As the year progressed she
suffered increasing tension because her image of "teaching as team work" did not
appear to have an place in the school. She could not achieve a feeling of working in a team ss ith the administt ation. with her staff colleagues or even, it seemed
in her lowest moments. with the children.

Our cons ersations helped her to bring into consciousness the sources of her
dilemmas about deciding appropriate action and to work out whether her images
could inform her work in this situation in the future. The collaboration helped me
to gain insight into her thinking. into the IA, ay her"flow in learning" image together
ith the image of children "owning the room'', provided a means of keeping order
. ithout having to resort to ty pical school control strategies of rewarding approved
behaviour and completed tasks.
ss

I could heg in to envisage ss hat a theory of practice might be like if enough research
attention w as gis en to ins estigating the images in use among teachers seeking to
he responsis e to y oung learners.

BUILDING PRACTICAL THEORY WITH KATE
AND WENDY
In my work w oh Kate and Wendy it was as es 'dent. quite early in the year. that both

teachers began to feel guilty when the ongoing curriculum did not take the
ect ions they had ens isaged. When they were not apologising to me about lack
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of progress, they were attempting to explain why they had taken particular
decisions. They found it difficult to avoid saying they were compelled to act in
certain ways or to sound as though they were blaming other people for decisions
taken, yet this was not the understanding they had or wanted to convey.

They knew in a practical sense, but not in a discursive way, that maintaining
desired directions in the curriculum required negotiation, careful deliberation on
strategies before taking action and the evolution of direction rather than progress
towards a prescribed goal. The theories they knew about for explaining social
action were, however, unable to deal with this dialectical way of knowing that it
was in part, the result of actions of others and in part, self action which created the
ongoing curriculum.

For instance, Kate became involved in complex negotiations with her teaching
partner and delayed changes she had intended introducing until her partner v. as
ready, carefully planning ahead to ensure that the changes would only he delayed.
not forgotten.
Both teachers negotiated changes from school routines for written planning and
were extraordinarily cautious, it seemed from an outsider's perspective, in deliberating before acting to ensure they would secure agreement for planning methods
that worked best for them.
Wendy, after putting considerable et fon :9to designing a room where desks were

shared and personal belongings were stored in pockets on a wall hanging.
reluctantly decided that she needed to agree to the children's expressed desires for
a personal desk with their name on it. These were reasonable decisions, given the
circumstances. though it was not easy to explain to someone w ho did not know the
situation, why these actions, and not others, were taken.
When we began talking about the inevitability of dilemmas in classroom decision
making (Lampert, 1985: t,ulliwell, 1990b). both Kate and Wendy said that the',

felt "more relaxed" and "less guilty-. We talked often about the dilemmas the
experienced, and I introduced ideas I had gleaned from Giddens' (19841 theory of
social structuration which suggests a focus on individual motives and reasons in
contact with ongoing routines and rules as a basis for understanding action. The
notion that there were recurring and often unrecognised patterns in school routines
and rules, proved to be useful in teasing out why it sometimes seemed impossible
to make the changes Kate or Wendy envisaged. This notion not only al le lilted for
them some of the guilt associated with thinking that teachers could be and ought

to be in control of every aspect of the curriculum in action. It also provided a
way of thinking and talking about dilemmas in teacher decision making that
moved beyond the particular events and situations of everyday life in schools.
It helped Wendy, for 4-stance, to understand that the seem ingl endless interruptions to her daily wolf: were part of the structure of school life. Farber she had
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located her sense of disruption in personal inadequacy, then had become frustrated
with the people who caused particular interruptions and later still determined she
would find a way to overcome the interruptions so she could bring her image of a

"flow in learning" into her work. Once she began looking at how structured
routines cut across her attempts to use her images to inform action, she felt better

able to understand the sources of interruption. She began to search for strategies for managing the dilemmas associated with fragmentation of time for
learning, knowing that interruptions would continue because the patterns were not

caused by individual agents. Changing these patterns might be beyond her
capabilities as one contributor to the structuring of school life, but finding
strategies to ensure that the patterns were only minimally disruptive to her work
%' as possible.

For some years, Kate had been irritated by the way teachers were treated as "staff
members" who worked under the "leadership" of school authorities, who may or
max not take an interest in her efforts to be child responsive in the classroom. She
had tended to think about the dilemmas arising when administrators had different

expectations from hers as specific events, located in the actions of particular
people. Through our efforts to explain the source of her tension, she began
examining the patterned behaviour of many school administrators, shaped by a
system which had in the past been highly authoritarian and hierarchically organised. As she began to consider her relations with authority figures from the
perspective of these routinised patterns of behaviour, she found she was better able
to work out strategies for establishing the relationships of equality she valued and
then was better able to negotiate the spaces she needed to pursue child responsive
practices.

It was possible. working collaboratively with these two teachers to develop a
practical theory for describing, informing and improving their ability to maintain
a child responsive curriculum when they encountered patterns of influence in their

work context which conflicted with their practical know ledge about how to
implement a child responsive curriculum.

BEING PRACTICAL ABOUT THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF
CURRICULUM WORK
The I 980s w as a period w hen governments were accepting some responsibility for
funding programs for the group care and education of children under eight years

and the variety of care and education programs offered to these children was
expanding. With public funding, care and education practices in use with children

became subject to influence from an ever-widening range of interest groups.
The groups included government policy makers, national lobby groups, local
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communities and competing educational interest groups. each group ha \ ing
differing understandings about good practices in caring for and educating y oung
children. These are trends that can be expected to continue as programs for young
children become more varied in response to changing needs within the society
(Spodek and Saracho, 1990).
Teachers are inevitably involved in responding to these competing expectations as
they go about their day-to-day curriculum work, though there is little in the formal
knowledge of the field which prepares them for this. Teachers are trained to focus
their curriculum decision making on the child and the immediate environment of
the child. This sometimes results in teachers acting as though they could conduct
their work in a kind of social vacuum. There is little in traditional theorising about
the curriculum work of teachers to alert them to the reality that the interests of other
stakeholders. policy makers, funding agencies. local communities and competing
interest groups, impinge on their work with children in quite subtle ways. as part
of the social structure of their work context.

The problems this creates for children and for teachers were raised by Boomer in
his address to the national Conference on the First Years of School. held in Sydney
in 1986. one of his points being that a very narrow focus on the child could lead
to unrealistic teacher expectations and consequent feelings of guilt. As he put it:
If one has a learning theory without an accompanying social/political theory,
one might develop a variety of guilts and desperations. The ideal learning
regime can never be achieved. Teachers who have not confronted the ways in

which the system both helps and impedes learning, may tend to blame
themselves wrongly for shortcomings which are likely to he the result of deep(Boomer, 1987:94)
seated structures and influences in the system.

Lack of knowledge and therefore sensitivity, to the subtle ways in w hich cultural

routines and rules shape decision making may explain, in part. why practices
associated with cultural transmission are so often infiltrating the curriculum in use
in the early childhood settings of the 1980s and 1990s ( Elkind. 1988: Scott. 19821.
When curriculum theory treats the cultural context as a benign factor, something
that teachers can shape like clay and developmental theory does likewise, it is no
wonder that teachers have little sensitivity to the systematic ways in w hich parent
expectations, societal trends, administrative structures and even child enthusiasms

engendered by television impinge on their decision making. creating a sense of
unwelcome constraint on what ought to he unproblematic. The theories which
imply that it is possible for teachers to have complete control over the cultural
context in which curriculum operates, leave teachers with a sense of guilt and
frustration.
Hatch and Freeman (1988) for instance surveyed teachers. principals and districtlevel supervisors involved in kindergarten programs in a school district in Ohio.
They noted the stress related to a sense of conflict hem een ghat the educators were
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expected to do and what they believed to be appropriate educ itional practice.
These people felt constrained, not by explicit policies in operatik..n in their school
district. but by difficult to explain pressures on their work emanating from parents,
published materials, society and even from children and accountability measures
in use in the district and state. Hatch and Freeman (1988:147) in response to this
evidence of continuing. routinised influences in the cultural context of teachers'
ork, concluded their report with the plea that:
...early childhood educators should be given a measure of trust as the people
who best understand the developmental needs of children, and they should be
empowered to design and implement programs to meet those needs.

The statement implies a yearning for some mythical situation where teachers can
ork in unfettered autonomy but this is an unrealistic expectation. The theories of
the field should be assisting teachers to become aware of and thus able to work
effectively within the routinised expectations and rules of the various sociocultural contexts where they might do their work. They need to use their knowledge
of reciprocal and responsive relationships in the curriculum planned for children,
to inform their decision making among other stakeholders in the wider context of
their work.
This is another reason for constructing practical theories, based on the curriculum
ork which teachers actually do. We need to know how experienced practitioners
have learned to maintain the practices they value, whatever the pressures in place
in their work contexts. We need to know about the ways teachers hold and use their
knowledge about working in social contexts and to consider how the embedded

practical knowledge of teachers could become abstracted from the specific
ongoing situations where it is generated, in forms which enable others to learn
from their experiences. It could be that the results would be really useful social
theory. something that is urgently needed to take the place of highly abstract social

theories which are often proposed as useful for informing practical curriculum
work.

CONCLUSION
Kate. Wendy and myself discussed our emerging ideas about how they used
images to manage dilemmas, within the shared practical knowledge group which
had been established as another part of the research project. In this group were
teachers who had volunteered to become involved in reflecting on how sharing

practical knowledge helped them improve their efforts to implement child respon-

sk c curriculum. Within the group each of us was able to sharpen our personal
understandings about the sources of the dilemmas faced by teachers in implementing the curriculum. Teachers found it helpful to think of dilemmas occuring at
intersect ions where their own images were in collision with routinised expectations in place in their work place.
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\V! began to identify dilemmas which were common to all the teachers in the
gro62. Similar dilemmas had been identifed among teachers taking part in an
earlier study ( Hall iwell. 1990c). While teachers considered that there were similar
dilemma areas, they felt it necessary to affirm that each teacher experienced and
managed those dilemmas in personalised ways. We identified a need to pursue a
type of theorising which evolved through sharing stories about dilemma situations
and extracting meaning in w ays which preserved the complex it of experience. et
enabled others to extract meaning which could inform their ow n practice. Learning how to record practical theories for more general use among other practitioners
was seen as a useful goal. though difficult to achieve.

It could he that really useful theory about practice would evolve through collaboration at a number of levels. In this paper. the types of theorising hich could take

place through sharing insider and outsider perspectives on teacher's classroom
work have been explored. The theorising which eventuates w hen practitioners
gather together seeking to improve personal practice through listening to the
stories of others. is an area which should not he neglected in the pursuit of theory
to be shared when face to face contact is not possible. There are a tread) a number
of groups of early childhood educators working on understanding the role of
networking and colleagial groups for improving practice (Ott et al. 1990). Perhaps
it is time to establish groups like this throughout the Australian early childhood
education community.
As we move toward forms of communicating needed w hen face to face sharing is
not possible, we do need to ensure that our theories of practice arc grounded in the

experiences of teachers and are shared in print and audio-visual forms which
reflect the work of practitioners.
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CHAPTER 12

FROM PIAGET TO
VYGOTSKY: MOVING INTO
A NEW ERA OF EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Marilyn Fleer

In recent times. Piaget' s theory of cognitive development has been questioned. The

rephc anon of his research using different methodologies has revealed a number
of limitations. When greater importance is placed on the social context. different
esults are ,generated.This has raised concern for the suitability of those pros.n.ams

kh:ch have been developed from a Piagetian framework. Vygotsky' s social
con so tic tion of learning which takes into account the learner's social context is
moving to be an attractive alternative - especial! y for early childhood education.
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INTRODUCTION
Theories of how children think and learn over the past 20 years have been
dominated by Piaget's theory of cognitive development. Piaget's impact was
recogni/ed not only by practitioners. but by theorists and researchers alike.
Bruner (1983:138) expressed the x iew that Piaget has:
...made a tremendous contribution to our understanding of the mind of the

child and how it grows, and indeed to our understanding of mind in

general ...Piaget could he completely wrong in every detail, but he would still
has e to be reckoned one of the greatest pioneers. This is not to say that he saw

it all. for he certainly did not.
Through both obserx at ional (earlier work) and experimental (later work) research.

Naget de' eloped a theory of how children acquire and develop knowledge. His
ork as concerned w ith systematical I) describing and explaining the growth and
development of intellectual structures and knowledge. His theory consisted of
MO main developmental processes: assimilation and accommodation. These
processes x% ere summarised by Bruner (1983:138).

The child moves up through stages of growth by dint of some virtually

unspecified process of "equilibrium" between assimilation and accommodation the former a process of shaping experience to fit one's mental schemata,
the latter changing one's schemata to fit experience.

Through the s)stematic and detailed observations of children over time, Piaget
identified specific characteristics of children's thinking at different ages. His
characterised h\ four stages of development indexed by chronological
theory
age. The) include: sensorimotor ( birth 2 )ears); preoperational (2-6 years);
concrete operations t6 -I2 )ears) and formal operations (12 years onwards)
Wadsw orth. 1989).

's theory has in recent time been
1 lom.e%er. the accuracx and relevance of Piaget's
debated. The arra) of studies conducted h) Piaget and hi s colleagues ( Piaget, 1929,
1952: Piaget and Inhelder, 1956.1969) w hich w ere w idely acknowledged and so

influential in curriculum development, teaching pedagogy and research itself,

has e been replicated. With the introduction old fferent methodologies, the studies
hay c generated conflicting data ( Wood, 19881. This chapter will reappraise current

earls childhood curricula and practice through briefly outlining these studies,
introduce an alternatix e theory which is gaining slide acceptance - the social
construction of learning and present research to support its introduction into
ea rlv childhood curricula and practice. The importance of adult-child interaction
w ill he debated.

1
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THE DEMISE OF PIAGET'S THEORY OF COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT
One element of Piaget's theory NA hich symbolizes the do. elopment of children's
thinking, is that of egocentric thought. According to Piaget. young children see
the world from their own perspective and have difficulty viewing the \ A orld from

another's perspective. This aspect of his theory was developed as a result of
experimentation with young chiildren to determine if they could conceptualize a
view other than the one they were seeing.
A model of three mountains w as presented to the child. The mountains were each
a different colour and had a distinctive feature (either snow, a house or a red cross
on the summit . The child was requested to sit directly opposite a doll. The model
of the three mountains was then placed between the doll and the child. The child
was asked "What does the doll see?" Three versions of the experiment \A ere used.
Piaget demonstrated through this experiment that young children were egocentric
because they chose the perspective they could see. Children up to the age of eight
or nine were usually unable to show the perspective seen by the doll.

Donaldson (1978) and her colleagues (1983) modified Piaget's egocentrism task
from mountains and a doll, to a game in which a doll w as hidden from a policeman.
The game commenced with two dolls (one a boy and the other a policeman* ) and
two walls forming the image of a cross. The child was asked to "Hide the doll so
the policeman cannot find him". Once the rules of the game were established and
the child understood the task, a second policeman doll was introduced. The child
was then asked to hide the boy doll from the two policeman dolls. The child had
to visualize the perspectives of both policeman dolls when hiding the doll.

Donaldson and her colleagues found that of the thirty children between the ages
of three-and-a-half and five years, ninety per cent were able to hide the ho% doll
correctly. When a third ;,oliceman doll w as introduced, sixty per cent of the threeand-a-half year olds succeeded in the task. Donaldson's work has cast doubts on
Piaget's notion of egocentrisr. This has been supported elsew here ( Wood. 1988
Research by other investigators has fully confirmed that. if children. are given
the Piaget 'mountain' task, they do indeed have extreme dill iculty w it h it - but
not, it now seems for the reason Piaget suggests.
(Donaldson. 1978:23 )

Many of Piaget's conversation tasks have also been replicated and modified to
make them more meaningful to young children. For example. Light. Buckingham and Roberts (1979) modified the conservation of volume task hv using a
beaker that had a broken. razor-sharp rim. This flaw w as show n to the children
prior to transferring the fluid into another beaker. A social purpose for the task \ A as
* As named by Donaldson
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introduced to the children ( pouring the liquid into another beaker because the lip
k as broken). These researchers re-framed the conserxation tasks into a sociall
meaningful context. so that children could make better sense ()I NA hat %\ as required

of them.

Alternative findings hake also been reported for Piaget classification, number
concepts, arithmetic and measurement ( Donaldson. G rie e and Pratt. I 083: I _iglu.

I')}iO. Conseil uentl . Wood ( 9S1:-15 ) has suggested that:
There is noxx a significant hod of opinion \\ hick hold, that Piaget's methodolo)12.\ and demonstration led hint to underestimate or misconstrue the nature
of children's thinking.

SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED LEARNING
Concerns about Piaget's cogniti% e learning theork ere initiall expressed l hen
his ideas \\ ere first introduced because it did not take into account the learners'
social context. Indeed it vould seem that earlier theoretical positions v, Inch
attempted to ground an account of cognitix e de elopment in the child's social
gotsk I 962) \\ ere almost totall eclipsed
experiences (such as. Mead. I 93-1:

hx Piaget s essential l indix idualistic account of cognitive de' elopment.
...man de N. elopmental pschologists ha% e critici/ed the picture of the lone
child x hich the consider to underlie the orthodox Piaget mode I. ...The have
obsc..rx ed the role of language and interaction in exploring possible solutions.

What in fact happens in such interaction is that the child's ox n cognitix e
approach to the problem is challenged. either b peers direct l or hx parents
or teachers 'scaffolding' understanding through pacing of the problemsolving process. These observations have mok ed dekelopmental ps cholo-

gists to give much more \A. eight to interaction xx ith others. and to the use of
.
lam:wage...the child's dek elopment must he mediateu hx . and stimulated
I
Light,
I9t
6:17(1
)
intcrations \c ith others.

Bruner and I laste I l 987:93 ) hit e also argued against an indix idua ist is approach
to learning b drakk mg our attention to Ni!...fotsk 's iev,s on the social const ruet um of knov, ledge.

In the main. \kt: do not construct a realit solel on the basis of private
encounters ith exemplars of natural states. Most of our approaches to the
kkorld ale mediated through negotiation v, ith others.

gotskx s notion of the social construction of learning has attracted attention
gotsk argued that children
among cogniti e pschologists ( Wertsch. I 985 ).
are entrenched in social experiences. man of kkiliCilthe participate in or make

I ;s

('II \ \l.I \(

I
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Use ol. but V.111d1 the do not atm. a \ s understand. These e\perience\ are mit iall
encountered on an interps etiological plane. that is. ts ithin the social mores of the
particular cultural group. I Is..re children participate in mans social acti ities.

such as hand \s &Jung before a meal. but do not necessaril \ understand their
pu pose. It is onl alter participating in these social rituals man times. ith adult
discussion ahout their purpose. that children hegm to understand the reasons for
those actit mess...Xs-col ding to Vt gotsk Wertsch. I 985 ) these esperiences can not
he understood at the intraps etiological plane I cognit e understanding) \A

being social') mediated front is ithin the cultural group.
coaution hegms in social situations nt \t hick a child shares responsihiht)
for producing a complete peilormance ts ith an adult. The child dues \s hat he
or she can. the adult the rest. In this start. practice on components occurs in the

contest of the full performance. In naturall occurring interactions of this
kind. the adult vs ill ,gradually increase especiations of hots much of the full
perlOrmance the child can he responsible for.
(Ca/den. I Q88:1(11 -102)

"I he adult and the child \ % irk together to complete the task vs Inch is culturallt
relit ant and has a social purpose.] he adult allots s the child to complete as much
of the task as she/he is able. the adult does the rest. Id this social interaction, the
adult git es idles ant information to the child ss Mkt completing the task ttith the
Fluough this process. knot ledge becomes
\ constructed. This \ lets
of le:lining is fundamental! \ diilerent Io (he tailleV ork presented h\ I'iaget.
Whilst theme is et nience tat out ing the t less that one basis for des elopmental
change 1.11 learilin
conflict and contradiction (e.g.. ( dacha( and
I .ight. I 9S:11...f at 11101C is ins ()Red ut rt fermis t' teaching limn simpl pros iding
matei tat lot the child to 'digest" of dolt itting competing ideas that are alread
implicit in his sit 'thinking. ..the s lett m I at adult and child. ttoi king together.

can construct nest \dICIlleIllrollgil shared interaction.] he potential el fect of
teaching still pose to Ihe .ar greater than hagetian theoi allots.. What the
child des clops. in this alter nail s e conLeptualifation. ate not mental operations

defined hom his sic I adions on the \solid hut (incepts' that are joint! \
()instructed through interaction .shit those %110 ahead \ enthod them, to
gether ss ith tsa\s of doing and thinking that are cultural piactices. recreated
ss ith k hrldrrn duough processes of found] and 'idol-mai teaching.
( \ \txxl.lt) \h 0)5)
I Ile 11011011ot lr.0

as .1 -.11L1:111 constt Udell pith. rss nt (11/1)0S111(111 to the more

unlit 'dualistic oi ientation of Plage,. is dots dialled:2114! milk It of out C(Int'al 1011,11
praclicc i \\, 00(1. 19X(, ()S`; lit nue! and 11;1,1(. I o' 7, I iglo. I oso, I ox7)
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REAPPRAISING EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULA
AND PRACTICE
In recent times early childhood practitioners have used the phrase de% elopmentally

appropriate practice to describe education and care in early childhood.
Bredekamp's ( 1987:2-3) "concept of developmental appropriateness has tw o
dimensions: age appropriateness and indis idual appropriateness. ...Play enables
children to progress along the developmental sequence from the sensorimotor
intelligence of infancy to preoperational thought in the preschool years. to the
concrete operational thinking exhibited by primary children ".
David (1990:74 ) defines this developmental ideology as "curriculum to be

structured and sequenced in accordance s ith the child's psychological and
physiological development and learning processes ". Yet it is clear from
Bredekamp's manual of des elopmentally appropriate practice. that cognitive
development is based on Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

If developmentally appropriate based curriculum has been built upon these
theoretical assumptions. ss hich are clearly Piagetian based, then the field of early

childhood education needs to re-examine its w hole approach to the teachinglearning process. Whilst development should still feature strongly in early childhood curricula. the stage based approach and the assumptions made about
children's thinking needs to be reconsidered.
Early childhood practitioners can no longer take for granted curricula and ideologies that base their developmental sequence of cognition on Piaget's theory. The
s less of the self directed child engaging in a resource rich environment must now
he questioned. Sylva. Roy and Painter's (in David. 1990:83) insightful comment
reflects this concern:
If the child stands against the garden fence for ten minutes staring absently
around him. 'sic!. they (teachers( claim he I sic I is learning by observing. If he
'sic] repetitively puts dough into halls they say that 'the new baby at home is
causing him (sic! to regress and he I sic I needs this simple act'.

These ideological views have led to the de- emphasising of the teacher's role in
cognition and to a blind belief that the child's engagement with materials alone.
leads to cognition. Whilst great claims are made of the range of potential learning
possible through the exploration of the environment ( for example block play
fosters mathematical development), research indicates that it is the interaction
between the adult and the child in the resource rich ens ironment that advances
cognition (Day id. I 990 ).
Most preschools and child care centres offer programs that are rich resource based
learning ens ironments. 'tosses cr research (Syls a. Roy and Painter. 1980: Mead-
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0%\ s and Cashdan . 1988: Mutt. Ts ler.litut and Christopherson. 19891 indicates that

in resource rich env ironments "children's play was often desultory and brief.
(Da, id, I 990:83 I.
Das id (1990:83). in her extensiv e rev iew of the literature, indicates quite clearly
that much of this play is repet it ix e and ludic:
There was little evidence of adult involvement in extending either cons ersalion or thinking. and the free play curriculum in evidence in most of the settings
did not offer enough cognitive challenge or indeed interactions with adults to
provide the 'scaffolding' for 11C1k learning.

David claims that the crucial element for fostering cognitis e development, adult-

child interaction, is missing. In simply pros iding a resource rich environment.
ss ith an emphasis on play particularly non-interventionist play. little attention
is given to the role of the adult in that environment. Das id (1990:83-84) suggests that kN hat should occur is a renew ed interest inthe dialogue between children and adult. in w hich learning which has occurred

during the exploratory phase becomes the focus of conversation and the
teacher can provide ss hales er the children need to take their learning further.
whether that he new or different equipment, questions and ideas, or help ss ith
planning an investigation.

When specific interaction between the teacher and the child is considered in a
developmentally based curriculum it is clear that the teacher's role is de- emphasised: Bredekamp (1987:7) states that:
In des elopmentally appropriate programs. adults:
1.

provide a rich variety of activities and materials from sshich to
choose...provide opportunities for child-initiated, child-directed practice of skills as a self-chosen activity ...

The interaction advocated by Bredekamp ( I 987:8- I 2) is presented below Unfor.

tunately, little importance is placed on the adult's contribution towards active
cognitive engagement between the child and the adult.

A Adults respond quickly and directly to children's needs. desires. and
messages and adapt their response to children's differing sty les and
abilities...
B i.cu.ts provide mans varied opportunities for children to communicate...
C Adults facilitate a child's successful completion of tasks bv providing
1

1

support, focussed attention, physical proximity . and serbzd encouragement. Adults recogn lie that children learn from trial and error and that
children's conceptions reflect their des eloping thoughts...
D Teachers are alert to signs of undue stress in children's hehas lour. and
ass are of the appropriate stress-reducing activities and techniques...
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E Adults facilitate the development of self-esteem by respecting. accepting and comforting children, regardless of the child's behaviour...
F Adults facilitate the development of self-control in children

G Adults are responsible for all children under their supervision at all
times and plan for increasing independence as children acquire skills...

The role of the teacher in programs that are Piagetian based has been limited to
resource provider w ithin the range of children's interests and assumed developmental competence. When many early childhood programs are examined (for
example. Wood. 1986, 1988: Tizard and Hughes. 1984: Meadow s and Cashdan,
1988: Hutt. Tyler. Hutt and Christopherson. 1989). it would seem that:
...the types of interaction workers have with young children seem to indicate
that, far from such dialogue being intellectually stimulating. it is often banal
and cursory. requiring children to answerclosed questions, provide labels and.
as one child has put it 'tell the teacher something they already know
(David. 1990:115 )

These interaction types do not reflect the child's world in its ow n home context.

In the home environment the child is a part of the adult world. The child's
understanding of her/his world is mediated through the adult world - a meaningful

context. in which cultural mores are transmitted and given purpose. In the
preschool/child care centre. a context is artificially created. The social w orld of the
child is mediated through the teacher. however unlike the home it may he child

centred. but not child driven. The teacher decides the type. length and time of
interaction. The teacher becomes the questioner and the child the responder in
direct contrast to the home context. where ideally the child initiates and may lead

the interaction (for example, questioning to seek information), (Ti/ard and
Hughes. 1984).

\Vells's studies. in company w ith research by Titard and her colleagues
(Tizard and Hughes. 1984) suggest that pre-school children tend to initiate
interactions, ask questions and seek information more readily at home than
school. Much of their 'epistemic' activity is directed towards achieving
explanations about facts of every day life and is occasioned by happenings in
the local culture. The parent tends to he in a pri\ ileged position in relating to
these requests and demands. being a part of that culture. Their practices and
talk are embedded in what it is that the child seeks to know ...
Thus, the conditions that promote the quest for know ledge from the child are
often present in the home and the needs of the child are most likely to he
interpretable to those w ho know them. Conditions for the generation of a
contingent learning environment are more likely to be endemic to the home or
local culture in a NA ay that they are not to school.

The common teacher response to these difficulties is to initiate and sustain
interaction not by showing or telling but by demanding and asking.
(Wood. 1986:204-205)
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Teachers create contexts in NA hich the \ pro \ ide children v, ith materials, observe
their responses. and attempt to stimulate further de \ elopment by asking questions

( Bredekamp. I9871. Limited instruction, modelling and k\ ork ing together x. ith
the child to complete the task occurs. As argued earlier, cognitive development
does not natUrall unfold devoid of a social context. rather it occurs as a result of

teacher-child interaction \\ ithin a social context \\ hich gives it meaning and
pill pose

Intel actions reflect the enactment and shared interpretations and common
sy mholic representations about ex cuts. relationships and goals. Such 'social
facts reflect and also generate the frzunev ork
ithin hich individual
experience is interpreted.
(Bruner and Haste. 19X7:5 -61

DETAILING EFFECTIVE TEACHER-CHILD
INTERACTIONS
The \\ ritings of Bruner ( I 983 ) on 'scaffolding' have detailed the process of social
constitic t ion of learning further and al lox\ ed for the direct application of Vygotsky's
them into preschool/child care contexts. Ca/den points out that this metaphorical
teem scat told can be applied to all learning contexts. This process is presented in
the ollov. mg model of the structure of learning environments (Campione. in
Peat son and Gallagher: 1983).

PROPORTION OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR TASK COMPLETION
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Cazden's scaffolding metaphor clearly illustrates the role the teacher should take
during the teaching-learning process. Here the teacher does more than simply
organize resources and ask questions. The teacher actively models or instructs and
assists children based on a shared understanding of their present know ledge. The
teaching-learning process is jointly shared to facilitate optimum learning.

In order for the teacher to do this effectively she/he must have a detailed
understanding of the child's present cognitive level. The shared understanding
about the particular experience is possible through organizing experiences so that
children express ghat they presently know. prior to engaging in the activity.
We are studying tkk o complex systems that know things: teacher and child. We
believe that these t o systems are in asymmetrical states, in that the teacher

knows more than the child and has responsibility for transferring that knowledge. But the asymmetry is not entirely one-sided. The child also knolls
things about the world and himself (sic I that the teacher does not know. The
desire to make teaching 'relevant'. 'leamercentred'. to 'start a here the learner
is at' or to be contingent upon their attempts to learn is implicated in most
theories of learning and development (Wood, 980b). Thus. teachers must also
seek to understand what the child knows if they are to help develop, extend.
(Wood. 1986:2(4)
clarity and integrate that knowledge.

Initially the teacher may take more responsibility for task completion, but over
time w ill relinquish this control and allow the child to take on more of the
responsibility as she/he is able. In this way the child works ( in collaboration kk ith
the teacher) beyond her/his present cognitive ability. Vygotsky presents this
process as moving the child through its zone of proximal development (actual
potential):
.stance between the actual
distance
I
I The zone of proximal development .1I , the
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the
level of potential development as determined through problem solving under
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.
(Wertsch, 1985:67 -(I)
This mode of interaction does not preclude opportunities for children to test oc
their new found knowledge in free play situations on their okk n or with peers. This
time is also needed so that children have opportunities to practice. modify and
apply, their new understandings and/or skills. It is during these times that the
teacher should closely observe the children's competencies so that subsequent
teacher-child interactions planned by the teacher actually allow the child to take
on more responsibility for task completion.

An emphasis on socially constructed learning in earl) childhood education as
outlined above places greater importance upon the role of the teacher in the
teaching-learning process. The focus moves from the child engaging with the
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environment to the teacher and the child interacting and working together on
the learning tasks. This mode of interaction encourages the child to take on more
responsibility for the task and for the teacher to slowly withdraw support.

A study designed to incorporate the social construction of learning in curriculum
development and practice in child care, was initiated to determine if, as Vygotsky
suggests, children can he moved through their /one of proximal development.

THE STUDY
A group of sixteen children (4 and 5 y ear olds) were involved in a study which
incorporated scalfW iing techniques during the teaching-learning process of a
series of science based experiences. The science experience was introduced at
group time and made available to children during free choice time. On subsequent day s the first group time of each day was used for children to share
prey ions learning or for the revision, consolidation or introduction of scientific
information. One of the choices on offer to children during free choice time was
always the science based experience (a limit of 5 children was set because the
science based experience was so popular).

Investigations commenced w ith the establishment of a shared understanding
between the teacher and the children through the children manipulating torches
and expressing their understandings/experiences of torches. This teaching-learn-

ing context was familiar to the children since most of the children had prior
experiences w ith torches. Consequently a rich and descriptive interchange of
ideas took place. The children's ideas were recorded on sheets of paper and
subsequently illustrated by them. (These were read during group time on the
following day ).
This W as followed by the teacher and the children working together to understand
how the torch worked and later the construction of their ow n torch using batteries.

bulbs and wires. In the course of the interactions between the teacher and the
children. a number of child initiated questions arose.
T:
C:
T:
C:

T:

C:

T:

I've got something to shom, y on today.
Is that a battery?
Yes it's a battery
(Continues for one minute).
Could we crack it open with an axe one day"
Well actually I did crack a battery open for von if you'd like to have a look
at it. Here's the top of the battery. And here's the casing of the battery. It's
very messy. See w hat's inside it'? What do yon think might he inside it?
.

I think the power's going straight out of it.
You think the power's coming out of it when I open it do yon''
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Yes.

C:
C:

Can we have a look?
(Children examine battery - interactions continue... )

Within a framework which started with the children's questions. children were
moved towards scientific understandings. The teacher modelled the investigation
process (based on the children's questions) and over time, the children took on the
investigation process themselves. The children connected up the circuit. initally in
collaboration with the teacher, but after a period of time, less teacher assistance
was given. The children could without difficulty, not only construct their own
torch, but modify and extend the experience for themselves. Simultaneously.
children were given direct instruction on current flow through. first, the reading of
factual books and second, the teacher outlining current flow theory to individuals
as they worked with the materials. All children freely expressed the scientist's
view of current flow along a simple electric circuit.
Research into this field of study with older children (10-15 years: United Kingdom, New Zealand and the United States of America) indicates that even after
lessons (methods not given), only one third of children understand this concept
(Cosgrove. Osborne and Carr, 1985 ). Trwards the end of the study described here
the teacher prompted children at group time to express their understandings. In
the following transcript it is evident than the children knew and were easily able to
share a great deal of their understandings.

PART ONE:
T:

We're going to try and think of all the things that we know about batteries
and torches and electricity. Do you think you can remember all those things
you know?

C:

Yes.

C:
T:
C:

How much is there?
I'm looking for people who can tell me what's inside a torch.
Batteries.
Wires.
Light bulb.
A spring.
I think that's all.
No that thing, the black one up the top.
What could we call it? That's the part that attaches to the light bulb. Now,
what's inside a battery?
Electricity.
When we pulled apart the battery what did we see inside it?
Black stuff.
Yes the black paste.
And what's this part called?

C:
C:
C:
T:
C:

T:
C:
T:
C:

T:

1S!
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Carbon rod.
And \\ hat 1 the funn name for this outside part of the battery. 7//?

C:

T:

tine.

C:
T:

'That's right there's a /inc case.

In Part 'No of the transci ipt the teacher carefull \\ orked \\ ith the children to reconstruct their understandings of current flo\\ in the torch circuitr\

PART TWO:
'I":

C:
C:
T:
C:
T:
C:
T:
C

:

T:
C:
T:

Nov \\ in can tell me hov the electricit gets from the battery to the light?
\ the batter).
Oki\ so. the electricit starts in the'?
Ratter).
And here does it go?
Into the torch.
I lok does it get into the torch'?
13\ the \N. ire.

So it starts in the hatters and goes along. ho\\ many \\ ires at once?
One.

And goes v here? It goes from the batter along the ire to?
The light bulb.
The light bulb. and then \\ here? I lere's our picture of it all. It starts in the
batter and goes along the \\ ire to the light bulb and then here?
Hatters.
Rack to the batter\ .
( Et And it makes it better and puts it av a again.
NA

\1/4

C:
C:
C:

In Parts Three of the transcript. it is clear that Eli/abeth has understood current
conser \ at ion. a sophisticated scientific phenomena. normal l not fully understood

b children or some adults.
PART THRH.::
T:
C:

What N.\ as that Eli/abeth?

( Ft It makes it good again and then puts it hack and then thro\\ it a \\
again.

Yes the electricit goes round and round in a circuit.
C:
T:

T:

( Monica) The part of the torch there is mo batteries. a lump on the top and
ou put the lump on top of. the torch or it \\ on't v.ork.
Yes. ho noticed that \\hen the v ere pla \ ing \\ ith torches that on ha\ e
to bane the lumps up or the electri.cit) can't 11()\\ through them.
Simon. \N. ould ou like to read this to us. let's see if it's right?
(Reads from factual text).
Is that right?
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C:

Yes.

T:

So it flows around and around in a circle.
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At the conclusion of the experiences ss ith the torches ( 12 sessions over 6 days) and

nearly three months later. all of the children were still able to connect up the
electric circuit and indicate the scientists' view of current flow.
The adult-child interaction evident throughout the unit on torches focused on
extending the children's cognitive understanding of the materials they were

manipulating. This w as achieved through commencing explorations from w ithin
a socially meaningful context. namely torches and moving to an abstract context
and understanding (through tips use of circuitry materials). This movement in
thinking was only possible throuh the carefully planned and implemented adult

child interaction.

Adult-child interaction throughout the unit featured many of the traditional
interaction ty pe, such as questioning and procedural interaction. However, what
w as significant and different to most learning contests discussed in precious
sections, w as the greater emphasis placed on joint exploration and task completion
and direct instruction (abstract-based) during explorations w ith the material..

Children w ere gis en intbrmation that moved them from the concrete to the
abstract, in first a concrete context (as they worked w ith the materials) and later
in an abstract context (during group time. w hen felt board props or circuitry
diagrams w ere used ). These information sharing sessions were repeated many
times. without loss of interest by the children. The success of this approach is
evident in the cognitive attainment of the children as outlined above.

Whilst the emphasis has been on cognitive learning in this chapter. the same
principles can be applied to other areas of learning and development in early
childhood physical development (eg. jump rope skipping together: walking a
balancing beam together) and social/emotional learning (eg. teacher involvement
in dramatic play ). The social construction of know ledge as outlined by Vygotsky
and Bruner's scaffolding metaphor to illustrate this approach are equally useful for
describing the teacher's role in phy sical and social/emotional development and
learning.

CONCLUSION
Reviews of research into adult-child interaction in earls childhood contexts and
the study presented in this chaplet, lend support to the importance of the teacher's
role in cognitive des elopment. Children are able to work at higher cognitis e levels
than Piaget 's research and subsequent theory advocated. Within a socially mean-

4
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ingful come \ t that encourages not just a rich resource ens ironment. but e tensive
adult-child interaction. ming children are able to cognitix ely e \eel beyond
present theoretical evectat ions \ hich ban c, unfortunzuel , become cemented as
a basis for earls childhood practice,.

a (199(1:105) has also cautioned earl \ childhood professionals in their total
acceptance of Piaget's ork and suggest, a broadening to include the v ork of
SN, I`,

1)eck and Vgotsk.
To conclude this paper. 1. e argued that Piagetian theory is still useful.
although it is too narrow. There is a

11

1.1e.... i to broaden the do elopmental thew,

that guides both Ft)(' programmes as c ell as their evaluations. V.gotsk
Wertsh. 1 9851 has how n that children's de elopment

ith in cultures affects

their thinking. 1) Lck and Leggett. 19881 has stressed the importance of
children', heliets about their o n talents: the doelop goals \\ Inch are
oriented W aril., either appro \ al or master\ and this affects their persistence.
It here that the the ,wv and reward/ of l vtzatAky and Dwc( k may he iofa/
work IRA not vet been
it/ Philinim: ear/1 :'«ttiott and nr era/ main if. I
ain't:rated
.uric that ()ready education.

The time is [u ripe to reappraise the theoretical underpinnings of carl childhood
curricula and practice. This is largely due to recent criticisms of Piagetian theor.
in Inch he encouraged "a pedago!.... hich meremphasi/ed the inch idual at the
e\pense of the social. hich undervalues talk as a tool for
er, and w hich
discourages teachers from making. e plicit to children the purposes of educational
act i \ it ies and the criteria for success" (1-:thv ards and N. tercet-. 1987:169-1701.

In rev iev, ing the them\ that underpins mans de elopmentall based programs.
\'vgotskv and Bruner offer an alternat e pschological approach to learning that
can make a pierful contribution to earn childhood education in Australia.
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CHAPTER 13

EARLY CHILDHOOD
GROWS UP
Anne Stonehouse

A< I mu( and ( hall( //,e\ (11 (' identified brilliY in [hi\ chapter and looked at as
fafifM fq a developmental pr( l;eNion /icy the odd. Their resolution
in ides oppoilimme fi,r ).(1
I),,! " II"' cad!. childlu'od ProleAAbw a

not only It 1" Indiridual prOleSSiOnalS.
Whole

Pau of du. chapter v, ere adapted from an addre ,given in 1990 at the Hobart
and %delaide 1.ad (im rue Chi kl Centres in honour of the fiftieth annier,,ar of
the e \tat 11.hment of the Lad. Gov,rie Child Centre.
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The title may not appeal to some people. v. ho vie \\ it as demeaning of early
childhood. in that it implies previous or current immaturity. On the other hand. it
suggests that, just as individuals go through developmental stages. so might the
profession. Further it implies positive movement lomard. progression toss ards
maturity, . There is also the suggestion in the title that the evolution of the profession

is not likely to he totally smooth and easy. As is true v, ith children. development
is not a steady progression but proceeds unevenly ssith plateaus and set! cks. It
is often a case of 'one step fory ard.mo steps hack' and so it is not surprising that
\s hen it comes to issues facing the profession, one often has the feeling or has ing
been there before'.
There are a number of contemporary issues. some of them generated and fuelled
internally. others resulting from forces outside the profession. that impinge not
only on the \\ (irk of early childhood professionals but their status and standing in
the broader communit \ as ss ell. This chapter identifies a range of issues and looks
at each in terms of the development of the profession. as veil as the changing
contest in Nell early childhood services and professionals operate. Sonic steps
the profession needs to take to further its o5511 des elopment ss ill be identified.

LOOKING AT OURSELVES
Sonic detractors and critics of the early childhood profession might accuse
members of currently hats ing an unhealthy preoccupation \\ ith the profession
itself. At most professional gatherings and conferences professional issues are

addressed. This may he a developmental stage. a collect is e adolescence perhaps.

or a mid -life crisis in \ of \ Mg reflection about identity and the meaning of
professional hie.

Much of the current debate and discussion is producti however: endless
discussions about M. ho is in the early childhood profession and \\ ho is not seem

unproductive. elitist and not the best use of energy. An inclusive view of the
profession is embodied in the recently adopted Australian Earl \ Childhood
Association ('ode of Ethic 1 9Q0 ). ss h ich states that it is an aspirational code. one
t.

that it is hoped that all people ssho \\ ork ss ith young children and in the interests
of young children ss ill embrace. This is in contrast to codes of ethics of some other
professions. which attempt to dictate minimum tandards for practice. practice
belov V% inch would constitute negligence.

Sunrlarly. a pre-occupation ss ith professional status may also not he productive.
Status is attributed from the outside and like happiness, cannot he pursued directly.
but comes as a by -product of other pursuits. While it is definitely productive to
address some Of the obstacles to the attribution of appropriate status to the
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profession such as lack of s cluing and understanding w ithin the broader
commun its . unfits ourable working conditions, and the equating of working ss ith
\ Ming children to mothering_ to name a few -the direct pursuit of higher status w ill
he futile.
Professional nits el _acing. or introspection is no doubt a health \ sign of gross th. a

nect.ssar stage of de selopment. While it is important to reflect about the
profession. self absorption can lead to has ing little or no energ for the major
issues out there that impinge on children's lies in a significant was.

CHILD CARE ON THE POLITICAL AGENDA
There is no doubt that child care is high on the political agenda at all les els and that
1e are at a major crossroads in the Commonwealth Children's Sers ices Program.
The fierce debates and lolths ing that go on regarding the content of the child care
policies of both the major political parties are indications of the high profile of the
issues related to the pros ision of children's sers ices. The estension of fee relief to

commercial child care centres. the promise of an accreditation s\ stem and the
formation of the National Children's Sers ices Ads isor \ Council are all es idence
of des elopmental change and potential
Sebastian

9X6:-14 I has stated:

Since the earliest de s elopments in Lar15 Childhood Services. ss e base witnessed the was in which oung children and their families has e been continual l manipulated 11\ the w hints and fancies of (los ernments ho has, e tended
lo use sets ice pros ision as agents for 5 ars ing degrees of social engineering. On
the one hand. V1/4 c has e seen how quick l (ios eminent. can respond to needs
1)5 the pros ision of children's Nei ices \\ hell it \el.\ es their particular goals or
purposes. ( )n the other hand we has e also ss imessed the ss ithdraw al of finance

and e\ en commitment ss hen economic pressures such as unemplos ment
emerge as a major social problem on the coMmunit.
Some optimists would sa \ that w hi le those comments ma\ has c been s (did in the
past. the are unrealistic and pessimistic in the present contest and that there is now

a genuine commitment to children's sers ices. Some ss ould reels that the latter
5 ie55 is raise in the e treme. Time 55 ill tell. The current prominence of children's
services affords tremendous opportunities. but along \k ith those 110 the responsibilit for ad s ocac at all les els.
C'urrentl . the pros ision of cluldren's sers Ices is linked to labour mai ket poll(

.

equal opportunit for women and the transition from welkin: to emplo mem.
Priorities about the suppl of ch Wren' s set s ices. then al I oi dabilu to parents. and

(
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their quality . compete w ith each other. This all adds up to a situation \\ here early

childhood policy and programs stand not alone. but w ithin the context of other
national ag.endzis. Yes. child care is high on the political agenda. but the ie' of
child care is still primarily as a necessary means to achiex e some other end. for
example. to retain or get women into the work force. to implement an affirmzuk e
action policy.. to boost the economy and move the country out of recession. The
view is not that child care is important primarily because the community w ants to
ensure that children get w hat they deserve or that families are supported.
The challenge for a maturing profession is to hold fast to its beliefs about 's hat is
important. to be xx illing to compromise w hen dim is needed. to try to understand
agendas that are not their ow n and language that conies from other disciplines and
professions and to communicate its ow n agenda and priorities coherently and
convincingly.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
The tremendous interest in and enthusiasm about the ('ode of Ethics for the
Australian early childhood profession and the recent adoption of a Code by the
Australian Earls Childhood Association is a reflection of w here we are as a
profession.
The list of reasons that a ('ode is needed is itself a statement about the profession.

There are increaAing demandy made on early childhood orkers by
ParelliA funding bodieA. maiki i:enteni and ApomorinQ age/U./C... /ice/Mint; bodie.%. and them, demandA mnnetime., (onflh ; with emit other. As
Kati ( 0)78 sa)s. yye are responsible to a number of client groups.
whose demands may conflict with each other. Consequently ae may
he pulled in different directions. The ('ode can help us clarify xx hat is
Most important.
2. We are vi.orkov4 inc rea.,inly with people from other diAriplinrs and
proleAs0 01/5. a% Weil as With people 11.11(1 do Hitt have any formal
qualific ations. Their priorities. beliefs about children. and practices
may be different from ours. The Code can remind us of our core values.
our basic beliefes.
.

Q"Cf 1(11 are 0101 raised alum the aeceAAax' hay/11'4 people with
Iiirmal early childInnul wadi ficatiom to prow-antylOr children. as V. ork

ith young children is sometimes viewed as just an extension of

mothering, ith the attitude that just about any hod} yy ith patience can
do it. The ('ode is a statement about the complexity of being an effective
early childhood professional, and the skills and knowledge needed to
0111 the roles effectively .

\ \(;1\.(i 1 \CIS
3.

There are constant pressures on earl \ childhood services to become
more efficient. to e pand. to offer more \\ ith le\A er resources: consequentl . the qualit\ 01 .'en
«militia/1y under threat. The Code
helps to remind us of \\ hat is most important and cannot he compromised in pro\ iding ser\ ices to oung children.

In the general communit. there is a lack of undeotandim; of what
(onMIlle Ruud C,11 Iv chih/h(tOdprth liCe.The Code is a statement that
can he used to educate the communit.
6.

7.

The Mann ul CarIV
11., irk Ci.1
. There is questioning both
%Anhui and outside of the field about the professional stancling of earl
childhood \\ orkers - \\ hether. in fact. earl \ childhood is a profession.
The e\istence of the Code should has e the effect of raising status. as it
is one indicator of being a profession.
/ .1cm\

immiledout\ide ourpi

impinize t.'ready +/I (Mr 11'01.41.M.

boner
/n, It or m. lot e \ample. mergers of tertiar \ institutions. the
development of traineeships. re ie s of licensing. as and re-structuring. changes in go \ eminent polic. re-structuring of \ eminent departments and other initiati \ es taken b go\ ernments at all levels. or
p011e ie. or e lection promises made h political parties. Earls childhood
professionals hake a responsibilit to take a stand. and this leads to a
need to he clear ahout v, hat our stand is. \. here \ke %% ill compromise and

\A here \A e \A ill not. The Code \\ ill help to make those decisions.

Olii(1. ell

/thin the pr,,/bAion. particularl hem een those ho
ork in so-called care settings and those \\ ho teach in educational
settings. In mans cases. these dis isions are caused b lack of understanding and misconceptions about the nature of the \Aork in different
earl childhood settings. and imagined or real threats b one group to
affect negati \ el the status of the °diet. The ('ode states s% hat is
common to all ho \\ ork in earl \ childhood settings. and so should
bring sectors of the profession closer together.
The earl childhood professional has allk s had man \ roles - imparter
of kno \\. ledge. ad \ iser to parents. curriculum designer. de \ elopmental
specialist. nurturer. assessor. to name a fey,. As the needs of families

change. changes in the nature of earl \ childhood ser\ ices \A ill he
required. Consequentl .earl childhood professionals \A ill ha \ e to rake

nn neu roles and re.ynambilute. and this can cause contusion. \o
longer is it functional to think of the earls chi]..c.
professional as
someone w. ho orks eclusi \ el \ \A ith children. Weiss f I9N9). in an
article titled "Front Missionar to Manager: the Changing Role of the
I

Earl Childhood Professional". asserts that one of the problems ith the
profession is that over the ears Vt2 hake added on no\ roles without
shedding old ones. To illustrate her assertion, she points part
to

the increasing trend for earl A childhood professionals to \Aork in

Fans/ %
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managerial and administrative positions. Meeting the challenges of
these positions requires skills and know ledge in addition to those gained

in traditional early childhood preparation, and presents new types of
ethical dilemmas. The w ay the Code is structured is its, If an indication
of the many roles plated by early childhood professionals: in relation
not only to children. but also to families, colleagues. the community .
and the profession. The Code itself is a statement about w hat it means
to he an early childhood professional.
It). Finally. there is a general lark al prdleA.sional develop/tient ac liritiCS
for lihdil qualified experienced profr.ssianal.s. Most inset.% ice activities are open to any participants w ho choose to come. from the inexperienced and unqualified to the very esperienced and highly qualified.
and are therefore pitched at a middle ley el. Consequently , they may not

meet the professional needs of the latter group. Experienced professionals would be interested in exploring a range of complex issues
t Stonehouse. 199 1:9- I
related to a Code of Ethics.
I

If the Code is taken up and used appropriately . then it follow s from the above that

the Code has the potential to be a powerful tool for the profession in

its

des elopment in the follow ing w ays.

A guide to the beliefs and values of the earls childhood profession and w hat
constitutes professional behaviour.

When used in inservice education. a basis for early childhood professionals to
support each other. toexplore solutions tocomplex questions. to be re-assured that
the questions are indeed complex. This in turn will boost morale and strengthen
commitment.
A tool to provoke discussion about many important topics related to good early
childhood practice for example. discipline. parent-staff relationships. responding to individual needs. and teamwork. to name a few.
A statement about w hat we all have in common. whatever setting we ysork in.
whatever aged children we work with. whether or not we work directly with
children. if we make polio. lecture in a college or unit' ersity. . are administrators.
advisory staff: therefore the Code should unite us as a profession.
A statement for those thinking of entering the profession or study ing to he in the
profession about the dimensions of being an early childhood professional. It is no
longer appropriate for people to enter the profession w ho are motivated sole! y by
a desire to work mainly alone with a group of young children. The Code is a
statement about the multi-faceted role of the early childhood professional. her or
I» responsibilities to parents. colleagues. the community-. the profession. as well
as to children. Considerable attention should be given to the Code in courses that
prepare early childhood professionals.
A strong statement to the general community about what the profession stands for
and the basis for their practice.

I -;(,
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A means of raising status. in as much as ha ing a code of ethics is one of the
requirements usually listed for being a profession.
A step towards gaining greater autonomy for the profession. greater control over

the quality of the serx ices offered (Feeney and Sysko. 1986). Currently our
practice and the operation of our ser ices is Ilea\ ily controlled and regulated from
outside our profession. A ('ode represents a major step towards greater internal
(Stonehouse. I 991:15 )
control.

It must be stressed that these are potential outcomes only. Whether they are
realised depends entirely on V hat the profession does \kith the Code.

The process of de eloping a code and then disseminating and explicating it
pros ides opportunities for discussing and working through sonic of the sexing
issues faeing ! the profession as a whole, as well as those facing individuals w ithin
the profession. In other w oafs it can be a tool that promotes gross th of individuals
ithin the profession as well as the profession itself. At the same time the interest
in the Code reflects indi idual and corporate professional growth as we contemplate the deeper and broader issues related to our work and develop a means of

monitoring our own practice.

ACCREDITATION OF SERVICES
There has been considerable interest in accreditation of early childhood ser ices
for some years now and the development of a voluntary accreditation s\ stem for
children's sen, ices has been given high priority by the field. In as much as this
topic is treated in detail elsew here in this book (see chapter by Wangman ). here it

IA ill he highlighted only as a reflection of the stage of development of the
profession. One of the fundamental principles embodied in an accreditation
system, as it is being discussed currently is the notion of the profession regulating
itself, has ing a substantial degree of internal control o\ er its ow n practice. This in
fact is on most lists of criteria for a profession. To date the process of discussing

an accreditation system has embodied the principles that it must come from the
industry and belong to the industry The Australian Early Childhood Association,
as well as others, have held the strong view that the early childhood profession
must play a hey role in developing and operating an accreditation system.
.
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THE SHAPE OF PRESER VICE EDUCATION FOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD
Mergers of tertiary institutions. rationalising of courses. generic teacher preparation, moves to develop competency based standards, the push for recognition of
prior learning, the changing face of TAFE and the development of traineeships in

child care, constitute a significant challenge to the early childhood field. Pre
service education is yet another area where there must he one voice from the
profession.

The recent mergers of colleges of advanced education and universities and the
consequent relative loss ofautonomy in some early childhood preparation courses
have precipitated concern within the field. There is great fear that the integrity of
the preparation to work in early childhood services has been. or will he. compromised severely as courses are rationalised and decisions are made by people with
little understanding of and affinity for the discipline of early childhood.

There are those who believe that the survival of the profession depends on
retaining control and remaining separate. There are others \ A ho would argue that

the separateness of the early childhood field historically has been its greatest
strength and its greatest weakness. It may he that the lack of understanding, for
example. of primary educators about early childhood and the relatively small
influence that early childhood doctrine has had on primary education. is in part a
legacy of the separateness of the training institutions. A more optimistic view
would suggest that the opportunities offered by the amalgamations of early
childhood tertiary training institutions into universities should he taken advantage

of. The opportunities are several. University status brin Js pressure to conduct
research, and the research base in early childhood needs strengthening. Secondly.
there i; now greater necessity and more opportunities to educate colleagues who
work in related disciplines about the unique aspects of the discipline of early
childhood as well as the commonalities. Thirdly. there will he opportunities to
share early childhood expertise with students in related fields. Fourthly, there are
opportunities to work collahoratively with people from related disciplines
(Storehouse, 1990).
The situation w ith regard to the preparation to work in early childhood programs
is another example of early childhood being in the 'bigger arena'. The challenge
is to be clear about the ways in which early childhood philosophy and ideology are
unique and to ensure that these aspects are conveyed to those preparing to become
members of the profession. Positive growth will have occurred for the profession
when it can acknowledge commonalities with teaching at other levels and with
other human service professions, along with being clear about its unique features.
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INDUSTRIAL ISSUES
It is \\ idely acknowledged that early childhood personnel cannot do a good job
yy ith children unless their needs are met. Caldwell (1987:3(1) identifies the guilt.
conflict and discomfort that earls childhood personnel feel when advocating for
better 1\ oiling conditions and higher wages.
What is good for personnel in this field cc ill indeed he good for children and
families: and we should never lose sight of that fact. We need not feel guilty
about advocacy efforts that benefit us...1n short, there can he no effective
advocacy for children w ithout including advocacy for those who help care for
and educate them.

A positic e sign of maturing is that increasingly. early childhood professionals have
come to terms with the need for industrialisation and do not sec it as a threat or as
antithetical to professional isation.

THE ARTIFICIAL DICHOTOMY BETWEEN CARE
AND EDUCATION
Unfortunately no list would he complete cc ithout this item. What an overused
cliche! It w ill he a wonderful day w hen it is no longer necessary to list it among
the challenges faced. not only in services. but sadly w ithin the profession as well.
...1T'he current terminology used to distinguish care and education staff and
settings may impede community and government understanding of the interdisciplinary nature of early childhood services.
(Rodd. 1989:47 )
The frequency and intensity NA ith cc hich early childhood professionals continue to

attach significance to those labels is both surprising and disappointing. Rodd
(1989:47) goes on to say . as have many others. that it is no longer appropriate to
train people to work w ith a particular client group or in a particular setting or for
a particular role.
Eliminating the perhaps minor differences and highlighting the more important common elements w hich are found in the aims and objectives of the
services pros ided for young children and their families is likely to produce a

move towards greater public understanding and acceptance of the early
childhood professional and services provided.

The dichotomy has been fuelled by lack of understanding of different program
types, inferred threats to status and conditions, confusion about purposes of
different services and inequities in working conditions. The di isic enc., has
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weakened the profession's ability to advocate effectively, not only for children,

but for itself as well. The elimination of the dichotomy would he a sign of
significant maturing.

THE CONTEXT
Early childhood issues were described briefly above. but what the profession must

come to terms with is the larger context in which those issues exist. Ebbeck
(1989) lists the economic crisis and its many implications for families, the
multicultural nature of our population and increasing concern about our environment

and reversing the damage done each day to our physical world, as some of the
factors that impinge substantially on our work with children. She asserts that a
child-centred approach is no longer appropriate in early childhood services. but
that we must know each child in the context of the family and each family in the
context of the immediate community and the larger society in which it functions.
Watts (1987:9), speaking to kindergarten teachers about changes in early childhood services, also listed contextual issues that need consideration by early
childhood professionals.
1.

The rapidly changing social and technological environment, the

employment/unemployment patterns that prevail, the extent of poverty,
changing family structures and life styles.
2. The growing diversity among users of early childhood services.
3.

The increasing placement of children in multiple early childhood
services.

4. The complementary roles and responsibilities of parents and early

childhood educators.

Not all of those factors are totally problematic or undesirable. For example, the
cultural and linguistic richness of our communities, while it presents challenges,
is also a wonderfully enriching dimension for early childhood programs. However, they do represent a shifting context.

Looking at young children in the larger context suggests that early childhood
professionals cannot view themselves as the repositories of all knowledge and
skills needed to solve the problems facing families and young children. Early
childhood professionals are some!inv.s accused of being a hit 'precious' and
'purist' about the knowledge and perspectives they have about children. Whether
or not those are fair criticisms, it is critical that early childhood orofessionals join
with others who are also concerned about the needs and rights of young children
and that they he willing to compromise and to entertain perspectives other than
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their ow n. This is one was . as was mentioned previously, where a code of ethics
can he helpful, in assisting members of the profession to decide where and where
not to compromise.

ADVOCACY
Early childhood professionals must do a more aggressive marketing job to sell
quality of life issues for children to the public. I do not mean a saccharine sweet
approach or an 'aren't they cute and funny and don't they say the darnedest things'
approach. but rather a 'hard sell' about why it is \North doing our best for children

and perhaps more importantly.. what constitutes doing the best for them: for
example, that it is not early structured teaching of letters or numbers or designer
clothes or so-called educational toys or spending years of their lives in less than
adequate care programs.
Numbers of people have been say ing for some time now that at many levels and
in spite of cliches and 'ads' on television, we as a nation do not value children in
a respectful and meaningful way. Kati ( 199(1 :4). as she so often does, expresses
this concept eloquently.

I really believe that each of us must come to care about everyone else's
children. We must come to see that the welfare of our children and grandchil-

dren is intimately linked to the welfare of all other people's children. After
all, when one of our children needs life saving surgery, someone else's child
w ill perform it. If or, of our children is threatened or harmed by violence.
someone else's child w ill he responsible for the violent act. The good life for
our ow n children can only he secured if a good life is also secured for all other

people's children. Where are other people's children right now? Are they
having w holesome, caring, and appropriate experiences? The person w ho w

he our [Prime Minister) II am certain Kati would allow that use of the
Australian equivalent of President I 60 years from nosy may be in someone's
three year old class today I hope she is has Mg a good experience! To he
concerned about other people's children is not just a practical matter it is a
moral and ethical one.
.

Only when the status of children is raised ss ill the status of the early childhood
profession he elevated.

Not everyone needs to he adept at political ads ocacy. One important type of
advocacy is personal advocacy, or one to one ads ()ens (Caldwell. I 9X7). Students in child care or early childhood courses often experience incredulousness on
the part of friends and acquaintances that they are study ing for two or es en tnree
whole years to learn to ss ork ith young children I low ever 1ould you fill up that
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much time!' is the common reaction. This affords opportunities for personal
advocacy. When it is thought of as an important form of advocacy, students and
others become increasingly enthusiastic about talking to people about children's
needs and rights and children's services, much to the chagrin, no doubt, of their
friends and acquaintances and the tradespeople they attempt to convert.

Goffin (1988) makes the point that early childhood workers are undertaking
advocacy whenever they work effectively with parents in their programs. when
they invite parents in, both figuratively and literally and convey to them their
importance in their children's lives. She adds that this constitutes modelling at a
service level the relationship that should exist between families and the community, the notion that the community has a responsibility to support parents to carry
out their nurturing role.

There is also, in addition to personal advocacy. informational advocacy, which
Caldwell (1987:3 I) defines as "attempts to raise the general consciousness of the
public both about the importance of events that occur during the early childhood
period and about the capacity of quality programs to foster growth and development and to strengthen families".
Undertaking advocacy in its diverse forms is a sign of maturing of the profession
also.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONALS
The development of the profession has significant parallels with the development
of individual professionals. There are numerous lists describing the characteristics
of professionals. The particular characteristics needed by members of the early
chili.tood profession currently, are as follows.
I. A view of oneself as a life long learner, as needing to continually update and
expand one's knowledge and skills.
2. Substantial commitment to one's work.
3. A growing interest in the broader issues that impact on one's work, as opposed
to a narrow focus on the particular work one does.
4. Openness, a willingness to contemplate points of view other than one's own.
5. Clarity about the limits of one's own expertise.

6. The ability to articulate rationally, dispassionately.
7. A commitment to advocacy.
The development of the profession depends on the development of the people
within it.
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CONCLUSION
The come \ t in v Inch earl) childhood professionals operate as ve approach the

21st center) is unique and

N. es. it

is changing. but one of the hallmarks of a

professional is that there are no pat solutions and 110 formulae to appl\ to one's
ork. In spite of the challenges. earl) childhood professionals has e reason to feel
optimistic about the future. as man) of the challenges reflect a developmental
process for the profession.
The profession needs to do more than reflect changes in societ \ or react to them:
rather it must aiTect and effect the inno\ at ions and changes. help set the agenda.
There is a non-irk ial distinction hem een issues related to children being on the
political agenda and children being on the political agenda. The former has been
ach ie \ ed but not the Vatter.

The profession needs the abi lit ) to change v ith the times and at the same time stand
lino about those things that are timeless. Des elopment resembles
a journey. and

so this chapter 'night also he titled "Where Are We? Where Are We Going?
loss Do We Get There?" In ansv er to those questions. the earl \ childhood
profession in Australia has alv a)1 been clear and strong about V, allling \\ hat is
good for children and \\ pile details ma \ he argued. members of the profession
ould agree about the essentials.

There are man) e pressions of \\hat constitutes the essentials. but a particularly
good statement is that in the ('redo for Bank Street College \\ risen b) the founder.
hic) Sprague Mitchell. in 191(6. One of its strengths is that it vile. to children.
to parents and to earl) childhood professionals.
CREDO FOR BANK STREET
What potent tal tt ies in human beings children. teachers, and oursek es do \\ e
\\ ant to see de \ clop?

\ /est for its ing that comes from taking in the v. orld 1/4 ith all fk e senses
el) intellectual curiosities that turn the v odd into an e \citing laborator) and keep one lOre \ er a learner.
- I:le
)
confronted ith change and abi lit) to relinquish patterns
that no longer fit the present.
- The courage to vork unafraid and effictentk . in a \\ orld of ifts \1/4 needs. nev
problems. and 110. ideas.
- Gentleness combined \\ ith justice in passing judgments on other human
beings.
Sensito. its, not onk to the e \ ternal tonna' rights of the "other
but
-

I

to him as another human being seeking a good lit'' through his o\\ n
standards.

x

I

A strit ing to live democrat
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h il,/
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,
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. in and out of schools. as the hest tt as to

ads ance our concept.

Our credo demands ethical standards as sell as scientific attitudes. Our \k ork
is based on faith that human beings can impros e the societ) the) has e created.
( Mitchell. in Cenedella.nd:m»
The Australian earls childhood profession is gross ing up. This chapter has asserted
that gross inc up is an ongoing process that ins ells es hoth changing and stas ing the

same. So many of the crucial issues faced b% the profession currentl require
isdom about ss hen to stris e to sta\ the same. to remain as is and ss hen and host

to change. The challenge is to take shat is salted h the profession and appl it
5, isel to the context.
X
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Mans groups have an interest in the preparation of teachers for earl childhood
education: national gm. emment bodies. local educational ant horitiCs. heads and
teachers in the reeds ing schools and their clients. teacher educators and the
candidates themselves. Each of these groups is known to complain that teacher
education has little if an impact on students. Graduates often characterise their
experience of teacher education as less than sat is is ing and of little practical s al tee.

Each group probabl has expectations of ss hat teacher education should accomplish and its ow n explanations for whs it appears to fall short much of the time.
In this chapter. some of the major issues of concern to groups ss ho has e a stake in
earls childhood teacher edUcation are discussed in terms of six dilemmas that ma
he generic to all teacher education. The argument is that these dilemmas help to

account for both the loss les el of impact and the high les el of dissatisfaction
attributed to teacher education. The argument begins ss ith a definition of a
dilemma and isfolloswed with discussions of six dilemmas that seem to he inherent
in the education of teachers of soung children.

DEFINITION OF A DILEMMA
The term dilemma is used to refer to a predicament ss hich has two main features.
First. it ins ()Ives a choice bets een at least tss o alterrau s e courses of action that are
equall problematic. Second. it ins ol s es a predicament in v,hich the choice of one

of the alternatis es sacrifices the ads :images that might accrue if the other
alternative were chosen (Room. 1985i. That is to sas tl 1.1C choose A. the
ads antages inherent in alternative l3 will he forfeited and s ice ersa.
It is assumed further. that each of the iv, o 'horns' of the dilemma. .\ and 13. carr
withthemtheirownerrors: alternatise Ainsolsescertainerrorsasdoes alternative
error-free alternatives are not really as ailable. In principle, each of the as ailable alternans es ins 015 es 'a choice of error'. Thus part of our task is to determine

which error is preferred in each predicament.

DILEMMA NO 1: COVERAGE VERSUS MASTERY
According to Westbur ( I 973 t. all teachers face conflicting pressures concerning
the extent to ss hich the should emphasise co.% erage versus master of the content
and skiils to be learned. In this sense, all teachers, at even les el. are pulled in
opposite directions: the more cos reed. the less mastered and vice versa. We cannot
do equal justice to both cos erage and masters.
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Teacher educators are under constant pressure to expand the curriculum to cover
more content and skills. Rarely are proposals put forward to drop a component of
a course, although some US educational reform proposals advocate dropping

coverage of professional studies topics, Typically reformers advocate greater
cos erage of liberal studies. partly hoping to ensure a 'well educated' graduate and
partly to impros e teachers' mastery of ss hat they are to teach. To some extent the
Holmes Group's (I 9g(,) advocacy of a fifth year for teacher education students is
intended to ensure greater cos erage of the educational research literature as part
cif improS ing the professional status of teaching.

Some pressure to expand content coverage also comes from ss ithin teacher
education. Teacher educators w ant to expand cos erage to include sensitising
student to minority cultures.cultural diversity gender stereoty ping. mainstreaming
and special education issues. In the field of early childhood, topics concerning
relationships bet U, cen teachers and parents. parent education and involvement are
also competing for coverage.

ADVANTAGES OF ENIPHASISING (.0\1:RAGE One of the special features of early childhood education is that it is not organised around instruction in
discrete academic disciplines or subject matter. In principle, the younger the
child. the more integrated the curriculum should he. Thus. emphasis on coverage
should help equip students to become generalists ss ith a ss ide range of know ledge

and skills.

ed in a 1 ide arietk of settings
Furthermore. since graduates are likely to be
more so than primary school teachers t it is difficult to establish V, hat knowledge
and ss h ich skills absolutely must be cos ered. The preferred error in this case would
seem to he to coy eras much as possible to prepare for the diversity of children and
communities in IN Ilia graduates might he employed.

DISADVANTAGES OFTHE EMPHASISING COVERAGE

The main disads antage to choosing coverage y ersus mastery is that the teacher education
course becomes a 'smattering' approach. What is presented may indeed he
learned, but probably not mastered sufficient! y to he retrieved later under 'fire in
the trenches'. This approach is likely to have little impact on the student's
subsequent professional competence.

In addition, the greater the coverage the more likely students sill feel under
constant pressure to 'cram' the course content into their heads just to get through

the assignments and examinations. Their main concern would he to stuff their
heads ss ith collections of vaguely related facts and to satisfy performance criteria
on a laundry list of techniques or competencies.
In the process of coping ss ith these pressures. students may des clop a distaste for

learning. Certainly the disposition to he reflective is unlikely to thrive IA hen
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coverage is the choice. Under these circumstances, students are unlikely to feel
encouraged to examine deeply what is presented. Recent research on the effects of
excessive performance pressures on transfer and retention of learning suggests
that the coverage approach may be disfunctional, especially in the long run
(Dweck. 1986). The cumulative effect of such experiences may he to undermine
or inhibit the disposition to delve into problems and to take responsibility forone's
own learning (Katz and Raths, 1985).
The fact that topics and skills are covered in a course and sufficient mastery to pass
exams is achieved, does not mea.s. that the mastery is firm enough to withstand the
pressures of later real world demands. It seems reasonable to assume that courses
opting for wide coverage would have low impact on students and produce high
student dissatisfaction.

ADVANTAGES OF A MASTERY EMPlf ASIS A major advantage in emphasising mastery by reducing the scope of content and skills covered, is that it
allows time to focus on the development of dispositions relevant to the students'
long term professional development (Katz and Raths. 1985). In order to strengthen desirable and weaken undesirable dispositions. the relationships between
lecturers and students have to he close, direct and fairly personal - all of which
depends upon allocating substantial amounts of time to staff-student contact.
For example. the dispositions to he accepting. nurturant, thoughtful, resourceful,
to he experimental, to consider and try alternative approaches to teaching, to be
open to fresh ideas, to look things up, to cooperate with colleagues and so forth.
can he addressed more easily when the teacher education course is less oriented to
coverage and the unavoidable pressures it creates and when it allows time for indepth examination of a smaller range of topics and techniques. Time can be given
to consideration of a wider range of contextual. situational and ethical constraints
facing teachers, the pro's and con's of various practices and other complexities of
professional practice.

DISADVANTAGES OF A MASTERY EMPHASIS Clearly the range of
content and skills to he covered in a teacher education course can always he

expanded. It is difficult to argue with the assertion that students should master all
the knowledge they will he expected to teach. However, in the case of the early
childhood teacher, being responsive to children's interests meant, that the student
would require many specialism ions and a very long course in the liberal and all the
fine arts, the life and natural sciences, human development, linguistics, carpentry,
physical education and so forth.
The demands that students should develop understanding, sensitivity, knowledge
and skills to he competent with culturally diverse groups with disabled children
and with irate. stressed or fearful parents, all have merit. However. if mastery is
to he emphasised, some topics will have to be dropped from the lengthening list.

1
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SUMMARY Given the short life of knowledge and skills learned under pressure, it would seem to he the 'least worst' error to opt for deep mastery of a small
range of content and skills judged essential to practitioners in early childhood
education. It may he that the specific content of a course contributes less to its
impact on ultimate professional practice than other parameters, such as, the ethos
of the program or institution. the philosophy or ideology it espouses and so forth.
Furthermore, students often complain of repetition in their course: it may he that
w hi le course catalogue descriptions of classes imply diverse and wide coverage of
topics. the actual content of the classes may overlap considerably. While overlap
and repetition should aid mastery (as long as boredom is avoided ), experience
suggests that for many students, repetition is a source of dissatisfaction.
It seems reasonable also to assume that a mastery emphasis would give students
greater feelings of competence and confidence ( in what they have learned) than the
cos erase emphasis and therefore a greater sense of satisfaction with their professional preparation. It is likely that with a mastery emphasis, courses would ha 1. e

a longer lasting impact on graduates. However, if the master 'horn' of the dilemma is chosen, the field of early childhood education would have to establiqi
some priorities concerning v hich content and skills deserve the greatest priority
in a teacher education course.

DILEMMA NO 2: THEMATIC VERSUS ECLECTIC
COURSE FOCUS
Most teacher education programs in the L'S consist of specified courses (classes
in particular subjects. each earning credit hours) and categories of course require-

ments which, when summed, qualify the student for a teaching certificate or
licence. Typically each class in the course is offered by an individual faculty
specialist who elects what to teach and the orientations, philosophies or themes to

emphasise. In the US. teacher education students are typically exposed to an
eclectic array of approaches to teaching and learning.
A few small teacher education institutions specialise in particular philosophies or
orientations to education (such as Bank Street College of Education or Montessori
training colleges) and organise classes around a single coherent view or philoso-

phy of education. Every class comprising the course is committed to adopt
common themes as a basis for selecting the content of classes, the skills to he
mastered and by which to evaluate students.

ADVANTAGES OF A THEMATIC APPROACH It seems reasonable to
assume that when students receive similar, or at least concordant messages from
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all instructors, the program will have a deeper and more enduring impact on their
subsequent professional practices. Students in thematically oriented courses can
feel that they are being given clear messages about what is good/bad. or right/
wrong and about how to proceed in teaching. It seems reasonable to assume that
a program organised around a single and coherent theme or a unified approach is
likely to he more satisfying to students.
A teacher education
program organised around a particular doctrine or philosophy can equip graduates
to function in a setting committed to that same approach. However, they would
he ill-suited to be employed in settings that have adopted other philosophies or

DISADVANTAGES OF A THEMATIC APPROACH

approaches to early education. Indeed, when employment opportunities are
limited. the course organised around a single approach or method may jeopardise
graduates chances of finding congenial employment opportunities.

Furthermore, if a teacher education program is to he organised around a single
coherent theme, it would have to be offered by a department in which a team of
colleagues agrees on appropriate practices and in a sense, indoctrinates students
into that view. There are many examples of such an approach that seem to have a
lasting impact on graduates (Montessori or Bank Street training for example).
However, in a tertiary institutional setting (in the US) which typically rewards

individual scholarship in which competition among faculty members for star
status is reinforced, team work among them is usually resisted and therefore
'speaking with one voice' is highly unlikely.
In addition, such a doctrinaire approach is antithetical to the ethos of a university
(less so to a college) which prizes openness to alternative points of view. Indeed,

one of the virtues of locating teacher education inside polytechnic and multipurpose tertiary education institutions is that students can be enriched by exposure

to a range of subjects. competing ideas and to peers and faculty in other
special i lotions.

Ira single philosophy or approach to teaching is adopted by a teaching department,
by whom and by what means should the theme be selected? How is the selection

of a given theme legitimated? Such questions cannot he answered empirically:
they are matters of policy and politics.

ADVANTAGES OF AN ECLECTIC APPROACH Exposing students in an
early childhood teacher education course to a range of competing ideas and
methods contributes to their familiarity with the history and classical problems in
the field and to their recognition that alternative views of appropriate practices
exist. The latter is consistent with a view of teacher education as professional
socialisation rather than mere technical training. The eclectic approach also
affords students the opportunity to seek out a philosophy of teaching most
congenial to their own particular proclivities and dispositions.

in as much as conclusk e or compelling direct evidence in support of one approach

versus others is as y et unavailable. presenting an eclectic array of alternatives
seems ach 'sable. Graduates of eclectic courses are more likely than those of
thematic courses to he versatile in what they offer future employers.

DISADVANTAGES OF AN ECLECTIC APPROACH

Given that students

are likely to be at a stage in their development when the crave unambiguous
guidelines and 'tips for teaching". exposure to competing philosophies and
approaches could create confusion and anxiet\ and hence, dissatisfaction. Man)
undergraduates coerce instructors into providing prescriptions or recipes for
action: thus the are unlike!) to welcome the study of an arra of alternative
approaches. Some may perceive the eclectic approach as the faculty's abdication
of its Mt n professional judgment. My own experience is that. under such conditions, students dismiss the college staff as unable to 'get its act together and then
their cooperating teachers in the schools against the
develop a united front w
college staff (Zeichner and Liston. I 9S7 ). In such cases, it is expected that stu-

dents would express high dissatisfaction with their teacher preparation. An
eclectic approach is also not likely to have an enduring impact on their subsequent
professional performance.

The eclectic approach may also impinge upon relations between colleagues. It
would he difficult to champion a particular phi losoph) of teaching without casting
aspersions upon the judgment of colleagues who espouse other views: the situation
would present difficult eithical as well as pedagogical conflicts. floe is it pos-

sible, for example. to assert that approach A is developmentally appropriate for
young children NA ithout suggesting that approach B is inappropriate? How can
colleagues w ho champion competing view s of good practice w ork together
productively on other matters of mutual concern?

SUMMARY

On balance, it w ould seem that a thematic approach. that is.

adopting a particular coherent philosophy for a V hole course. would offer greater

satisfaction to students and have a more lasting impact on their professional
development than an eclectic one. This dilemma is more problematic in the LS
than in Australia. However, it ma) develop as a consequence of the institutional
amalgamations currenly in progress in Australia.

DILEMMA NO 3: CURRENT VERSUS FUTURE NEEDS OF'
STUDENTS
During the preserk ice period, students are t) pleat') at a stage of development of
high dependence on lecturers kw direction. prescription and evaluation. Lecturers
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can indulge and gratify this dependence or they can encourage students to begin
to take responsibility for their ow n learning and future professional des eloprnent
by withholding specific academic instructions. directions and prescriptions.

ADVANTAGES OF ADDRESSING STUDENTS' CURRENT NEEDS

Preserk ice students come to the teacher education program after many years of
success as students in the narrow academic sense ()I that term. Their prey ious
socialisation has adapted them .sell to meeting clear expectations and specific
course requirements (such as. the exact length of term papers. points aw aided per
assignment and per exam question ) and he follow Mg. explicit criteria in order to
obtain high marks. If tutors y field to pressures to continue and reinforce habits of
attending to academic procedures rather than to intellectual content. students w ill
feel corn fmtable in the sy stem and he reasonably satisfied w ith their experience of
teacher education. The impact of the course may he adequate in the short term, but
is unlikely to he enduring.

DISADVANTAGES OF INDULGING STUDENTS' CURRENT NEEDS

One of the issues is that it is not clear to w hat extent being good at being a student
in the strict academic versus intellectual sense contributes to. or is compatible
ss ith becoming good at teaching. Dispositions that might serve students' long term
professional development (especially the disposition to go on learning), cannot he
manifested and thus strengthened if students' current needs for directions and

prescriptions are gratified. In other words, indulging students' demands for
specifics about grades and exams may undermine intellectual and professional
development in the long term.
ADVANTAGES OF ADDRESSING LONG TERM NEEDS If. on the other
hand. instructors resist such student pressures for an academic rather than intellectual ethos and offer instead flexibility, open-ended tasks, loosely structured
assignments and encourage initiative and independent study., elective projects and
so forth. students are likely to suffer anxiety and become dissatisfied w ith the
program. They may feel vulnerable to the particular whims of the tutor w hich. in
turn, might engender feelings of insecurity that will weaken the impact of the
course.
This dilemma can he examined in terms of the feedforward problem generic to
all anticipatory socialisation, namely. that preservice teacher education consists
largely of providing answers to questions not yet asked and of preparing for
eventualities rather than actualities. The general principle underlying the
feedforward effect is that while experience, once obtained. does not change. the
evaluation of it may change as time passes and subsequent experiences and
understandings accrue.
An example of professional socialisation and the feedforward effect in another
field comes from findings reported by Neel ( 1978) of a study of 200 executives
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who were asked about w hat changes they would like if they were to go hack to
undergraduate school in business and what classes would have enhanced their
careers. Neel ( 1978:7) reported that:
Three distinct categories emerged...(i it individuals out of an undergraduate
program for only three years indicated they would include more technical or
"how -to" courses.( 2 )...execut k es with seven to ten years' work experience
indicated their careers would have been significantly enhanced if they had had
additional courses in human relations. psychology or sociology to equip them

for more effective dealings with people within the organization: and (3)
individuals with twelve to fifteen years of work experience indicated that they

would have liked additional courses in philosophy, religious studies and
literature.

These data partially support the hypothesised feedforward effect and suggest that
the shifts in graduates' evaluations of their teacher education may be systematically related to developmental factors associated with the progress of their careers.
It is interesting to note that the respondents in Neel's second or third group might
have resisted sociology or philosophy classes during training. probably as being
too impractical.

In conceptualising the feedforward principle. Kati and Raths (1985) propose that
teacher education can he thought of in terms of three time periods as follows:
Period I: Anticipatory before enrollment in a training program.
Period II: Participatory during training.
Period III: Retrospective - tollowing training. during teaching career.
During Period 1 anticipator) the future student has some ague expectations
of the training about to be experienced. Of particular interest are students' v iekk s
concerning how practical and how interesting the course will be and what features
of it vk ill he of most help in learning to teach.

During Period II participatory in active participation in the course, the stude,a
also evaluates the interest. practicality or usefulness of the course. In Period I II
retrospectiv e spanning an entire teaching career, the graduate si mi lark evaluates
the experiences obtained earlier.

Katz and Raths ( 1985) hypothesised that the ev aluations w ith respect to the
applicability. practicality and interest of the course change during 'he early y ears
of the career such that what may hake been evaluated positively as interesting or
applicahle during Period II. may retrospectiv ely in Period III. be judged low on
either or both 01 these criteria. Similarly , what a student evaluates negatively
during Period II may t.etrospecIiy elk he reassessed posies el . Thus a teacher in the

third year of employ ment might think: "I was bored by the work required of me
while a student in class N. but 110\k. as I look hack. I'm glad I had to do it" or vice
versa. Or a student might think: "When I was a student I never e xpected to use w hat
,
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I learned in class A, but in fact I have applied it often ", or "The work I had to do
in class Y was interesting and fun. but looking back. I realize it P. as a waste of
time ".

It is likely that practice teaching receives more positive evaluations during both
Period II and early during Period III than other elements of a teacher education
course. Teachers often claim the practicum was the only part of their preparation
of lasting value. The relationship between these claims and the supervisor's role
in the teaching practice experience is not known. However, if the hypothesised
feedforward effect is real, it may be that some lecturers and supervisors who make

students feel uncomfortable during practice are evaluated positively later in
retrospect and vice versa, that those who help students feel comfortable are
negatively evaluated but only in retrospect.
DISADVANTAGES OF ADDRESSING LONG TERM NEEDS The main
disadvantage to indulging students' current needs for unambiguous answers to
their questions may he that though they feel satisfied at the time. their evaluations
become more negative later when they examine their preservice preparation
retrospectively. Similarly, preservice experiences evaluated negatively at the
time may, in retrospect, he re-evaluated positively. In other words, the experiences
students have in their preservice course do not change. but the meaning. value and
benefits attributed to them may change with increasing professional service.

SUMMARY The major implication of the hypothesised feedforward effect is
that decisions concerning what is in students' best interests cannot be based
entirel} upon their evaluations of their experiences while they are undergoing
them. The difficult question is: On what basis should those decisions he made'! The

feedforward effect provokes questions like: What aspects of teaching can and
cannot he learned in advance? What aspects of teaching can best - or indeed - can
only be learned in situ? Such questions are difficult to answerboth empirically and

logically. I suggest that many major aspects of teaching cannot he learned in
advance and that we may have to settle for helping students simply to learn about
them. Empirical validation of the feedforward effect awaits longitudinal studies.

DILEMMA NO 4: AFFECTIVE VERSUS EVALUATION
EMPHASIS
Part of a teacher's role at every level is to address learners' needs for support and
encouragement. Some teacher education programs emphasise the supportive and
pastoral functions of the staff more than others. It is also part of every teacher's
role to evaluate learners' progress so as to exclude weak or inept recruits from
entering the profession.
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ADVANTAGES OF TH E AFFECTIVE EMPHASIS Most students in teacher
education need some emotional support and encouragement to help them through

the rough spots. Teacher educators. especially in their roles as supervisors of
teaching practice. are sometimes subjected to strong pressure from students for
nurturance and support. Students frequently seek encouragement to 'keep them
going'. and to 'try again'. to continue in spite of fumbling first efforts. The major
ad antages to emphasising the helping and nurturing aspects of supervision is that
students arc likely to feel satisfied w ith their training experiences (Combs. 1965).

DISADVANTAGES OF THE AFFECTIVE EMPHASIS The provision of
strong support and encouragement may inhibit the development of students'
independence and self-reliance. Furthermore. the tutor or lecturer ofien has to
choose between continuing to offer support in the hope that a V, eak student w ill
1.111111MM impro c. or counseling the student out of the program. If
supervisor
aits too long it may become too late to deny certification to a student who has
already invested much in his/her education.
There is a sense in M hick strong emphasis on the affective aspects of relationships
bet een tutors and students distinguishes the ethos of the early childhood education department from other departments in the institution. While some may see this
as a desirable distinction. many w ill take the view that early childhood educators

are ill/1y minded and Noll headed. They may he seen as less exacting than
colleagues in other branches of higher education, as squeamish about applying
high standards and making tough decisions about student achievement.

ADVANTAGES OF THE EMPHASIS ON EVALUATION The teacher
educator's gate-keeping role requires realistic e alum ion of students' progress and
for counseling poor students out of programs w hen necessary. Furthermore. w hen
concern M ith standards and e\ aluat ion are optimally salient to students, a sense
that the ethos of the teacher education program is a serious one is cons eyed to
students. I suggest that a teacher education course should impose an optimum
le% el of suffering such that participants belie e that they are being prepared for

hich learning the know ledge and skills requires real effort and e en some
(optimal I stress and also. that they are preparing for a profession into M. Nell not
everyone is admitted.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE EMPHASIS ON EVALUATION Realistic
evaluation requires an 'optimum distance' between the tutor and the students
(hat/. 1984). Students may interpret the distance as a lack (4 caring and be
discouraged by it. One kind of student response may he to form close emotional
bonds ' ith their cooperating teachers and together they may form an alliance
against the college staff.

SUMMARY When teacher educators emphasise their suppilrti% e function..
they may admit into teaching some students \\ ho might become poor teachers. II'
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on the other hand, they choose to emphasise their evaluative functions, some
students who may have become good teachers might he excluded. After all, some
students will improve with the nurturance and support of a supervisor. but some
w ill not. Which error is preferrable'? How can both responsibilities he optimised?
Critical feedback can he more helpful and less debilitating when it is offered in the
context of a genuine and trusting relationship. The development of such relationships is highly labor-intensive. They require constant informal contact between
staff and students and it would be necessary for the teacher educator to be easily
and readily available to students for frequent consultation, not just at times of
crisis, but on a regular basis. This ready availability is difficult if staff are also
expected to be productive scholars and researchers.

DILEMMA NO 5: CURRENT VERSUS INNOVATIVE
PRACTICES
A teacher education course may emphasise helping students to learn to teach NA ith
the most recently developed innovative practices or it may give priorit\ to helping
students to acquire competence in the current standard practices in early childhood
sere ices. Given a finite amount of time in a course. not all possihie pedagogical
methods can he learned.

ADVANTAGES OF EMPHASISING INNOVATIVE PRACTICES A major raison d'etre of a professional school (for any profession) is to develop new

knowledge and practices by which the profession's standard of practice is raised
and welfare of its clients improved. It is assumed that when new recruits are
equipped with the new knowledge and practices offered in the course. subsequent
professional practice will he upgraded. Emphasis on disseminating new ideas

and practices via new entrants into the profession is a central mission of a
unik ersity's professional school. However. teacher education departments outside universities ( in teachers' colleges) may not he under as much pressure to

emphasise the development of new knowledge and innovative new practices as
those in universities.

DISADVANTAGES OF EMPHASISING INNOVATIVE PRACTICES

Emphasis on helping students learn the latest innovative teaching methods

frequently makes teaching practice problematic. Although there are no studies on
the extent of discrepancy between the practices urged upon students by tutors and
those on view in the practicum. my experience suggests that current practitioners
in the schools often dismiss students' efforts to implement new practices by
reminding them that they are now in 'the real world'. Students may feel caught
between their super isms and lecturers and the cooperating teacher; they identify
with the latter and form a united front against the tutors.
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Sometime. no \ ice teachers are accused of 'slim\ Inc oil or other m se rocking the
boat h\ their \ eteran colleagues \\ hen they try intim at i \ e practices. Ho \\ever. I
ha \ eats( heard ot placing brand no\ teachers in classrooms V, ith the 1110,4 (111.114:Lilt

children. on the grounds that they are fresh from being trained in 'the latest
techniques-. teacher educator. may be intent on helping ne \\ teachers master
inm ati\ e practices. but \\ill become discouraged \\ hen they rarely see those
practices implemented becallse of institutional resistance to change and e perimental ion.

The inno \ ati \ e emphasis is likely to cause dissatisfaction among students. at least
in the short term. They may feel handicapped h\ ha \ ing been prepared to teach in

\\ ay s rarely seen in practice. flo\\ teachers ex aluate their training in newer
method. retrospecti \ ely is not kno\\ n.

Similarl \ for super\ isors \\ ho Vork in communities \\ ith limited availabilit \ of
'rood' teaching practice sites. maintaining mutually respectful relations \\ ith
school or centre personnel is often difficult. Under such conditions the tutor faces
ethical conflicts \k ith respect to both the student and the school teachers in \ ol \ ed.
Part of the dilemma is that \\ hen tutors urge students to employ practices other than
the current ones. the \ may undermine students. respect for and confidence in their

cooperating teacher.. Though this predicament ma; not directly affect student
satisfaction or program impact. it is a major issue confronting teacher educators.

AI)V ANTA(;ES OF ENIPHASISING CURRENT PRACTICES A good
grounding in current teaching practices prepares graduates to take up their
positions \\ ith minimal adjustment problems. Everienced colleagues can appreciate that the ric.. IA comers are in the earl', stages of learning the teat hing methods
they are \ er \ familiar ).\ ith.

IIa\ng been trained in ,arrent standard practices. ne \\ teachers are like! \
eperience a measure of continuity bemeen their teaching practice everiences
aunt their first teaching assignment. Thus a program emphasis on helping students
acquire competence in current practice. is ikel to he most satisfy ing to students,
especially in the short term. The long term satisfaction dent \ ed from this approach
is difficult to predict.
1f induction of students into current standard practices is emphasised. the research
and de \ eloPmenl mission of uni\ ersities \\ ould be difficult to rationalise. A brief
internship or a training program characteristic of it normal school \\ ould suffice to
prepare net teachers. As Patterson t in press) points out. the normal school' \\ as
de cited to learning the beim tours and attitudes de,igned to facilitate accommodation to the established stem in the schools 11\ imitating practicing teachers.
The tVi iginal teak he! ii.ninnv institution. In \null \meth., %,":. Lanett '1101111,d ...,11,11.:
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DISADVANTAGESOF EMPHASISING CURRENT PRACTICES Emphasis
on current practices. essentially learned during teaching practice. suggests that the
impact of the college as a specialised training institution is loss . in both the short
and long term. It has merely served to facilitate the impact of the school itselfand
its current practices.

SUMMARY To minimise the conflicting pressures resulting from this dilemma. tutors might suggest to students that they strive first to master current
practices. Tutors might then introduce them to newer alternative practices and
suggest that once they feel ,competent and confident in their posts. they can
experiment w ith preferred alternative practices. This strateg\ is based on a
developmental approach to students' current and future needs.

DILEMMA NO 6: SPECIFIC VERSUS GLOBAL
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
\ program might define its object Ives in crisp. concrete and specific w as s. making

clear to all of its students precisely w hat is expected of them. Alternatively . a
Program's objectives might make use of broadlx or vaguely defined constructs
such as "The curriculum providescandidates ss ith integrated and interdisciplinary
( National Association for
knoss ledge and understanding of child des
the Education of Young Children. 1982:3).

The latter omits detailed information about how the objective is to he assessed.
Choices made by lecturers and tutors on this issue are hound to affect the level of
satisfaction experienced bx students and probably the impact of the program as

The criteria by
.1. ilia learners' progress is assessed can vary in specificity . High specificity of the
criteria for assessment has several ads antages. First. the more specific they are.
the more easily they can he made explicit. Thus students easily come to knoss w hat

ADVANTAGES OF SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

is required for success and what is expected of them. Second, it is fairly well
established that the more specific the assessment criteria, the more assiduously
students work at attaining success on them ( Natriello and Dornhusch. 1984).
Third. most teacher education students are admitted into higher education because
of successful socialisation into the disposition to work for grades and to pass

examinations. They are therefore likely to feel comfortable w hen the grading
criteria are clear. Fourth. specificity and explicitness concerning how stn dents'
progress and pert orillailiC ate 10 be judged is consistent w ith a sense of fatmess
Explicit and specific assessment procedures constitute a kind of contract between
a student and instructor implying a mutual agreement that 'if you do y ode part. I'll
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do mine'. Such criteria usualk consist of points aw arded for specific assignments that are accumulated to \ field a final grade. Summing points and scores
appears to be objective and to in \ oh. e little subjective judgment on the part of the
lecturer. 0 erall. at least in the short term. students are likely to feel comfortable
and satisfied w hen the course adopts specific and explicit assessment procedures.

DISADVANTAGES OF SPECIFIC ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The more

explicit and specific the assessment criteria, the more trk ial is the conception of
teaching presented to student,. Second. the ethos created b) emphasis on specific
cnteria is apt to be more technical than intellectual and is therefore unlikely to
cult i \ ate such intellectual dispositions as reflect i \ it\ . openness to new ideas and
alternative interpretations of teaching predicaments. or the disposition to take

responsibility for one's o\\n learning. All of these dispositions could have an
impact on professional practice in the long term.

:thVANTAGES OF A GLOBAL. ASSESSMENT APPROACH

The ad \ an-

tage of a global approach to assessment of students' progress is that it takes into
account the complex nature of teaching and a broad conception of teaching can he
addressed. Holistic criteria might. for example. include professional dispositions

I Kati and Raths. 1985) that are difficult to specify in detail and depend upon
observation of students over a period of time. Holistic judgments enable instructors to put the students' behaviour into a context of multiple occasions and
situat ions in v\ hich the ha \ e been obsery ed. w ith a sense of how the student might

function in the complex professional en\ ironment of a school/centre can he
incorporated into the ev aluation procedures.

DISADVANTAGES OF A GLOBAL ASSESSNIENT APPROACH

Assuggested in the discussion on the ad \ ;images of specific assessment criteria. under

the global approach students are likely to be dissatisfied in that they ina feel
assessments are arbitrary and unfair: they ina become anxious about the outcome
of their efforts. When tutors ansv, el \ agliel such t pical questions from students
students are apt to be
as -Do we ha \ e to know this!''. -Will it he on the test
resentful and ina wonder if the tutor kno\\ s \\ hat he or she is doing.

St NIMA RY

. \ssessnteut of students' progress is one of the most stuhboin

predicaments lacing teacher educators. Certainl some parts of a course are more
appropriately assessed specific 'k and some holistical I\ Nev ertheless. student
and teacher appraisal strategies characterised 11\ detailed lists of decontextual ised
behav lour, stay rev cal hether the behav lours ha N. e been learned. but cannot
guarantee that the dispositions to use the helm \ iours conststent I\ . appropriatek or
w ith sufficient confidence ha\ e been acquired. A more global approach w
take into account the necessity of establishing dispositional leamm1.2. Careful
attention to the de\ elopment of professionally relevant dispositions is Likely to

ha\ e a long term impact on student,' dcsclopilicill .is Iraihri,.
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Accommodation to the conflicting pressures invoked in this dilemma might he
addressed by doing a hit of both. Specific assessment criteria can be applied in
the formal instructional contest of formal professional studies. But holistic criteria
can he applied in the informal context of tutors' discussions and e aluat ions and
m riting recommendations for indis idual students. When the 'objective' criteria in
the form of grades and test scores are at N. ariance m ith the holistic judgments
included in references and recommendations. tutors' credibility is undermined.
Tutors are more likely toss ithhold non-objective assessments from v ritten reports
and more likely to employ them erbalk . attenuating the credibility problem.

CONCLUSION
One of the major concerns of teacher educators. as \+ ell as other groups m ho has e

a stake in teacher education. is that they seem to has e insufficient impact on
students. Indeed. teachers themsek es often claim that their om n teacher education v, as not effect is e. Among the most severe critics of teacher education are
its ov, n graduates. Certainly there is some variation: some teacher education
courses are more effective than others and sonic are evaluated more positively- by

their graduates than others. The dilemmas described in this paper seem to be
generic to all teacher education, though some are more acute in some countries

than others. If the formulation of these six dilemmas is correct. then me are faced
ss ith a series of choices of errors: there are no error-free alternatives. The next step
seems to he to determine v, Inch are the 'least m orst' errors in considering the long
term development of the profession of teaching young children.
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